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CAREW1 AS AN ARTIST. 

ALBERT GRANBERY REED, INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH. 

Mr. Edmund Gosse, in his article on Lovelace in Ward's English 
Poets,2 says: "It may be safely said that of all the Royalist lyrists 
Lovelace has been overestimated the most as Carew has been the 
most neglected. The reason of this is not hard to find. Carew was 
a poet of great art and study, whose pieces reach a high but com
paratively uniform standard, while Lovelace was an improvisatore 
who wrote two of the best songs in the language by accident, and 
whose other work is of much inferior quality." In another place3 

Mr. Gosse, in speaking of Carew, says further: "Among the Roy
alists of the seventeenth century Carew takes a foremost place. 
In genius he is surpassed by Herrick only, and in age he is the 
first of that gallant band of cavalier song-writers of whom Roches
ter is the last. It would seem that his admirable instinct 
for form led Carew to compose with great care, and to polish his 
verses assiduously." 

In the above-cited quotations from Mr. Gosse, three points of 
considerable interest are suggested: ( 1) A poet is frequently 
judged by the best that he has written rather than by the general 

'Thomas Carew was one of the so·called. metaphysical poets of the seven
teenth century. The dates of his life are uncertain. His birth has been 
placed as early as 1587 ( Saintsbury's Elizabethan Literature, 1887) and as 
late as 1598 (Saintsbury's Short History of English Literature, 1900, and 
Gosse's History of Modern English Literature, 1900). The Dictionary of 
National Biography gives, as the date of his birth, the year 1598. Critics 
are more nearly agreed as to the date of Carew's death. All say that he 
died in or about the year 1639. 

2
"\' ol. II., page 181. 

'Ward's English Poets, Vol. II., pages lll, and l13. 
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body of his work, and hence a writer like Carew is often outranked 
by a much inferior poet; ( 2) Carew is e>ne of the most neglected1 

of English poets of the seventeenth century largely because he is 
a great artist; and ( 3) Carew's place among the seventeenth century 
Royalists is foremost for the very reason that he is a supreme 
artist. The nature and limits of this article do not permit a full 
discussion of each of these points. It may be said here, however, 
that a pe>et is frequently judged solely by the best that he has writ
ten, either because the critics or reading public know nothing of 
the general body of his work, or because they have allowed their 
judgments to become unduly influenced by the music or melody 
of two or three of his best pe>ems. As to the second point, a writer 
who is simply an artist is neglected, because pe>etry is read by many 
people, not for its artistic qualities, but for the thought and emo
tion expressed. Indeed, the only test of a great poem, according to 
many, is its power to appeal to the heart and mind of the reader. 
The third point suggested by Mr. Gosse's quotations can not, I 
think, be wholly accepted. Art of itself can no more make a great 
poem than can thought without artistic beauty.2 Thought and 

'That Carew has never been very popular may be seen form the small 
number of editions of his works that have appeared. Between 1640 and 
1651 only four editions of the poet's works were brought out; and no 
other editions appeared in the seventeenth century. In the eighteenth cen
tury the poems were reprinted only once. But this is not a bad showing 
for the eighteenth century ; for some of the most popular poets of the 
metaphysical school were not reprinted oftener than once, and some not 
so often as that, during this time. In the nineteenth century five editions 
of Carew's works appeared. 

Compare with this the popularity of a man like Vaughan, who is a much 
inferior artist, but who appeals much more to the public taste. Vaughan's 
works a ppeared in nine editions in the seventeenth century, once in the 
eighteenth century, and again in nine editions in the nineteenth century. 
The works of Vaughan, then, have appeared, as we see, in nineteen editions ; 
while the works of Carew have appeared in only ten editions-a little more 
than half as often. Donne and Herri<'k, greater poets than Carew but 
inferior artists, have likewise proYed much more popular. \Ve have no 
less than a dozen editions of Herrick 's works during the pa.st century alone, 
and perhaps almost as many of Donne's. 

'The question arises whether there is any such thing as separation of form 
and thought. In the strictest sense there is not. We may have, how
ever, poetry of a very high order expressed in form that is not the most 
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form must be united, as they always are in the greatest poetry. 
Indeed, it is only where deep thought and true feeling are artisti
cally expressed-and that, too, in a large body of work-that we 
have a supreme poet. 

Now, Carf:w does not deserve a place among the greatest English 
poets, because his poetry contains, as has been intimated, little 
depth of thought or feeling. As an artist in verse, however, he 
deserves a place of considerable prominence. The purpose of this 
article is to point out his artistic qualities and to determine his 
place, as an artist, among other poets. In doing this we shall 
notice first-in order that we may know something of the nature 
of his subject-matter-the groups into which his poetry may be 
divided, together with the number of poems that make up each 
group. Secondly, we shall examine some of the peculiar qualities 
of his art. In the third place, we shall consider some of the defects 
of his verse. And finally, from the results obtained we shall 
attempt to show that Carew, as an artist, deserves a place of con
siderable prominence, not only among the poets of his own age, 
but among all the poets of the language. 

I. CLASSIFICATION OF CAREW'S POETRY AS TO SUBJECT-MATTER. 

For critical, and, indeed, for general purposes, the poetical 
works of Carew may be divided into nine groups. These, together 
with the number of poems that make up each group, are as fol
lows: ( 1) Poems of Courtly Compliment and Love Songs, 102; 
(2) Elegies, 14; (3) Commendatory Poems, 6; (4) Epithala

miums or Marriage Songs, 3; ( 5) Pastoral Dialogues, 2; ( 6) Epi
grams, 4; (7) Paraphrases of the Psalms, 9; (8) Poems on 
Various Subjects, 18; and (9) The Masque, Coelum Britannicum. 
Carew's love songs and poems of courtly compliment constitute, as 
we see, almost two-thirds of his poetry. Next in point of number 
come his elegies. In writing a large number of love songs and 
elegies Carew, of course, indicated not only his own preference, 
but that of his age. 

artistic. This happens, for instance, in some of the work of Robert Brown
ing. On the contrary, we may have poetry expressing little thought or 
emotion, and yet of considerable rank, because of high artistic qualities. 
This is the case, it seems to me, in the work of Carew. 
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II. CAREW'S ARTISTIC QUALITIES. 

In discussing Carew's artistic qualities we should perhaps say 
that the most important of these qualities is the power of sustain
ing his flight through an entire poem. On this point Mr. Arthur 
Vincent says :1 "Many a courtly poet, addressing his mistress, was 
content, when he had lighted on what seemed a happy idea, to pad 
more or less apposite rhyme around it until a proper length was 
reached. Carew preferred to work out his idea, and to turn out a 
poem every part of which seemed naturally joined to what went 
before or what followed." Mr. Saintsbury remarks,2 "Best of all, 
perhaps, he [Carew] had the intelligence and self-restraint to make 
his poems wholes, and not mere congeries of verses." Mr. Gosse 
also, in speaking of this same quality in Carew's poetry, says :3 

"His songs are extremely mellifluous and well-balanced; he has 
an unusual art of sustaining his flight through an entire lyric, so 
that his poems are not strings of more or less pretty stanzas, but 
organic structures.'' One is struck again and again with this qual
ity in reading Carew. It is characteristic of all his best poetry, 
and is, therefore, present in a large proportion of his work. I shall 
give only a few of his poems in which the quality is illustrated. 

An excellent example of Carew's power of sustaining his flight 
throughout a poem is the lyric, Ask me no more: 

"Ask me no more where Jove bestows, 
When June is past, the fading rose, 
For in your beauty's orient deep 
These flowers, as in their causes, sleep. 

"Ask me no more whither do stray 
The golden atoms of the day, 
For, in pure love, heaven did prepare 
Those powders to enrich your hair. 

"Ask me no more whither doth haste 
The nightingale when May is past, 
For in your sweet dividing throat 
She winters and keeps warm her note. 

'Arthur Yincent's edition of Carew's Poems; Introduction, page xxxiv. 

' Sa.intsbury's Hi.story of Eliza.bethan Literature, page 360. 

•\Yard's English Poets, Vol. II., page 113. 
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"Ask me no more where those stars light 
That downwards fall in dead of night, 
For in your eyes they sit, and there 
Fixed because as in their sphere. 

"Ask me no more if east or west 
The phoenix builds her spicy nest, 
For unto you at last she flies, 
And in your fragrant bosom dies." 

There is, perhaps, not a more nearly perfect poem of its kind 
in the whole range of English literature. Its perfection, more
over, is largely determined by the fact that the lyric maintains to 
the end the same elegance and force of language with which it 
begins. There is no falling off or padding here. Indeed, the 
poem constantly increases in interest and in beauty of expression. 
If there is a weak stanza anywhere, it is the first, as Mr. Saints· 
bury well remarks.1 

Perhaps a better illustration of Oarew's sustaining power is the 
song, Would you know what's soft? Here the complete thought 
is not expressed until the last line is reached; the whole poem, 
moreover, depends on this line for its meaning. To appreciate 
this it is necessary to read the poem, which we quote in full: 

"Would you know what's soft? I dare 
Not bring to you the down, or air, 
Nor to stars to show what's bright, 
Nor to snow to teach you white; 

"Nor, if you could music hear, 
Call the orbs to take your ear; 
Nor, to please your sense, bring forth 
Bruised nard, or what's more worth; 

"Or on food were your thoughts placed, 
Bring you a nectar for a taste; 
\Vould you have all these in one, 
Name thy mistress, and 'tis done!" 

Similar to the above is A Divine Mistress. In this beautiful lyric 
the poet, after describing his mistress in the most glowing terms 
and bemoaning the fact that she has too much divinity for him, 
reserves for the last line the prayer: 

"Ye gods! teach her some more humanity." 

'Saintsbury's History of Elizabethan Literature, page 362. 
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This order, which for the lack of a better name we call the peri
otlic, occurs frequently in Carew. 

A slight variation from the above is illustrated in A Cruel Mis
tress. Here the most important thought is reserved for the last 
two lines. The suitor, who consecrates a "never-dying flame" to 
his mistress, and who, in return, receives nothing but frowns, 
reaches the conclusion: 

''Of such a goddess no times leave record, 
That burnt the temple when she was adored." 

Another illustration is the well-known song, Give me more love: 

"Give me more love or more disdain ; 
The torrid or the frozen zone 
Bring equal ease unto my pain, 
The temperate affords me none: 
Either extreme of love or hate, 
Is sweeter than a calm estate. 

"Give me a storm; if it be love, 
Like Danae in that golden shower, 
I swim in pleasure; if it prove 
Disdain, that torrent will devour 
My vulture-hopes; and he's possess'd 
Of heaven, that's but from hell released. 

Then crown my joys or cure my pains : 
Give me more love or more disdain." 

This poem is one of the most beautiful in English literature. As a 
work of art it is almost perfect. Indeed, it seems as though no line 
or part of a line could by any possibility be improved. Its sus
taining power, moreover, is greatly helped by the last two lines, 
which form, as we see, not a part of the last stanza, but a conclusion 
to the whole poem. 

A still further variation is the practice of using the last three 
lines-instead of the last two-in bringing together the leading 
thought at the end of a poem. This, however, does not occur often 
in Carew. Perhaps the best illustration of its use is found in 
A Deposition from Love. Here the last three lines, though consti
tuting the highest point of interest in the stanza, constitute, also, 
the most important thought in the poem. On account of its length, 
only the last stanza is given here: 
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"Hard fate! to have been once possess'd 
As victor of a heart, 

Achieved with labour and unrest, 
And then forced to depart; 

If the stout foe will not resign 
When I besiege a town, 

I lose but what was never mine; 
But he that is cast down 

From enjoy'd beauty feels a woe 
Only deposed kings can know." 

Sometimes, instead of reserving the important thought for the 
last line, or for the last two or three lines, of a poem, Carew 
observes what we have called the periodic order in each of the 
stanzas of a poem. This is well illustrated in The Protestation. 
Notice, in the two stanzas which are quoted, how the thought is 
held in suspense until the last line is reached : 

"No more shall meads be decked with flowers, 
Nor sweetness dwell in rosy bowers, 
Nor greenest buds on branches spring, 
Nor warbling birds delight to sing, 
Nor April violets paint the grove, 
If I forsake bright Celia's love." 

* * * * * * 
"Love shall no more inhabit earth, 

Nor lovers more shall love for worth, 
Nor joy above in heaven dwell, 
Nor pain torment poor souls in hell; 
Grim death no more shall horrid prove, 
If e'er I leave bright Celia's love." 

Another example is the song, When, Celia, I intend to fiatter 
you. Here, however, not only is the periodic order observed in each 
stanza, but a happy ~urn is given to the last, by which it is made 
the most effective in the poem: 

"Yet grow not proud by such Hyperboles : 
Were you as excellent as these, 

While I 
Before you lie, 

They might be had with ease." 

Occasionally the last stanza is used as a summary of the pre
ceding stanzas. This is well illustrated in The Complement: 
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"I love thee not for eyes nor hair, 
Nor cheeks, nor lips, nor teeth so rare, 
Nor for thy neck, nor for thy breast, 

* * * * * 
Nor for thy hand, nor foot so small : 
But would'st thou know, dear sweet, for all." 

The illustrations so far have been taken from Carew's amatory 
poems. But his ability to sustain his flight may be seen in almost 
all the poems which make up the other groups. Among his epi
taphs we have two very good illustrations in To Maria Wentworth 
and in the Epitaph on the Lady Mary Villiers. The first of these 
poems is made up of seven tetrameter iambic tercets, the three 
lines of each tercet rhyming. The poem itself possesses little merit, 
because it is marred by the use of conceits. Its flight, however, is 
sustained to the end. In the last stanza, which is the best, the 
writer give& the moral of the poem: 

"Learn from hence, Reader, what small trust 
We owe this world, where virtue must, 
Frail as our flesh, crumble to dust." 

The Epitaph on the Lady Mary Villiers is a much better poem. 
Its characteristic qualities are simplicity and pathos. If we com
pare the epitaph with the two others that Carew wrote, we may see 
how much the poet must have worked on this one. The reader will 
hardly fail to notice the genuine appeal to the emotions in the last 
six lines: 

"The Lady Mary Villiers lies 
Under this stone; with weeping eyes 
The parents that first gave her birth, 
And the sad friends, laid her in earth. 
If any of them, Reader, were 
Known unto thee, shed a tear; 

Or if thyself possess a gem 
As dea.r to thee, as this to them, 
Though a stranger to this place, 
Bewail in theirs thine own hard case: 
For thou, perhaps, at thy return 
May'st find thy darling in an urn." 

In the two pastoral dialogues, in the three marriage hymns, and 
in all the elegies, we have further illustrations of the poet's unusual 
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art of sustaining his flight to the end. The quality is found 
even in his longest poems. The Rapture, one of his longest, holds 
the attention of the reader-if he can stand the coarseness of the 
poem-until the last line is reached. But the best illustration 
among his longer poems is the Elegy upon the Death of Dr. Donne. 
Carew, like many of the other poets of the age, had profound 
respect and reverence for Donne, and he expresses in this poem his 
intense grief at the loss of the poet. It is the last four lines that 
are so well known; and it would be difficult to :find lines that are 
more sententious : 

"Here lies a King who ruled as he saw fit, 
The universal monarchy of wit; 
Here lies two flamens, and both those the best: 
Apollo's first, at lal!t the true God's priest." 

But it is unnecessary to discuss this characteristic further. 
Another way in which Carew shows his artistic powers is seen 

in the grace and felicity with which he pays a compliment in 
verse. This quality also is illustrated in the beautiful lyric, Ask 
me 110 more, quoted above. The perfection of this poem consists 
not only in its sustained power, but in the charming manner in 
which the thought itself is expressed by the poet. The extrava
gance of the compliment affects in no way its artistic qualities. 
Indeed, the poet is not thinking of the lovely woman or of his 
feelings, as he writes the poem, but of the accomplishment of 
describing the lovely woman and his feelings toward her. He who 
could do this most gracefully was regarded as the best poet. That 
a courtly compliment could not be better expressed, need hardly 
be stated. Its peculiar artistic quality, moreover, is seen in the 
fact that the compliment constantly borders on the verge of the 
ridiculous, and yet never quite reaches that point. Another stanza 
would have ruined the entire poem; yet there is not a single stanza 
or line that we should be willing to give up. The peculiar charm 
which is found in this poem is characteristic of a large proportion 
of Carew's courtly amorous verses. Among the best illustrations 
may be mentioned A Divine Mistress, Celia Singing, The Comple
ment, To His Mistress Confined, Conquest by Flight, and A Beau
tiful M1stress. The last poem we shall quote: 
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"If when the sun at noon displays 
His brighter rays, 
Thou but appear, 

He then, all pale with shame and fear, 
Quencheth his light, 

Hides his dark brow, flies from thy sight, 
And grows more dim, 

Compared to thee, than stars to him. 
If thou but show thy face again, 
When darkness doth at midnight reign, 
The darkness flies, and light is hurl'd 
Round about the silent world: 
So as alike thou driv'st away 
Both light and darkness, night and day." 

The poem, in addition to showing Carew's felicitous manner in 
paying a compliment, is an excellent illustration of his sustaining 
power and charming conceit. 

Carew's artistic powers may be noted, in the third place, in his 
great variety of verse-forms. In a careful study made of his met
rical forms it is found that he has used no less than forty-eight 
different forms of verse in his one hundred and fifty-nine poems.1 

A greater variety in proportion to the work done would be hard to 
find. Of these forms we shall consider, first, those which are made 
up exclusively of tetrameter and pentameter lines; and secondly, 
those with lines of varied length. 

The tetrameter verse is used exclusively in 81 poems; the penta
meter, in 47.2 In the 81 poems composed of tetrameter lines, 
Carew uses seventeen different combinations of rhymes; and in 
the 47 pentameter poems, he uses four different combinations.2 

Of the 159 poems, then, which are attributed to Carew, 128 (about 
three-fourths of his work, as we see) are made up of tetrameter and 
pentameter lines. This might appear, at first sight, to furnish 
little variety. But when we consider that these meters are used 
in 21 different combinations, we must admit that the variety of 
verse-form is unusual. 

The prevailing foot in the tetrameter and pentameter lines is 
the iambic. This foot is used exclusively in 73 tetrameter and in 
46 pentameter poems.2 In his frequent use of the iambic, Carew 
is simply using the prevailing foot for pentameter and tetrameter 

'See Appendix A. 

'See Appendix A, I. and II. 
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lines. Next to the iambic, the trochaic is used most frequently; 
and the remaining 8 tetrameter poems are made up exclusively of 
this foot. The dactyl is rarely found in Carew. In only one place 
(the pentameter poem entitled The Spring) is it used at all, and 

here it is scarcely allowable.1 In one poem, Upon Master W. Mon
tague's Return from Travel, we have the iambic and the trochaic 
used together-a combination which proves to be very beautiful and 
effective. The first twelve lines of the poem are made up of iambic 
pentameters. These are followed by twenty-four trochaic tetra
meter lines, probably as beautiful as can be found anywhere. In 
the remaining four lines of the poem the iambic pentameter is 
used again. The poem is too long to quote. It should be read, 
however, by every one who is interested in Carew's verse. 

Of the rhymes used in the poems made up exclusively of tetra
meter and pentameter lines, the couplet is found almost altogether 
in the pentameter, and in almost one-half of the tetrameter poems. 
By consulting the table,2 we shall find that in 46 out of the 47 
pentameter and in 40 out of 81 tetrameter poem& the couplet is 
used. The single pentameter and the forty-one tetrameter poems 
remaining are made up of stanzas of various lengths and rhyme 
combinations. 

In regard to the poems of Carew in which other forms than pen
tameter and tetrameter lines are exclusively used, little need be 
said here. A combination of tetrameter and pentameter lines is 
found inl four of his poems:.8 The iambic foot in used exclusively 
in three of these poems, and a combined use of the iambic and 
trochaic is found in the poem remaining. In the twenty-three mis
cellaneous verse-forms,• in which about one-fourth of Carew's 
poetry is written, almost every conceivable form is present. The 
ballad measure, which occurs more frequently than any other, is 
used in five of these poems.~ The other varieties occur, for the 
most part, but once. Sometimes we have in these miscellaneous 

'See Gummere's Handbook of Poetics, page 208. 

•see Appendix A, I. and II. 

'See Appendix A, III. 

•see Appendix A, IV. 

'See Appendix A, IV, 8. 
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forms a very fantastic verse scheme. The poem entitled Celia Sing
ing is a good illustration of this.1 

Summarizing his verse-forms, then, we find that the tetrameter 
couplet js used in 40 of Carew's poems, and that the tetrameter 
line of other rhymes is used in 41. We see further that the penta
meter couplet is used in 46 poems, and that the pentameter line 
of other rhymes is used in 1 poem. Finally, we notice that many 
other combinations of lines and rhymes are used in the remaining 
30 poems. The prevailing foot is iambic, though a sufficient depart
ure from the normal is found to give excellent variety. Both in 
kind and variety of verse-forms, therefore, Carew, I think, is an 
artist of no mean order. 

But Carew's artistic powers may be further seen in his frequent 
and effective use of run-on lines. In twenty poems, taken at ran
dom, I find that out of 479 lines Carew uses the run-on line 118 
times. 2 His proportion, ilien, of run-on to stopped lines is, as we 
see, about 1 to 4. It must be remembered, however, that this pro
portion is not found in every poem. Sometimes it is considerably 
greater; sometimes it is much less. In The Spring, for instance, 
the proportion is 1 to 2, while in To Hi,s Mi,stress Retiring in 
Affection it is 1 to 6. It frequently happens iliat the same num
ber of run-on lines is used in poems of exactly the same length. 
In the fifth, eleventh, and twenty-eighth poems, 2 for example, each 
of which has sixteen lines in toto, the poet uses in each case five 
run-on lines. This would seem to indicate that his use of run-on 
lines was not the result of chance, but the thought and plan of an 
artist. But though his verse shows the result of conscious work, 
it is so easy and natural that it seems spontaneous rather than as 
something wrought out. 

Perhaps his effective use of run-on lines can not be better shown 
than by quoting from poems where these lines are used to good 
advantage. All the poems which have been quoted in this article 
may serw as illustrations of this quality. One or two additional 
extracts, however, will be given. But before giving these, it may 
be well to quote a few lines from Pope, in order that we may show 
how Carew, by the artistic use of run-on lines, has avoided the only 

'Poem 49 in Appendix A, IV. 

'See Appendix B. 
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defect in the almost perfect verse of Pope. As is well known, each 
of Pope's couplets expresses a complete thought, and, therefore, 
stands alone.I In addition, there is always one or more pauses 
in each line, and usually a pause at the end of the first line, of the 
couplet.I A few lines from The Essay on Man will indicate what 
I mean: 

"Hope humbly then; with trembling pinions soar; 
Wait the great teacher death; and God a.dore. 
What future bliss, he gives not thee to know, 
But gives that Hope to be thy blessing now. 
Hope springs eternal in the human breast: 
Man never Is, but always To be blest: 
The soul, uneasy and confin'd from home, 
Rests and expatiates in a life to come." 

-Epistle I., 91-99. 

With this extract from Pope, compare several lines from Carew, 
and notice how the monotony of the "rocking-horse measure" is 
avoided by the effective use of run-on lines. The following is from 
The Spring: 

"Now do a choir of chirping minstrels bring, 
In triumph to the world, the youthful spring: 
The valleys, hills, and woods in rich array 
Welcome the coming of the long'd-for May. 
Now all things smile: only my Jove doth lower, 
'Nor hath the scalding noon-day sun the power 
To melt that marble ice, which still doth hold 
Her heart congeal'd, and makes her pity cold. 
The ox, which lately did for shelter fly 
Into the stall, doth now securely lie 
In open fields; and Jove no more is made 
By the fireside, but in the cooler shade 
Amyntas now doth with his Chloris sleep 
Under a sycamore, and all things keep 
Time with the seasons: only she doth carry 
June in her eyes, in her heart January." 

'fhe other illustration is taken from the Elegy upon the Death 
of Dr. Donne: 

"'For technical points, we note in Pope a careful observance of word 
accent; insistance on the rhetorical emphasis; a verse mostly, and a couplet 
always, 'end-stopt.' "--Gummere's Handbook of Poetics, pages 210-211. 
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"Thou shalt yield no precedence, but of time, 
And the blind fate of language, whose tuned chime 
More charms the outward sense: yet thou mayst claim 
From so great disadvantage greater fame, 
Since to the awe of thy imperious wit 
Our troublesome language bends, made only fit 
With her thick-ribb'd hoops to gird about 
Thy giant fancy, which had proved too stout 
For their soft melting phrases." 

Only a few words need be said about Carew's artistic powers as 
illustrated in his use of the feminine rhyme. As every one knows 
who has made even a cursory examination of his verse, Carew uses 
the masculine rhyme almost altogether. Out of the 159 poems 
which constitute his work, the feminine rhyme is used in only 19; 
and in these poems this rhyme occurs only ninety-six times.1 It 
is evident, therefore, that the feminine rhyme is almost entirely 
unknown in Carew's poetry. We regret that this is so; for where 
this rhyme does occur we have a most delicate and beautiful effect. 
Notice the charm and grace, for instance, of the feminine rhymes 
in the poem Red and White Roses : 

"Read in these roses the sad story 
Of my hard fate and your own glory. 
In the white you may discover 
The paleness of a fainting lover; 
In the red the flames still feeding 
On my heart, with fresh wounds bleeding. 
The white will tell you how I languish, 
And the red express my anguish ; 
The white my innocence displaying, 
The red my martyrdom betraying. 
The frowns that on your brow resided, 
Have those roses thus divided. 
Oh! let your smiles but clear the weather, 
And then they both shall grow t .ogether." 

In The Willing Prisoner to His Mistress, we have a beautiful 
effect produced by the combined use of masculine and feminine 
rhymes. One stanza will be sufficient for illustration: 

"And let those eyes whose motion wheels 
The restless fate of every lover, 
Survey the pains my sick heart feels, 
And wounds themselves have made discover." 

'See Appendix C. 
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To give a brief summary of this part of the discussion, we have 
attempted to point out Carew's artistic powers as seen in his sus
tained flight throughout a poem; in the graceful and felicitous 
manner in which he could pay a courtly compliment in verse; in 
his great variety of verse-forms; in his frequent and effective use 
of run-on lin€S; and finally, in his delicate and discriminating 
use of feminine rhymes. These qualities all find illustration in 
his poetry. 

III. DEFECTS IN HIS ART. 

But though many artistic qualities may be found in Carew's 
poetry, there are, nevertheless, a few very grave faults in his work. 
Some of these we shall notice briefly. In the first place, we find 
that the poet is occasionally licentious in his verse. His longest 
poem, and according to :Mr. Gosse his best, The Rapture, is robbed 
of more than half of its beauty by the insertions of lines which 
are so coarse as to be disgusting. Mr. Gosse only attempts to quote 
26 lines out of 166, and tells us that "Its beauties are presented t.o 
us with so much enthusiasm and with so little reticence, that no ade
quate citation from it can be laid before the general reader."1 We 
may say, however, to Carew's credit, that no other of his poems is 
so marred as is The Rapture. Only three other poems-Secrecy 
Protested, The Complement, and Love's Courtship-are at all 
objectionable from this point of view, and these can be read without 
offending very greatly our sense of modesty. Out of the 159 poems, 
then, I should exclude only 4 because of their vulgarity; and I 
should like to retain, because of their exquisite beauty, the parts 
of these that are not licentious. The bulk of Carew's work, there
fore, is untainted with coarseness; and in this part of his work he 
shows a delicacy of the purest and sweetest kind. 

Another defect in Carew's poetry is his use of conceits. This 
quality, however, does not seem to be so predominant in Carew as 
it is in Donne and the other metaphysical poets. Mr. Saintsbury 
thinks that Carew modulates his fancy by reason as none of the
poets of the age do. 1 Occasionally, too, the conceit has a very 
pretty effect, and as such can hardly be regarded as a fault. In 
the majority of cases, however, the metaphors are so far-fetched 

'Ward's English Poets, Vol. II., page 113. 

'Saintsbury's History of Elizabetham. Literature, page 360. 
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or the analogies are so overwrought as to be ridiculous. In the 
Elegy on the La Pen, for instance, the "minions of the muses" 
are represented as coming, 

"Each of them bringing to thy sacred hearse 
In either eye a tear, each hand a verse." 

In To Her in Absence the lover is made to say, 

"My fearful hope hangs on my trembling sail, 
Nothing is wanting but a gentle gale, 
Which pleasant breath must blow from your sweet lip." 

Perhaps a better illustration than either of the above is A Fly 
that Flew into My Mistress' Eye: 

"And from her breath, her cheek, and lip, 
Sucked all the incense and the spice, 
And grew a bird of paradise. 
At last into her eye she flew; 
There, scorched in flames and drown'd in dew, 
Like Phaeton from the sun's sphere, 
She fell and with her dropp'd a tear, 
Of which a pearl was straight composed, 
'\Vherein her ashes lie enclosed." 

But the most extravagant of his conceits is found in the elegy 
To Maria Wentworth, already referred to. It would be difficult 
for any one to imagine anything more ridiculous than the first 
two stanzas of this poem : 

"And here the precious dust is laid, 
'Whose purely-temper'd clay was made 
So fine, that it the guest betray'd. 

"Else, the soul grew so fast within 
It brake the outward shell of sin 
And so was hatched a cherubim." 

Other examples of Carew's use of conceits are "weeping rain," 
"blushing evening," ''rivers of tears,'' and "grief is a puddle." 
But such expressions are, after all, comparatively rare. Indeed, 
only in 11. very small proportion of Carew's work-about 20 out of 
the 159 poems-do we find the use of conceits at all, and rarely 
are they so extravagant as to mar the effect of the poem. 

A third defect in Carew's poetry is the too frequent use of 
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parentheses. A frequent use of parentheses always detracts from 
a poem. It is this very quality that makes a great deal of Donne 
appear didactic and heavy. Some of Carew's poems, likewise, lose 
much of their charm and spontaneity because of this fault. Fortu
nately, however, our poet seldom uses the parenthesis to excess. 
In only twelve of his poems do we find its use at all; and in only 
five of these---where the parenthesis is long and occurs two or 
three times-does the poem seem to lack ease and spontaneity. 

The last defect that we shall notice in Carew's poetry is the 
occasional presence of an imperfect line or faulty rhyme. This 
defect, however, is nothing like so common in Carew as it is in 
the other poets of the period. Indeed, it is doubtful if any poet 
has made fewer mistakes in the construction of his lines or in 
his use of rhyme. In all of Carew's poems, for example, I have 
been able to find only three or four instances of faulty lines. In 
To Her in Absence (line 2) the accent is made to fall on the indefi
nite article. The line would have been smoother if this could 
have been avoided. In A Fly that Flew in My Mistress' Eye (line 
15, quoted above), a syllable seems to be missing, unless sun's be 
pronounced as a dissyllable. A similar fault is seen in the Pro
logue to a Play (line 1). Here a monosyllabic verb is pronounced 
as a dissyllable. In the Epigram to John Dumbelow, it seems 
impossible to reduce the lines to any scheme of versification. These 
are the only cases of imperfect lines noted. The fact indicates, 
I think, an unusually small proportion of faulty work. 

In his rhymes, Carew seems less careful. Still, his proportion 
of false rhymes is not large. Only thirty-eight cases of such occur 
in his works; and of these I should say that not more than twenty 
are unallowable. Occasionally, an almost perfect poem is marred 
by the use of a very bad rhyme. An example of this may be found 
in An Hymeneal Song, on the Nuptials of the Lady Anne Went
worth and the Lord Lovelace. Here "almanack" is made to rhyme 
with "make" and "take." Other examples of faulty rhymes may 
be seen in the appendix.1 

IV. CONCLUSION. 

In conclusion, it has been shown that few defects from an artis
tic point of view are found in Carew's poetry, and that these 

'See Appendix D. 
-2
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defects are confined to a very small proportion of his work. It 
has been proved, moreover, that the poet shows artistic qualities 
of a very high order, and that many of th€Se qualities are present in 
the great body of his poetry. From this it may be safely stated, I 
think, that Carew, taken as a whole, was a consummate artist. 
Furthermore, if we compare his proportion of artistic work with 
that of other writers, 1 I believe we should find that he is undoubt
edly the most perfect artist of the metaphysical school of poets, 
and that as an artist in verse he is surpassed by but few poets of 
the language. 

11 have made a general estimate of the proportion of verse possessing 
high artistic qualities found in Carew, Lovelace, Suckling, and Waller. 
The estimate was made simply by marking the poems, as they were read, 
which struck me as having enduring qualities because of the artistic 
powers that are shown. The estimate, therefore, is not to be entirely 
relied upon, though it is perhaps sufficiently accurate for our purpose 
here. The figures used are, in some cases, identical with those given, in 
an unpublished lecture, by Professor Trent of Columbia University. My 
investigation, however, is independent. The following is the result 
obtained from the study : 

One hundred poems of Carew were examined. Of these not more than 
four or five were found to be complete failures. Forty-five of the one 
hundred show considerable artistic power, and the remaining fifty vary 
from excellent to superb. A similar examination was made of one bun· 
dred poems of Lovelace. Not more than forty-five poems are worth read
ing at all; and of these not more than five are worth reading except in 
parts. The result obtained from similar study of Suckling and Waller 
was more encouraging. Fifty out of the one hundred of Suckling's poems 
examined were found to be worthy of mention. Of these, however, few 
deserve a place, as artistic productions, beside the best work of Carew. 
In the study of Waller, I found less than twenty poems which I regard as 
having genuine poetic value. 

From this examination, then, we see that about fifty per cent. of Carew's 
verse shows real artistic power, and that this average is considerably above 
that of Lovelace, Suckling, and Waller. No attempt is made to compare 
Carew's per-centage of good work with that of the greatest poets. It is 
doubtful, however, whether we should find, even among our greatest 
authors, a higher average of artistic work than fifty per cent. Professor 
Trent says (in an unpublished lecture) that even Milton's average is 
hardly above this. Wordsworth's estimate would, I think, fall considerably 
below it. 
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APPENDIX A. 

The following are the verse forms used by Carew, together with the 
number of poems in which each form occurs. Where the number of the 
poem is referred to, I have had in mind the Hazlitt edition: 

I. Tetrameter Verses. 
Number of poems in 

which the verse is used. 
( 1) Tetrameter couplet; iambic foot . .. ....... . ... . ........ . ... . .. 38 
(2) Tetrameter couplet; trochaic foot (Poems 12 and 110) ..... ...... 2 
(3) Tetrameter tercets; iambic foot; all the lines of each stanza 

rhyming ..... . ....... .. . . . .. ..... . . ..... ... ..... .. ... .... 4 
(4) Tetrameter tercets; trochaic foot ; rhyming as in (3) (Poems 14 

and 911) ...... ..... . ..... .... .. ..................... . ... . . 2 
(5) Tetrameter quatrain; iambic foot; couplet rhymes (Poems 11 and 

103) . ....................................... . .. . .. . ... . .. 2 
(6) Tetrameter quatrain; trochaic foot; couplet rhymes (Poem 104). 1 
(7) Tetrameter quatrain; iambic foot; rhyming a b a b (Poems 45 

and 80 ............. . ... . ....... . .......... .. .. . ... .. ...... 2 
(8) Tetrameter quatrain; trochaic foot; rhyming ab b a (Poem 75) . . 1 
(9) Tetrameter stanza of five lines; iambic foot; rhyming a b a b b 

(Poem 17 and four of Psalms) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
(10) Tetrameter stanza of five lines; trochaic foot; rhyming ab a ·b b 

(2 of the Psalms) .. ..... .. . ...... . ...................... .. 2 
(11) Tetrameter stanza of six lines; iambic foot; rhyming couplets. . 7 
(12) Tetrameter stanza of six lines: iambic foot; rhyming ab ab cc. 9 
(13) Tetrameter stanza of seven lines; iambic foot; rhyming a b a 

bbcc (Poem51) . . ........... . .................... . . .. ... 1 
(14) Tetrameter stanza of eight lines; iambic foot; rhyming a b a b 

c c d d (Poems 54 and 110) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
( 15) Tetrameter stanza of eight lines; iambic foot; rhyming couplets 

(Poem 111) ... ..... . . .. . .. . ........... .. ..... ... ... .. .. .. . 1 
(16) Tetrameter stanza of fourteen lines; iambic foot; rhyming a b 

o. b a b a b a b a b c c (Poem 53) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
( 17) Tetrameter stanza of six and eight lines : iambic foot. 

!st stanza . . ab ab cc 
2nd stanza ... a b a b c c d d 

(Poem 13) . ....... .... .. ... .. ................ . .......... 1 

Total number of poems in which tetrameter verses are used 
exclusively ......... . .................. ... ... .... .... . .. 81 

Total number of tetrameter poems in which the iambic foot is 
used exclusively ........... . ........... .. ................ 73 

Total number of tetrameter poems in which the trochaic foot is 
used exclusively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
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II . Pentameter Verses. 

Number of poems in 
which the verse is used. 

( 1) Pentameter couplet; iambic foot . . .. ... .. . . ... .. . . . . . ...... ..... 44 
(2) Pentameter couplet; iambic and dactylic feet (Poem 1) . . . . . . . . . . 1 
( 3) Pentameter quatrain : last two lines being a couplet; iambic foot; 

rhyming couplets (Poem 138) ..... . ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. 1 
( 4) Pentameter stanza of fourteen lines; iambic foot; rhyming a b a b 

c d c de f e f g g (Poem 112) .. ....... . .. . . .. . ..... ... . .... 1 

Total number of poems in which pentameter verses are used 
exclusively .... .... . . . ..... . ... . . . .. .. . . .... ....... ... . . 47 

Total number of poems in which the iambic foot is used 
exclusively ......... .. ... .... .... .. ... . ..... . ..... .. .... 46 

Number of poems in which the iambic and dactylic feet are 
used exclusively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

III. Combination of Tetrameter and Pentameter Lines. 

'1) Tetrameter couplet, poem ending with pentameter couplet; iambic 
foot (Poem 5) ...... . . ........ .. .. . ....... . . . ... . . . ..... .. 1 

(2) Tetrameter stanza of six lines, the last line of each stanza being a 
pentameter; iambic foot; rhymin a b a b c c as in (12) 
(Poem 31) .. ... . . .................. .. .... . .. .. ....... . ... 1 

( 3) Tetrameter stanza of six lines, the last six-line stanza ending in a 
pentameter couplet, this being followed by a pentameter couplet 
with which the poem ends (Poem 134) . ....... . . .. .... . ..... 1 

( 4) Six iambic pentameter couplets, followed by twelve trochaic t etra
meter couplets, and followed again by two iambic pentameter 
couplets (Poem 85) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Total number of poems in which tetrameter and pentameter 
verses are used exclusively . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 

Number of poems in which the iambic foot is used exclusively 
in the above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

Number of poems in which the iambic and trochaic feet are 
used exclusively in the above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

IV. Miscellaneous Verses. 

In the poems that belong to this class the meter will be indicated by 
numerals, and the rhyme. except when the couplet is used, will be indicated 
by the letters of the alphabet. These poems are taken up in the order 
in which they occur in Hazlitt's edition of Carew. The iambic foot is 
used almost entirely in these poems. 
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(1) Poem 6 : 
Rhyme : Couplets 
Meter : 4 2 4 4 4 4 5 5 

(2) Poem 7: 
Rhyme: Couplets 
Meter: 5 2 2 5 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

(3) Poem 19: 
Rhyme : ab ab c d c dee 
Meter : 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 

(4) Poem 29: 
Rhyme: Couplets 
Meter : 5 2 2 5 5 2 4 5 

(5) Poem 30: 
Rhyme: a a a a b b c c d d c 
Meter : 5 5 2 5 5 5 2 4 5 3 5 

(6) Poem 40: 
Rhyme: a b a b b c c c 
Meter: 4 2 4 2 4 4 2 4 

(7) Poem 49: 
Rhyme : a a b b c d d c c e e f f a a g g 
Meter: 4 2 4 2 4 2 2 4 4 4 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 

(8) Poems 5S, 101, 118, 121, and part of Coelum Britannicum: 
Rhyme : ab ab 
Meter: 4 3 4 3 

Ballad Measure. 
(9) Poem 56: 

Rhyme: Couplets 
Meter : 4 2 4 2 3 3 3 3 5 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 5 5 
(10) Poem 57: 
Rhyme: a b b a a 
Meter : 5 4 3 5 5 
( 11 ) Poem 76: Tercet 
Rhyme: a a a b b b, etc. 
Meter: 4 4 5 4 4 5, etc. 
(12) Poem 90: 
Rhyme: a b a b b 
Meter : 5 2 4 3 5 
( 13) Poem 91: 
Rhyme: a b a b c c c 
Meter: 3 4 4 2 5 5 5 
( 14) Poem 109: 
Rhyme: a a b b a a b b 
Meter: 4 4 2 5 4 4 2 5 
(15) Poem 114: 
Rhyme: a a b c c 
Meter : 4 4 2 4 4 
(16) Poem 115: 
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Rhyme: a a b c c 
Meter : 4 4 4 4 2 

Note the close resemblance between (15) and ( 16) . 
(17) Poem 129: 
Rhyme: a a b c c b 
Meter : 4 4 3 4 4 3 

Note that a dactylic foot introduces the trimeters, and that each stanza 
is followed by a tercet, the lines of which rhyme. 
(18) Pocml31: 
Rhyme: Couplets 
Meter: 5 3 5 2 5 5 3 5 
(19) Poem 136: 
Rhyme: a b a b c c 
~1eter: 4 2 4 2 4 4 

Note the resemblance to I, ( 12) . 
(20) Poem 139: 
It seems impossible to reduce this poem to any scheme. The poem is 

found only in Hazlitt's edition, and is thought by some critics not to be 
Carew's 
(21) Poem 141: 
Rhyme: a a b b c 
Meter:54123 
(22) Poem 142: Epigran 
Rhyme: Without rhyme 
Meter: One hexameter followed by a pentameter line. 
(23) Coelum Britannicum : 
Rhyme: Blank Verse 
Meter: Iambic Pentameter. 

Other verse forms in the Ooelum Britannicum have already been men· 
tioned. 
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APPENDIX B. 

The following is an estimate, made from twenty of his poems taken at 
random, of the proportion of run-on lines in Carew's poetry: 

Poem in Hazlitt's Number of run- Total 11umber of Proportion.
edition. on lines. lines In poem. 

1........................14 .......................24.. ............... ... ....... t 
2 .... .................... 29........................84...... .... ....... . ...... ... t 
3........................ 2 ........................ 12................. .......... i
4 ... . ........ .......... 3 ........................ 12...........................t 
5........................ 5........................16...........................t 
6 .... .. ................. . 3........................ 8................... .... .... t 
7....................... 4 ... ..................... 14...........................t 
8....................... . 6 ........................ 18...........................t 
9 .. ... . ........ ...... . ... 3 .... .. ...... .... ........10..........................t 

10........................30........................80......... .. .............. ..t 
11........................ 5 ........................ 16.... ....... ...... ..... .... . t 
12........................ 8........................32 ........................... t 
14..... ...... ....... ...... 6 .... ....................18............... ...........t 
27 ......................... 4........................10...........................t 
28.. ...................... 5.. ......................16..........................t 
33............... ..... .... 9 ........................ 27 ...........................t 
35.. ..................... . 5 .................. ...... 2i..........................t 
a6.................. .. ... . 5 ........... ......... .... 22...........................t 
38........................14.......... .. .. .... ...... 46.................... ... ..t 
64 ........................17 .. ...... .... ......... ... 38...........................t 

Total: 20 poems: 118 479 

APPENDIX C. 

The following table will show Carew's use of the feminine rhyme: 

l:'oem In Hazlitt's Number of times the Total number of Where lines are 
edition feminine rhyme lines in the found. 

· Is found. poem Indicated. 
1 .............. ................ 4 ......... ..... ............... 24 .. .. ................. .. ........ ....18·14 and 22-24 

26......... ....... ................. 2 ............ ................. 10....... ................................... .......... 9-to 
« ............................... 6 ........................... J8 ......... 2d and 4th lines of eaoh stanza 
45....... .............. .... .. .. .. .. 8 ............................. 16..... 2d and 4th lines of eaoh quatrain
54 .... ..................... ....... 2 ......................... .... 16....................................... ..... 10 and 12 
58............. ....... ............14.. ....... .................... 14..... .... ............. . Throughout the poem 
62 ......... ................. . ...... 6.. ........................ .. .166 ......... ... ... .... ... ... ..... 18-20; 61-62; 65·66 
11................................. 2.. .......... ................ 77 ....... ..... ...... ......................... .... .......s-• 
81 ......... .................. .. .. . 2.............. ............... 74 ........... ....... .. ............. ..................21·22 

100..... ................. .......... 24 ....... .... .................. 66 ... ............ Too frequent for o!tatlons 
110.... ... .. .. ............ .... .... 12..... ....... ................. 12..... .... .. . ., ......Throughout the poem 
117........ ........ ......... .. ..... . 2........... .. ............... 24 .. ........... ..................... .. ......... ......... 1-2 
124..... .... ......... ........... ... 2 ............... .... ......... 58...... ................................. ............ '8·44 
130 ........ ........................ 2....................... ... ... 26................ .. ................. . ........... ....... 3-4 
131.. ....... ......... ........ .. .. . 2 .. .. ............ .. ... .. .... 56........ .......... ...............................55·56 
137 ................. .............. 2 ............................. 46.................. ...... .. . ..... .45-46 (last lines)
1118.................. .. ............ 2 ............................. 26 .. ........... .... ....... ... ... ... ~-26 (last. lines)
139.................... ..... ....... 2 ............... ..... .... ..... 46 .... ..... ..... .. ............ ..... .................. 14-15 
149....................... .......... 2 ............. ..... .... ..... .. 38...... .. .......................................... 17-18 

Total: 19 poems 96 813 
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APPENDIX D. 

The following is a list of all the faulty rhymes which are found in 
Carew. In numbering the poems I have had in mind the Hazlitt edition. 
The spelling found in the Hazlitt edition of Carew has also been adopted. 

Poem. Lines. Rhyme. 

2J 69-70{ ~/;
l 83-84. J t.ogether 

1--wlther 
11 11>-16 Heare

1 there 
J pouess'd13 11•121 released 

resign
33 26·27 -mine{ coyne 

:w ~24 1r::; 
39 17-18 { ;vee.; • 
.S lS-H I tear (pron. tlr)

1 were 
49 7 8 Jthere ~ 

• I tear (pron. tlr) 

J 9-10{ ~~:
57

I 113..1s { ~lfu°:.!1 
MI-mine61 1 disjoin 

l9-20 I common62 !woman 
5-& Iwere ,66 tear (pron. tlr) 
1 ., J-Fame71 -. 1 Buckingham 

72 9-10 J where 1feare 
_ J spheare

73 7 8 I there 
·;4 23-2' J there 

1 ear 
TT 2 J mourn1_

1scorn 
26 J feature81 24_

1 nature 

Poem. Lines. Rhyme. 

3-4 I hearse82 ) gierce 
ss 95-00 { p~r!st 
85 33-:w{ Aeolu~8 

a-4 { for~:;: 
_8 J dressed7 1 feast 

88 17-18 { cor3i1!1!taste{ 25_26 past 
27-28J upon)-one 
5-6 I where94 )ap~are 

9D la-i4{ f:itt 

11a{ l~H~~~~Yon 
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MANUAL TRAINING: WHAT IS IT? WHAT IS ITS 
EDUCATIONAL VALUE? WHAT ARE THE OBJEC

TIONS TO INTRODUCING IT IN THE PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS? HOW CAN IT BEST BE INTRO

DUCED INTO 'l'EXAS SCHOOLS? 

A. C. ELLIS, ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION.* 

From education in the manual and domestic arts it is plain that 
two things are to be gained : 

1. A certain manual skill and fund of knowledge useful in 
after life. 

2. General physical and intellectual training. 
Until recent years, the first of these results, i. e., the acquiring 

of manual skill and fund of useful knowledge, was the end chiefly 
aimed at, and as a consequence of this we have our vast system 
of technical schools for engineers, architects, mechanics, farmers, 
miners, etc. 

These have all grown up in the last century. About a hundred 
years ago, in connection with the work in the mines at Freiburg, 
and later in other enterprises in Europe, it occurred to some one 
that a bright student might be given special instruction in the 
work and learn all of its methods without having to go through 
the dull and lengthy monotony of apprenticeship. The experi
ment was tried, it succeeded, and this was the first technical school. 
The idea spread over Europe and soon came to America. These 
technical schools emphasize, as I have said, the special technical 
value of the knowledge and skill acquired by their students, and 
have for their purpose the furnishing of thoroughly trained spe
cialists in all the mechanical and industrial arts and sciences. 
The graduates are to understand thoroughly the setting up and 
handling of machinery, the laying-out of railroads, the building 
of bridges, the care of stock, the direction of farming or mining 
operations, etc. 

It was out of this technical school work that the still more 
recent generally educative manual training work was developed. 

*Read before the Texas State Teachers' Association, in Austin, December 
31, 1892. 
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As the methods of teaching improved in the technical schools, 
it soon became evident that the student pursuing these studies got 
from them not only technical skill and knowledge, but a large 
amount of general intellectual development. However, in the 
technical school the primary purpose is to give the student such 
detailed knowledge and such facility in manipulation as will be 
needed for practical use immediately on leaving the institution, 
and in order to do this it is necessary to go into details and to 
repeat the operations and establish such a long routine of habit 
that the generally educative phase of the work must be made sec
ondary or sacrificed to the turning out of experts in special lines. 

But the wide possibility of these studies and exercise for purely 
educational purposes, because or the great interest which the 
students show in them, and the energy with which they pursue 
them, has led to the attempt at selecting certain parts of the work, 
developing special methods of teaching these, and adopting them as 
n part of our public school course : that is, to teaching these pri
marily as a means of general education and mental training, and 
only secondarily with the view of giving technical skill and a fund 
of knowledge useful in after life. Of course, just any kind of 
industrial work is not ~nerally educative, and a careful selection 
from the work of the technical school must be made, and a special 
method of teaching must be employed, if the work is to be put 
into the public school course. First, we must exclude all those 
oocupations that demand faulty bodily positions, or menace health, 
or consist largely of automatic, listless repetition of similar simple 
movements_. such as spinning, weaving, etc. Furthermore any par
ticular act is to be repeated by the pupil not until perfection and 
speed in manipulation are gained, but only so long as it is educative, 
i.e., is giving the brain new stimuli and forming new images in 
mind, or working over old ones into higher combinations. The 
continued repetition of acbioilS' that are half aulX>matic is stupe
fying and not educative. Making the child a· machine or a beast of 
burden is not educating him. 

That our State with its boundless and undeveloped natural 
resources, and its vast product of raw material needs technical 
training and must have technical schools to train our men and 
women, or forever be a great commercial and industrial drudge, 
this I take is self-evident. The support given our University and 
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our Agricultural and Mechanical College shows that the State is 
beginning to recognize this need. 

But our State has not yet recognized in any way the need for 
this generally educative manual training as a part of our general 
edu.cational system. It has not yet been seen that this work may 
be made something more than mere technical training for a spe
cific occupation, that it is a part of all true education, and that 
the boy or girl who passes through school without it goes out into 
life deprived of a valuable part of his intellectual, moral, and 
physical training, as well as handicapped in the battle of life by 
the lack of a fund of useful knowledge about the most necessary 
3ffairs of life. 

Most people who have not carefully considered this matter think 
these claims for manual and domestic training as a part of general 
mental training are extravagant. Let us look now at just a few 
facts bearing upon the educational value of manual training. In 
other words, let us psychologize manual training. That properly 
conducted manual training work trains the pupil to careful observa
tion, discrimination and habits of accuracy, exercises the memory, 
imagination, reason and will, as does other laboratory work, is evi
dent to anyone who has seen this work well taught. It is to the 
advantages peculiar to this work that I wish here to call attention. 

1. Is not physical activity the most fundamental instinct of 
the child? Yet outside of the kindergarten our whole education 
is based upon an unnatural repression of this activity, instead of 
utilizing it for educational ends. Industrial training takes hold 
of the natural love and instinct of the child for this kind of activ
ity and organizes and uses these for his education. 

2. A young person loves to see actual visible results of his 
labor and the well-made and useful article carried home by the 
student gives a real inspiration to do something more and some
thing better. While there are some visible material results to be 
seen by the children in the several fields of school work, in no 
other work is this so much so as in manual and domestic training, 
and in the actual experience in the schools, it is seen that in no 
other class are children so eager to learn thoroughly and produce a 
result fit to be shown to their parents. 

That this work does appeal to the interest of the child and 
arouse his or her best effort is plainly seen as soon as one enters 
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such a class. In fact, it is the only part of our school work in 
which the students can be disciplined by requiring them to quit 
the class. This is the actual practice in Austin and works per
fectly. 

3. Manual and domestic training is especially valuable because 
the hands, the eyes, the body, and the intellect, the will are all 
called in to co-operate. In this work we find a means of training 
the whole man or the whole woman in harmony-not some intel
lectual hysteric with no ontrol over her body, nor some one-sided 
and impractical speculator and dreamer, but a person that can 
think and do-in short, the whole brain is sent to school, and not 
a few little centers for the tongue and visual and auditory images. 

4. The impressions made cm the brain through this manual 
exercise furnish a needed basis for higher mental development. 
All of the child's thinking must be done in terms of images left 
in his mind by his past experience. These impressions are the 
raw material of thought out of which his active mind builds his 
world, whether it be rational or fanciful. Physiological Psy
chology has shown us that the human mind can frame no sensuous 
image of anything till the proper nerve cells in the brain have 
first been stimulated through · the external sense organ. The wisest 
congenital blind person that ever lived can not think one thought 
in terms of light or visual images. He substitutes touch .images 
and gets along somewhat with regard to shapes, but on light and 
color he is absolutely imbeciJe-or rather absolutely empty. · So of 
hearing, taste, touch, and the other senses, the stimuli must arouse 
the outer sense organ and go on into the brain and stimulate the 
proper nerve cells, or no image can arise in the mind. The pass
ing of this stimulus through these brain cells once seems to leave 
a trace there of such a nature that these cells can act a second 
time without the aid of external stimuli, and can produce these 
images again and associate them in all sorts of ways in memory, 
imagination, or reason, and thus build up the higher products of 
mind. But nothing save the outward stimulus of the sense organ 
can arouse the nerve cells the first time, and give this raw material 
for thought. The breadth and accuracy of the results of the 
loftiest operations of the most exalted mind are limited by the 
number and correctness of the original sense impressions. The 
congenitally deaf man can do no correct thinking about music. 
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The color blind man must ever have a mistaken and limited 
notion of color. Recent study of Psychology has shown that the 
touch and the muscular and joint sensations produced in mind by 
brain stimuli gotten from physical movement of the hands play an 
astonishingly large role in our mental growth. 

No man who has failed to watch the training of a feeble-minded 
or idiotic child in one of our modern institutions can possibly 
nppreciate how much our own intellectual development, even our 
God-like imagination and reason, are dependent primarily upon 
the stimuli given the brain through the physical movements of our 
bodies. Among these unfortunate feeble-minded children we 
always find a stiffened or a flabby and uncontrolled hand, and 
often in addition to this, an immobile body. These poor unfor
tunates, some of whom can neither articulate words nor recognize 
the faces of their parents, may now be brought to a considerable 
degree of intelligence, and it is all done primarily through their 
muscular movements. At first the whole body is rubbed and bent 
and moved and massaged for months, then the hands and finger~ 
are worked and the expressionless face is manipulated. This 
physical movement stimulates and soon awakens the dormant 
brain, their eyes brighten, they notice things, and by patiently 
putting them through significant movements, accompanied with 
speech, these children are actually taught to know things and peo
ple and to care for themselves. It is perfectly plain here how 
entirely dependent upon the physical exercise is this rise in intel
lectual life. Now what is so plainly true in these cases is true, 
only to a less degree, with us all. Our Creator has so arranged it 
than man gained a large part of his intelectual and moral educa
tion in connection with the practical duties of life; that is, where 
intellectual activity usually accompanied physical exertion. It 
is time we recognize the natural constitution of man and put our 
educational efforts more in line with the plans of nature. In man
ual and domestic training this is done. 

5. Another point in which manual and domestic trainmg has 
an advantage over the ordinary method of education is that the 
pupil at first works from a model and mu~t test and estimate for 
himself his own work. If his work be slipshod, he is bound to see 
it for himself and correct his own error. Later he prepares his 
own designs and works after his own plans, and this stimulates 
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his originality. Since his work is here self-directed, it develops 
his moral power and self-control. 

6. In addition to these potent advantages, it can be claimed 
that this work develops the body and develops the esthetic sense. 
When properly taught, this is true. 

7. Another great benefit undoubtedly arising from this work 
in the schools is the development in the child of a love for occu
pation and an appreciation of the dignity of labor; it makes pos
sible a development of some real sympathy and mutual apprecia
tion between the laboring and profeesional classes. 

As yet no claim has been made whatever for this work, because 
it prepares for some useful occupation in after life. It is per
fectly plain that it belongs in a rational system of education, and 
should be open to all children, even if they never expect to touch 
a trade in after life, just as percentage and interest and partial 
payments are studied by all children as a part of general educa
tion, even though they expect never to be either a borrower or 
lender of money. 

Now let us consider some of the objections brought against the 
introduction of this work into our public school system : It is 
claimed: 

1. That there are already so many studies in our schools that 
the children cannot keep up with what they have; all the time given 
to industrial education must be taken from something else already 
in the school; and there is simply no time for industrial training 
in public schools. 

2. That a vast majority of our boys and girls are to be neither 
carpenters nor cooks, and they would · be wasting time to study it. 

3. That equipment and teachers for this work cost too much. 
Taking these up in order: The first objection, that time cannot 

be found for it is already answered by the bald fact that time has 
been found and the work put to practical test in several hundred 
public schools in America, and among these are the very best schools 
in the country. Instead of weakening the purely intellectual train
ing in the ochools, practical experience has shown that in many 
cases it improves it. The reason for this is obvious to one who 
has studied this work. The manual and domestic work is not 
simply an interesting physical diversion which children welcome 
after hours of routine class work, but it is taught so as to prac
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tically apply the general principles learned in the other studies, 
especially in the Arithmetic, Physics, Chemistry, Physiology, and 
Drawing. Thus the child learns that his other studies do have 
some practical bearing and must be mastered in order to do his 
work well. The practical application in the manual and domestic 
work of the facts and principles learned in the class-room helps 
to hold these in minJ. 

I had heard educators claim this for years, but I did not really 
appreciate it until as a college graduate I entered a high school 
course in manual training and personally tried to find how to set 
my lathe to turn a six-inch-long piece of one-inch iron rod down 
to seven-eighths of an inch in diameter for one inch of the length, 
and then taper the other five inches uniformly on down to one-half 
inch in diameter at the end. This gave me food for meditation 
until I tried, with the same lathe, to turn out a screw with 
twelve threads to the inch. That lathe got its power from a belt 
running over a twenty-four inch wheel. This belt could be worked 
on either of three pulleys on the lathe, each one rotating the piece 
of iron at a different rate. The lathe shaft on which these pulleys 
worked had a cog-wheel of a certain number of teeth, which might 
mesh with either or four other cog-wheels, each with different 
number of teeth; and finally the shaft on which these four cog
wheels worked was itself threaded so many threads to the inch, 
and served as it rotated to drive along the tool which cut the 
threads in the bar of iron out of which I was trying to make that 
screw. By the time I got those belts on the right pulleys and 
meshed those cogs so that that piece of iron turned over twelve 
times while that tool passed along one inch, I must confess that I 
had done more fractions and compound proportion and down
right hard, clear thinking than I had done before for several days. 
What was true in this case is true all through this work, the stu
dent is meeting with practical problems which demand that he 
know the useful general principles that are taught in his classes,. 
and he is given the best sort of mental exercise in being forced to 
recall and apply these laws. 

The same is true in the domestic economy taught the girls. For 
instance, in a class of twelve-year-old girls I heard a teacher ask 
why toasted bread was more wholesome than soggy or thick bis
cuit, and the pupil replied, "The starch in the bread is made up of 
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little grains or cells, each of which has a covering of cellulose. 
This cellulose can resist the action of the digestive fluids of the 
alimentary canal. Ordinary baking often fails to burst this cellu
lose coating, but the high temperature giving in toasting pops 
open these tough coverings and thus leaves the starch on the in
side open to the action of the digestive fluids when the toast is 
eaten." 

Now in the name of psychology and of common sense, one must 
ask why is not the learning, or the thinking out, of such mental 
problems as these just as developing to the human mind as com
mitting to memory the dates and facts of history, the declensions 
of a foreign tongue, the boundaries and capitals and principal 
cities and exports and imports of all the states and countries and 
islands of the sea-not one-tenth of which will any rational
minded person be able to recall after he gets grown, or need it if 
he should recall it? 

These very homely practical illustrations have been given be
cause most teachers even possess such a vague and indefinite idea 
as to the kind of stuff that is taught in these manual and domestic 
courses. When one sees that they practically apply the knowledge 
gained in the other classes in the school, and present rational prob
lems to pupils to solve, it is easy to understand how their presen~e 
not only does not diminish the efficiency of the other work, but in 
some ways may actually increase it. So much for the objection 
that the manual training will injure the other school work. 

The second objection, that the pupils will not need their trades 
and domestic training, is worthless, because it has been shown that 
the work has the highest educational value, whether the child ever 
practices the trade or not. But if this were not true, this objec
tion would still be on very doubtful ground, for life is full of 
mishaps, and no one can ever say that he will never need a trade 
or she will never need to look after a home. If their school course 
had prepared some of our men to care for themselves when they 
saw fit, by taking up another occupation, perhaps we would not be 
compelled to see so many life-long misfits in the various profes
sions. The notion that the girls can learn all of this at home is 
erroneous. I have taken occasion to ask a number of educated 
girls in the University the simple questions that I heard in half 
an hour in a class of twelve-year-old girls in the cooking school, 
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and but one girl has been found who knew half of these facts, and 
not a single one who knew all, yet these are but the simplest and 
most fundamental facts taught in domestic training. As much as 
we all venerate and love our splendid mothers we must confess 
that they can not teach many of these matters, because they do not 
know them themselves. It is not their fault; no provision has 
been made for their education along these lines. It is our duty to 
see to it that the next generation shall have their just dues. 

The third objection, that the introduction of the work costs too 
much, is based largely on ignorance of what is needed for this 
work. The cost of putting this work in the schools depend~ 

largely upon the location of the school and the ingenuity of the 
teacher. In the primary and grammar grades the work ought to 
be taught by the regular teachers. ,Actual test in the Belgium 
schools shows that an intelligent teacher can prepare fairly well 
for teaching one or two varieties of this work in two six-weeks 
summer courses. They can easily learn it as a part of their nor
mal school course, if facility for this is provided by the State. 
In the the high school the work is combined with drawing, and 
generally has a separate teacher.. This should cost the same as any 
other good teacher. It will be feasible, even in the high school, 
to divide the work out among the regular teachers, as soon as the 
teachers sent out from the State Normals and the University are 
given opportunity to learn this work as a part of their professional 
training. 

For the primary grades the boys and the girls do the same 
work, paper folding and cutting, modeling in clay, card board 
boxes, mat weaving, delicate bent iron work, basket making, chip 
carving, fret sawing, etc. During the grammar grades tlie girls 
turn their attention to sewing, crochet work, millinery, paper 
flower making, dressmaking, laundry, cooking, gardening, etc., 
and continue in thP high school with scientific cookery, sanitation, 
domestic art and economy, while the boys take up agricultu:re, 
carpentry, and machine and foundry work. Of course, no one 
city attempts all the above varieties of work at one time. 

The equipment for the woodwork (joinery, turning and carv
ing) cost about $500, and may be made much less in smaller 
towns. Equipment for the forge work, foundary work, and the 
large iron-working machinery costs about $2,000. These last are 

-a
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needed only for the most advanced courses, and, though desirable, 
are not at all indispensable. The primary and grrunmer school 
courses will cost anywhere from $10 to $100 a grade, depending 
upon what work is undertaken and the number of pupils in the 
grade. Basket work, leather work, knife work, are all very cheap. 

The girls' work costs less than that of the boys. The super
visor of domestic economy at Pratt Institute, states that $150 
could start a modest course in cooking, and that $300 would give 
a good equipment. The other work, when a suitable building is 
furnished, is still less expensive. If a teacher knows anything 
about the work, and will start with just a hundred or so dollars in 
the grammar grades, he will soon arouse interest and get what he 
wants for further equipment. Obtaining material equipment 
then is by no means an unsurmountable obstacle. 

But well-trained teachers of this work are scarce and expensive, 
making the introduction of it almost prohibitive in all but large 
schools. If each of our regular teachers knew how to teach some 
one branch of the manual work, the rest would be easy. 

This bring us finally to the last point we are to consider, namely, 
what ought Texas now to do to best advance this work in manual 
training and domestic economy? 

1. There should be a fund provided by the Legislature, which 
should be given to carefully-selected high schools, scattered over 
the State, with the purpose of supplementing temporarily local 
funds used for the establishment of manual and domestic train
ing in these high schools. This fund should be small, and its 

·distribution carefully guarded, with the view of avoiding waste, 
and more especially with the view of encouraging local effort and 
local taxation. We suffer enough already from a large central 
educational fund, and need to be careful that everything be done 
to arouse local interest, local control, and local support for this 
new work. The establishment of special manual training depart
ments in a few select high schools by special appropriation from 
the State funds can, however, at best accomplish very little. What 
are a half dozen, or even a dozen, little departments in this 
enormous State? Just now they would serve as models and stimuli 
for others, and hence do a valuable work ; but Texas must have 
manual and domestic training in thousands of schools, and in her 
rural schools, so that every home within her borders may be cleaner 
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and healthier, and happier for it. This can be done only by 
filling the State with teachers who know the value of this work, and 
know how to teach it along with the reading, writing and arithme
tic. This offers the only final solution of the problem. The get
ting of equipment is a small matter after we get superintendent& 
who know what equipment is needed and teachers who can use it. 

2. The State should provide means for the training of teachers 
of manual and domestic training. At present we have no teachers,. 
and no mean:; of educating any. 

Our A. and :M:. College is proposing to do something in this line,. 
and our Girls Industrial school will do yet more; but the A. and 
JL College and the Girls Industrial school are primarily agricul
tural and technical schools and not places for the training of pub
lic school teaclwrs. The State normals and the University, with 
its school of pedagogy, have for their special mission the education 
of teachers. It is, then, in these institutions that we must intro
duce this work of educating teachers of this manual and domestic 
training. Three things should be done. 

a. The University should put these courses in her summer 
school at once. I have recommended this for several years, and 
believe the University will do it if the teachers of the State would 
request it. 

b. The Legislature should give $5,000 a year to each of our 
three normal schools for the purpose of establishing in each a 
manual and domestic training department, and thus provide 
opportunities for our regular teachers to learn this work as a part 
of their normal course. If, for instance, manual training were 
put on the optional list along with elocution or vocal music, we 
would be blessed in having several hundred teachers able to teach 
manual training sent out yearly over our State. 

c. Just as soon as practicable the Legislature should establish 
here, as a part of the University school of pedagogy, a model 
school. This $Choo! under our direction should be made a model 
for the State in building, equi pmrnt, curriculum, and method. 
It should be furnished with the best teacher$ in the land. and 
serve as an observation and practice school for the students of edu
cation in the UniYersity. In this school we should have manual 
and domestic work taught hy experts who, as a part of the faculty 
of the school of education, woulll help us to send out from here 
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yearly hundreds of men and women able to introduce and teach 
this in our schools. 

Until this is done, the wisest direction or best results can not 
-come, for with all due respect to the splendid work done in our 
State by the normal schools, we can not hope for broad leadership 
from these. It is from the Uniersity that the leaders of thought 
and action must come, and all friends of manual and domestic 
training should strive to put this work here at the earliest prac
ticable time. 

A FOREST WORKING PLAN FOR THE LONG LEAF PINE 
LANDS OF TEXAS. 

WILLIAM L. BRAY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BOTANY. 

During the past year a great deal has been said in the State 
press about the inauguration of a conservative foresty regime 
had in contemplation by the Kirby Lumber Company for its vast 
forests of long leaf pine lands, known as the Kirby tract. It was 
announced over a year ago that the company was about to close a 
<!ontract with the United States Bureau of Foresty whereby the 
latter would undertake to send a party into the tract to make Sl\lch 
'SUl'veys and estimates and secure such data as would enable them 
to submit a forest working plan, to be used by the company in its 
future lumbering operations. Later, experts from the bureau 
made a reconnaisance upon the tract, and upon their favorable 
report as to the practicability and profit of following a specific 
working plan, the Kirby Lumber Company accepted the offer of 
the Bureau of Forestry, and agreed to furnish certain funds and 
facilities to enable the Bureau to make its working plan. During 
November of the present season, a large party of foresters entered 
the Kirby tract and established camps preparatory to entering 
upon the survey work. The writer assumes that a good many 
<JUeries have arisen as to the nature of this enterprise. "What i8 
a Forest Working Plan? What kind of a party is engaged in 
making one? How do they go about the thing and what is to be 
done with it after it is finished?" It is the purpose of this article 
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to explain these things, and to that end the writer visited head
quarter's camp near Buna in Jasper county early in December 
and familiarized himself with the work there in progress. 

In the first place, it should be explained that the Houston Oil 
Company owns a vast area of 1,250,000 acres of long leaf pine 
lands, embracing about 80 per cent of all the long leaf timber now 
standing in Texas. This land, known ag the Kirby tract, lies in 
the counties along the Sabine, and those immediately west, especi-
ally in Houston, Jasper, Hardin, Tyler, Sabine, San Augustine, 
an:d Angelina. 

The Kirby Lumber Company is the owner of the timber on this
tract, and being at liberty to cut it at its pleasure, it occurred to the 
management that it would be a good business proposition (not to. 
say a public benefaction) if the lumbering operations could be so 
conducted as to preserve the producing capacity of the forest, 
while at the same time marketing the mature timber profitably. 
Such a procedure seemed practicable in view of the limited areas of 
valuable pine timber, both in the North and the South, and in 
view of the history of lumber prices, which have been marked by 
a steady and natural growth during a course of many years. 
It was with some such ideas as these in mind that the Bureau of 
Forestry was consulted. The Bureau offers, under certain condi
tions, to submit what is called a forest working plan, and the pre
sumption is that this plan is found to be practicable under exist
ing conditions, the company will acept it and put it in operation, 
requiring the methods of lumbering to be pursued in accordance
therewith. 

The Bureau of Forestry is now engaged in making this working 
plan, and the field survey work was to have been completed by the· 
first of March. For three months a party of nearly fifty men in 
charge of an expert forester, has been engaged in the survey. This 
force was divided into four camps, each originally located at one 
of the Kirby Lumber Company's cuttings or logging tracts. Head
quarters' camp is four miles from Euna, a second near Silsbee, 
a third near Call station and a fourth a few miles from Kirby
ville. 

THE CAMP OUTFIT. 

To outfit and maintain these four camps during the winter 
months is a matter of very considerable moment. The men must. 
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be well sheltered and fed and their comforts otherwise seen to if 
.they are to keep up a rapid pace in the work during the wet and 
cold of winter. The tents are ample in size, each provided with a 
fly, a tent heater, and a folding cot. Two men occupy a tent, and 
blankets are furnished by themselves. A large mess tent with din
ing compartment, kitchen and supply space is a part of the equip
ment of each camp. In addition to these features, a temporary 
office building (of lumber, canvas covered) has been erected at 
headquarters' camp. In this building the director has his office. 
The additional office force consists of two forest engineers engaged 
in preparing working maps and in executing the topographic map, 
<>f one clerk, who receives and compiles the dai•ly and weekly 
reports of the stem analysis and valuation survey crews, and a 
:Stenographer. 

PERSONNEL OF THE PARTY. 

The personnel of the party is, in a way, unique, and would be a 
surprise to most of us who have not been especially interested in 
the development of forestry matters. The director of the field 
work is a young man whose college training was followed by tech
nical study in forestry schools, and by much active field service. 
He is a thoroughly expert forester, whose work has given him 
wide experience in the most diverse types of North American for
ests-in the Carolinas, the Adirondacks, Maine, and the Pacific 
Northwest. 

There is an experienced lumberman and forester from the 
Maine woods-a delightfully genial, hearty forest companion and 
guide. There is a forest engineer of twenty years' experience in 
surveying and mapping railway routes and forests tracts, espe
cially in the Adirondack forests. There are several graduates of 
schools of foresty who have in charge the subsidiary camps or the 
more technical matters of silviculture, stem analysis, and so forth . 

The majority of the force are college men, generally recent 
graduates, who are taking up the profession of forester for their 
life work. Thus, for example, there are two Princeton men of 
last year's class; Sewanee, Butler, Union College, Iowa College, 
and University, Cornell, and a number of other institutions are 
represented, and the University of Texas has had one man on the 
:force. Among those at the main camp is a Russian-a graduate 
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of Cornell school of forestry; a Frenchman, with de to his name 
and nobility in his pedigree; while the outfitting clerk is a stanch 
Briton. 

One's first impression on beholding the personnel of the camp 
is that he has come upon an outing party of college men--earnest, 
<J.Uiet fellow;;, to be sure, who carry the dignity of culture even 
into the woods, but men of college spirit and sympathies, never
theless. 

The writer, in whom the campfire aroused the spirit of frolic, 
would fain have sung college songs the whole evening through, 
but the men had become more veteran than that, and took things 
more sedately, chatting and narrating in groups about the great 
log fire, or playing ''high five" or whist by lantern or candle light 
in the tents, with a box or cot for a table. The climate must have 
had a subduing effect, for since their arrival the elements have 
turned themselves loose, at one time literally flooding the camp, 
making fires impossible, and leaving only wet tents and clothing 
to shiver out the night in. Despite this, however, even the new 
men, to whom winter camp life in any case would be a rough ex
perience, have faced the situation squarely, and go about the work 
strongly and efficiently. 

The personnel of the party has been thus dwelt upon in order 
to emphasize the significance of this new forestry work, which is 
attracting men of high training and promise. 

FOREST WORKING PLAN. 

Now as to the forest working plan which these foresters are to 
-elaborate: "The main purpose of this working plan is to outline 
a method of management under which the merchantable timber 
may be cut in such a manner that successive crops may be obtained 
and the condition of the forest constantly improved." 

"In order to decide how to make the first. cutting so as to insure 
successive crops within a reasonable time and at a profit to the 
owner, it is necessary to know the present stand of timber and of 
immature trees, and what the rate of growth of the latter will be 
after the mature trees have been removed." 

The survey work will include, then, the following chief di
visions: 
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1. Determination of the rate of growth and increase in the 
volume of timber. 

2. Valuation surveys to determine the present stand of trees 
of all diameters over the whole tract. 

3. Study of the silvicultural characters of the long leaf pine; 
its capacity for reproduction, habits of growth in different soils; 
its relation to shade, etc. 

4. Sources of loss by fire, wind, disease, and other causes, and 
means of preventing or reducing such losses. 

5. The making of a detailed and accurate topographic map of 
the area, showing relief features, drainage systems and main soil 
divisions. 

These are the things the foresters are doing now on the Kirby 
tract, and which are interesting enough to be given considerable 
explanation. 

1. DETERMINING THE GROWTH-RATE OF THE LONG LEAF PINE. 

::5ome of this work is done in each of the four camps and will 
be prosecuted until a thoroughly representative lot of several 
thousand trees has been measured. The trees are not selected at 
random, but in every case sample acres of long leaf timber are 
accurately laid off by chain and in the path of the sawyers and 
logging crews of the Kirby Company. 

On these sample acres every tree is kept track of. Whenever 
one is felled, measurements are made, involving, among others,. 
the following points: age in years at the stump and at the top of 
each log cut out of the tree; growth in thickness (inches) in ten
year periods, i. e., the space on the scale covered by each ten rings. 
of growth; number and length of sections or logs cut from the 
tree; total height of tree, etc. 

From some of these data the volume of the tree may be ascer
tained. By measuring now some thousands of trees it is possible 
to strike an average rate of growth in diameter and height, and 
consequently in volume. From these data a volume table for the 
long leaf pine can be constructed such that if, for example, one
desired to find the increase in volume of a five-inch tree in ten or
twenty years or any ten-year period, he need only turn to the fig
ures in that column of the table corresponding to the five-inch diam
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eter and ten or twenty year period and read off the increase. This 
would serve equally for any other diameter of tree, and manifestly, 
if one had a complete list of trees on the sample acre classified 
by diameters in inches, he could readily find from the growth 
rate exactly how many trees there would be twelve inches or more 
in diameter twenty or thirty or forty years hence, and from the 
volume table how many feet of lumber could be cut at the end 
of those periods. 

So, in each of these sample acres crews of men stand ready t.o 
pounce upon any and every tree felled and reduce it to a mass of 
data, not omitting even the stump and top. These men do other 
things, too. They keep track of defective, or diseased or culled 
trees; of the quantity of small trees destroyed in making skids, 
sleepers, etc.; of the waste caused by leaving t.oo much stump or 
too much good timber at the top-in short, of everything that 
would have a bearing on the economics of the forestry enterprise. 

2. THE VALUATION SURVEYS. 

In order, next, to be able to estimate future increment of tim
ber, it is necessary to know the amount of standing timber of all 
sizes on the whole tract. Manifestly it would not be practicable 
to count the trees on a tract of 1,250,000 acres. Moreover, for the 
forester's purpose the lumberman's "ocular estimate" is not suffi
ciently accurate. The standing timber may, however, be estimated 
with approximate accuracy by means of valuation surveys. This 
constitutes the laborious and time-consuming part of the enter
prise. It consists in measuring (or "calli_pering'') the diameter at 
41 feet (breast high) from the ground of every tree on sample 
acres (except the hard woods are callipered only to eight inches) 
Such sample acres are strips one chain (66 feet) wide and ten 
chains (660 feet) long, taken at regular intervals over the entire 
tract. The plan pursued in the present instance is to survey in 
this manner strips four rods wide clear across the tract east and 
west at interrnls of every half mile. Think of the amount of 
walking that means. Those boys must tramp back and forth from 
the Sabine to the :Neches and even one county west of that, in 
Hardin, Tyler, and Angeline counties, at intervals of every half 
mile from the south end of Jasper county to the north end of 
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Sabine county, 100 miles further north. At least, if it is not 
quite so bad as that seems, they must certainly do it on all the 
lands of the Houston Oil Company. 

DETAILS OF THE WORK. 

At the main camp the valuation survey proceeds in this wise: 
A base line was established about midway between the Neches 
river and the east line of Jasper county. From this base line as a 
starting point, crews of four men survey east and west to the 
county line and to the Neches, respectively. Leaving the main 
camp early on a given day, they reach the county line some six 
miles away by late afternoon. As they must be out overnight, they 
carry blankets and provisions and make a night camp, surveying 
back to the base line the next day one-half mile further north. 
Of this crew, one is compass and chain man who runs the course; 
another, the tally man, checks off the chains and records the read
ings of measurements of trees, including data, also as to diseased 
trees, the soil, slope, soil covering, etc. Then there are the right 
and left calliper men who calliper in inches every pine tree within 
one rod right and left of the chairi, and every hard wood tree above 
eight inches in diameter. 

Having struck their course, away they go by chain lengths, hour 
after hour, through open upland pine or baygall thickets .• through 
water-soaked flats and running streams, often knee-deep in water, 
incessantly reading off measurements of trees like signals at foot
ball: "20, 18, 25, 6; 30 two 20s, 12; chain," and gaining four rods 
on each down. 

As the work progresses the three subsidiary camps will move 
northward, and will, where possible, be so located that a crew leav
ing its own camp in the morning will complete its day's course in 
the vicinity of one of the other camps, remain there overnight and 
survey back the next day. Thus will the valuation survey pro
ceed until the Kirby tract has been gridironed from Jasper county 
to Sabine, and from the Sabine river across three tiers of counties 
--certainly a stupendous task. 

The data gotten by this method of surveying are various and 
of really great value. In the first place, as previously explained, 
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it yields an accurate estimate of the standing timber of all species 
and sizes in diameter classes by inches. In the second place, it 
yields data for making an accurate topographic map of the tract. 
On this map may also be indicated the main soil divisions, swamp 
lands, streams, and other features. Again, the percentage of dis
eased or imperfect trees is determined, and the location of dead
enings, and the various types of forest recorded. 

The tally sheets with all these data are sent in at regular inter
vals to the office at the main camp, there tabulated and forwarded 
to the bureau at Washington. 

3. STUDYING THE SILVICULTURAL CHARACTERS OF THE LONG 

LEAF PINE. 

Another line of work is that which deals with the individual 
peculiarities of the long leaf pine itself. As in the cultivation of 
any profitable crop, it is desirable to know the habits and qualities 
of the breed cultivated, so in an enterprise involving the raising 
of timber for a long period of years, it is desirable--necessary-to 
know a great many things about the species to be grown upon the 
tract-to know in short its silvicultural characters. Has the long 
leaf pine, for example, the capacity to reproduce itself-that is, 
does it produce seed regularly enough and abundantly enough to 
seed the ground uniformly and so provide for a continuous renewal 
of the forest? Further, are these seed capable of germinating and 
securing a foothold in the soil conditions usually found in the 
long leaf lands? Can the young seedling make any progress in 
its growth beneath the shade of the forest canopy? What sort 
of growth does the tree make in the different kinds of soil and 
upon the various relief features of the tract? Again, what dis
eases or enemies or other agencies tend to destroy the long leaf 
pine, or prevent its successful growth throughout its life from 
germination to its natural death from old age? 

To determine all these things requires the careful investigation 
of a trained silviculturist. Thus, when these data are all in, the 
bureau of forestry will submit to the Kirby Lumber Company a 
forest working plan which might in effect say the following: 

In your first cut-earried on as directed herein-you would best 
remove all trees-with exceptions herein named-of the diameter 
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of (blank) inches (say 12) and upward. This will yield you an 
average of (blank) feet of lumber per acre. 

Having done this as directed, and having carried out the pre
cautions recommended as to forest fires, etc., you may, if you so 
choose, in twenty years from this time, make a second cutting, in 
which, removing all trees-with certain exceptions-of the dia
meter (blank) inches and upward, you may expect a yield of 
(blank) feet of lumber per acre. 

If, now, you will carry on the first cutting on your pine lands 
so that a period of twenty years will elapse before it is completed 
(which as a matter of fact would mean cutting about 400,000,000 
feet annually) you will be able to learn without loss of time your 
second cutting with the expected yield above mentioned. If, on 
the contrary, you should not begin the second cutting until the 
end of thirty years, you could expect a yield of (blank) feet per 
acre (of course, much larger than at the end of twenty years). 

As an alternative for the first cutting, if you make your diam
eter limit higher (say fifteen inches), you could expect a profitable 
second cutting at the end of fewer years (number and yield speci
fied) than would be possible for the diameter limit (say twelve 
inches) above specified. 

In the ordinary course of things, you may expect the renewal of 
the forest from seedlings to be so and so (prospects here specified) , 
but if you will proceed as herein directed (in the matter of pre
venting fires, etc.), you may expect the renewal of the forest to be 
so and so (presumably so great as to justify expectations of a per
manent forest supply). 

AFTER THE SURVEY, WHAT? 

The question naturally arises, can the Kirby Lumber Company 
afford to follow out the working plan submitted to them? Of 
course the management believes it can, as attested by furnishing 
funds for the survey. If the plan is adopted, it will greatly modify 
lumbering methods and introduce new features in the relation of 
invested capital to the lumber business, all of which the manage
ment no doubt figured out before taking up the matter with the 
Bureau of Forestry. 

If, as a result of the survey, it should for any reason be impossi
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ble to submit a working plan that the company could afford to 
follow, the results of the survey would, in the writer's opinion, 
justify every cent of outlay. The company would possess a perfectly 
reliable topographic and soil map of i~ holdings. It would know 
with approximate exactness the amount and quality of the timber 
on these holdings; and the classification of soils, relief areas, drain
age systems, etc., would enable it to estimate with accuracy the 
value of the cleared land for pasturage, rice culture, fruit lands 
and so on. 

Aside from the immediately practical questions involved, this 
forestry enterprise has great significance and value for the State 
at large. It brings us face to face with the new era which is to be 
marked by a more intensive conservation and development and 
exploitation of natural resources, and may be expected to stimulate 
not only other private individuals and companies, but the State 
itself to adopt a policy looking to the improvement and preserva
tion of forest lands. Finally, the profession of forestry opens a 
new and attractive field of activity to the youth of the State. 

SCIENCE AND THE ELEC'rIVE SYSTEM. 

W. T. M.-\.THER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS. 

At the opening of the Exposition at Charleston, Senator Depew 
commenced his inaugural oration with the words, "This exhibition 
is the triumph of revolution and evolution." This phrase, which 
so strikingly characterized the period which witnessed the passing 
of once dominant conditions in the South, and the rise and devel
opment of new social and economic relations, is worthy of remem
brance, not merely because of its appropriateness to the occasion 
when uttered, but because of its wider application to all the chang
ing phases of life. Constituted as is mankind, evolution and revo
lution are the necessary correlatives to human progress. Increas
ing knowledge brings fresh conceptions and the evolution of ideas 
is the antecedent to an inevitable struggle, the result of which 
is a readjustment of relations and the construction of new plat
forms. 
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True of political and social economics, it is strikingly exempli
fied in the history of education. During the eighteenth century 
and the first of the nineteenth the progress of the world at large, 
while rapid, was nevertheless due in the main to social and eco
nomic forces already known and largely recognized. The adjust
ment, therefore, to new conditions year by year was relatively easy. 
Equally with other branches of human endeavor education was 
advancing in a definite direction, impelled therein by the momen
tum of generations past and without apparent necessity for any 
change. Suddenly, about 1860, forces thus far of little moment 
became in the fitness of things of paramount importance. Scien
tific facts and speculations, hitherto seemingly vague and purpose
less, crystallized into definite form, and in thirty years the face of 
the world was changed. This volcanic awakening to new ideals 
and purposes of necessity demanded a revision of creeds and formu
lre from which education could not be excepted. The student of 
science, recognizing the value of his new-born theme, not merely 
from a commercial aspect, but from an ethical one as well, entered 
upon a campaign of educational reform, the guiding principle of 
which was the adaptation of mental training to the specific abili
ties of the individual and the demands of every-day life. Had the 
course of economic history been less suddenly and vitally changed, 
this vigorous movement for intellectual freedom would have been 
unnecessary, for the desired result would have followed in the nat
ural course of events. Coming, as it did, however, it necessarily 
met with intense opposition. At first it was derided on every side. 
Then, as the movement gathered strength, each guardian of 
beloved traditions believing in his ignorance that the penates of 
his own household were in danger gathered his dependents around 
him and rushed to the defense of his altars. To the classicist and 
literateur, science meant nothing but the interesting trivialities 
which were once offered to him as a sort of intellectual pap to be 
taken in small doses in lieu of stronger food. Of the tremendous 
power of the new attainments as a means of culture filled with the 
breath of a new life he had no conception. In consequence of this 
misnnderstanding, the past thirty years have witnessed a contest 
in which, in general, the classics and literature have been arrayed 
against the sciences, mathematics and the modern languages in a 
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manner quite unnecessary had greater wisdom and broader views 
prevailed. 

But it is not my purpose to enter into any discussion whatever 
concerning the merits of the question, for its solution is already 
clear. Equality of studies, freedom of election and singleness of 
degrees, the fundamental principles involved, are today widely rec
ognized as fully established and, however we may view it, conform
ability to the conditions thus imposed is an absolute necessity. 

'l'his new and broad educational platform must not, however, be 
misconstrued or its principles misapplied. Equality of studies and 
freedom of election~ as expressions of our recognition of individ
ualism, are powerful concepts, hut they require careful delinea
tion. We shall do well, therefore, to consider certain limitations 
that should be made. 

From our new point of view, it is evident that any broad 
course of training mu&t be planned in large measure conform
ably to the particular qualifications of the individual since the 
failure to recognize that every man is cast in a different mold 
leads to a cultivation of mediocrity and the stagnation of creative 
thought. On the other hand, the equally broad principle holds 
good that the value of work in any line is not to be wholly meas
ured by the degree of natural interest that one may have in that 
particular direction. The constant pursuit of that which is merely 
agreeahle leads to a one-sided development in which there is great 
danger of a loss of the power of concentration in the analysis of 
difficult problems. Much is to be gained from the struggle with 
that which is uncongenial. for the result is a strengthening of 
fibers and faculties that otherwise might become atrophied or use
less. That various branches of knowledge, when rightly set forth, 
are of equal rnlur as ministerin_g- to the needs of diverse minds is 
true, but it is <listinctl~' false that any heterogeneous mixtures of 
trivialities can afford the same training as a fully developed sub
ject, the mastrry of which requires continued and close application. 
Nor is it true that every subject which may be of g-reat value in 
its dependent relations should be alloweil in the undergraduate cur
riculum to as..,ume the importance of those topics which, because of 
their bearing upon the life of the past, present or future, and 
because of the discipline they afford, are necessarily the prime fac
tors in an~' scheme of education. Each has a part to play, but for 
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many that part is of real worth only when subordinated to others 
which constitute the leading characters in the drama of education. 
When this is lost sight of the drama all too frequently degenerates 
into a comedy, or even a tragedy, of errors. 

Again we note that freedom of election does not mean absolute 
freedom. Allowing that the student may, when properly advised, 
choose the direction which his studies should take, the various sub· 
jects which are offered for his consideration may be classified as 
principal, accessory, and subordinate. Of these the first, gen
erally cme in number, should be studied in their entirety and 
detail as forming both the foundation and fram~work of the com
pleted structure; studied until the student is saturated wtl.th them 
in the fullness of their meaning and has acquired a mastery of 
himself in the control of his intellectual powers. Around these, 
in turn, should be grouped as accessories such subjects as naturally 
are co-ordinate with the principal themes, or which are necessary 
to their full development. Finally, there remains the larger list of 
topics, each of value but not essential, the number and extent of 
which the student may attempt being dependent upon conditions 
peculiar to each case. But, it may be said, the student may desire 
that mixture of knowledge known to the world. in these later days 
as a general education. This is true in many instances, I regret 
to note, but were this fallacy not encouraged the number would 
be relatively few. Specialism in education is the rule of the hour
nay, always has been,-and this fact should be generally recog
nized. No more perfect example ever existed than the old-time 
classical course in which three or four years of l.iatin and Greek, 
coupled with ancient history and other co-ordinate topics, consti· 
tuted a most intensive course of study in a distinctly limited field. 
The weakness of much of modern education is too little specialism, 
rather than too much. As we have already noted, the time-honored 
classical course, developed in accordance with the demands of a 
limited number of professions, failed to take cognizance of a rap· 
idly increasing number of etudents who earestly desired higher 
education but who were psychologically out of tune with the clas
3ical chorus. In the attempt to meet their requirements without 
infringing too greatly upon the assumed prerogatives of classical 
education, various other arrangements of courses were made in 
which literature and the sciences predominated, leading to a num
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ber of degrees of various grades of value. This, however, was a 
compromise at once futile and .fatal. Clearly the aim of education 
is to so develop the natural endowment of the individual that he 
may use his faculties t.o the fullest extent in bringing t.o bear upon 
any question the accumulated resuJ.ts of human experience. Clearly, 
also, this power can only be secured by concentrated effort in those 
lines for which he shows particular aptitude, coupled with such 
training in other directions as is necessary to secure breadth of view 
and clear and accurate expressions of thought. These facts, as 
demonstrated in a limited field through years ·of experience, the 
classicists fully recognized. Holding steadily to high ideals of 
scholars:hip they -0ffered to fuose desiring the A. B. degree long and 
complete oourses, vigorous and powerful in all that comes from a 
mastery of difficulties and a collltact with the noblest creations of 
ages past. For the other degrees, hQ!Wever, elementary coUJI'Ses in 
literature and the sciences, history and modern language were 
jumbled together in a sort of hodge-podge, pleasing, even fascinat
ing, if you will, but beginning in weakness and ending in chaos, 
without discipline or power. Instead of proving to be courses that, 
while adapted to the non-classical students, were yet strong in all 
that leads to high ideals in education and life, they speedily consti
tuted a resort for the weak, incompetent and indolent as affording 
easy paths to the goal of a college degree. How such a scheme was 
conceived of ignorance and prejudice, and born of sophistry, the 
student of pedagogical history may perhaps ascertain, but I, for one, 
cannot understand why it was not chloroformed at birth. Not only 
is it opposed to all the principles of classical training: which it was 
designed to supplement, but it is absolutely unscientific as well, 
though science was supposably the chief corner stone of this 
remarkable structure. 

To avoid this cheapening of the college degree and the 
encouragement of mediocrity, many of our leading institutions 
have, in recent years, returned. to the principle of one degree, 
and have endeavored to secure the desired freedom of choice 
by the widest possible range of electives. While the principle is 
undoubtedly correct, the same errors are apparent in its application 
which we have already noted. Continuity and concentration have 
given place, to a large extent, to extreme generalization. The 
majority of students entering the institution without definite pur

-4
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pose, save to secure the bachelor's degree, seek naturally the line of 
least resistance and take course after course of elementary instruc
tion throughout a wide range of disconnected topics. The result 
has been unfortunate, for not only has this procedure been con
ducive to that type of education which Mr. Paul Leioester Ford so 
aptly termed "culturine,'' but it has affected the more sincere and 
important work of the various departments comprising the mstitu
tion. Subjects, which from their nature are necessarily subordin
ate, and which are, as we have said, of greatest value only when 
taken in connection with other leading topics, have been sought by 
many, either because less difficult or because they demanded little, if 
any, previous preparation. In consequence of the large number in 
attendance, such courses have come to be viewed as of great moment, 
while others, which, because of inherent difficulties, are avoided by 
the mass of students, have failed to receive the support necessary 
for the prosecution of work of the highest grade. Because of these 
conditions there has been a tendency to lower the standard that 
should be required, or to introduce more popular courses in order 
thereby to create a larger interest in the particular subject and to 
lead to its more complete development. That this tendency should 
be checked is evident to every thoughtful student of educational 
problems. There is for every grade of educational work a definite 
standard of scholarship, which is, in the main, the result of long 
experience. Different in kind it may be, according to the studies 
pursued, but not in degree of excellence. 'l'o rigidly adhere to it in 
one line and to raise high the barriers against all that may tend 
to degrade it, and then to throw down the bars in other directions, 
is a proceeding that cannot be too strongly condemned. No insti
tution or department of such can afford, for the sake of attracting 
students, or extending its influence, to conduct courses that are not 
rigidly disciplinary, be they scientific or classical, literary or histor
ical. It is not, of course. desirable that the bachelor's degree should 
be beyond the reach of any earnest and capable student, but, on the 
other hand, to attempt to popularize higher education is the height 
of folly. Granted that the curriculum is planned with full regard 
to the previous training, age and experience of the student body, if 
individuals, through weakness of character or actual incapacity, are 
unable, from the wide range of possible electives, to form a scheme 
of co-ordinated subjects which they can pursue with distinct moral 
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and intellectual profit, they are out of place in the institution and 
should leave it at once for other fields of activity. For them a col
lege course means a waste of time, and a cultivated taste for a posi
tion in the social organism which by nature they are not adapted to 
fill. To discourage them in the attempt is a duty to society as well 
as to the individual. 

There is, moreover, another principle which follows from those 
already stated. After all has been said concerning the need of a 
broader diffusion of knowledge and better education for the masses, 
the fact remains that college and university courses should be 
adapted to the few rather than to the many. It has been well said 
that "education is from the top downward-it is better for all that 
a few should stand high at the lookout of observation rather than 
that all should be on the same plane." This is true, not only in the 
early stages of human progress, but in all periods as well. No 
people can rise higher than the ideals that are set before them. 
It is not sufficient that the masses should receive such education as 
fits each member to fill his appropriate sphere in the light of 
present knowledge. Progress demands a continual recreation of 
ideals and standards through the far-seeing wisdom of those who 
by advanced study and thought are able to make known new facts 
and principles, which sooner or later will become of vast importance. 
Progress, too, demands leaders who shall take that which is already 
known to the few and by clear exposition, according to the methods 
of the class-room, work-shop or office, widely desseminate it that all 
may have the advantage of the new truth. These are time-worn 
aphorisms, but they require continual emphasis nevertheless. 
Granted that a function of undergraduate courses is to afford com
plete instruction, covering well known facts and principles, that the 
graduate may be a more capable member of society, nevertheless the 
chief duty of any institution is to encourage by every means in 
its power the more advanced study and thought which alone are 
productive of leadership. The success, moreover, of any institution 
is not so much to be measured by the members who may have 
thronged its halls as by the honor-roll of its distinguished graduates, 
captains of progressive thought in literature, science and art, as well 
as in practical life. 

These foregoing statements may seem apart from the text of 
this paper, but the proper position of the natural sciences in 
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the curricula of our colleges and universities and the char
acter of the instruction that should be offered cannot be appre
ciated save in the light of the principles set forth. Moreover, it is 
not my intention to discu8s the value of the natural sciences, either 
in themselves or as compared with other subjects of recognized 
worth. Pleasant though such a task might be to the believer in the 
power of his chosen field, with its vast accumulations of concrete 
facts and abstract theoriel'!, and untold wealth of new truths still 
veiled in mystery, it is quite unnecessary here. Rather it is my 
desire, accepting all this as an established fact, to call attention 
to the methods which should be followed in attempting to make 
the teaching of science productive of the greatest good. To that 
end it has seemed wise to call attention to those principles which, 
today, should control instruction in all the branches of higher edu
cation, and in view of which, certain conclusions, as applicable to 
natural science, can be easily drawn. 

In the first place, then, as an accessory or subordinate subject, 
as previously defined, the variou.s natural sciences should offer 
to the student of other branches well defined general courses 
covering the elements of the subject. Special emphasis should, 
however, be placed on the words well-defined. "Snap courses," 
consisting of a few illu.strated lectures, on the basis of an ele
mentary text-book, pleasing picture lessons, supplemented by 
a few trivial laboratory experiments, are not only opposed to 
every pedagogical principle, but are absolutely unscientific. I 
do not mean to suggest that lectures, recitations and labor
atory practice are not severally valuable, but I do mean that only a.'.! 

they are properly conducted and co-ordinated can any course worthy 
the name of science be offered. To avoid the difficulties inherent 
in the subject is in reality a confession that something is radically 
wrong either in the teaching of the science itself or in the arrange
ment of the curriculum of which it forms a part. Real science 
may be most interesting, but it is never easy. Great generalizations 
are dependent upon a mass of data often intricate and involved, 
and clear conceptions of their intensive and extensive meaning can 
not be acquired by a cursory examination. In the classics, the 
construction of the sentence is all-important if we would gather the 
meaning of the author and learn the peculiarities of his literary 
style. So here there is a grammar of science, with its declensions 
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and conjugations, its general rules and specific exceptions, which 
must be mastered before the literature of nature is unfolded and 
its meaning known. Furthermore, not only are popular courses 
in natural science net science at all, but in requiring little mental 
effort on the part of the student they tend to encourage those fal
lacies to which I have already called attention as seriously affecting 
the ideals and standards of higher education. Surely, of all men 
the scientist has least reason to countenance the unsubstantial or 
unreal in the education of those who come under his influence. 

In the second place, science, in one of its various forms, is of 
increasing moment as a pursuit in itself and as forming a basis 
for a wide range of professional degrees. Thus far my plea has 
been for adequate teaching in its dependent relations, but here we 
have another theme. .\s we have previously noted, each year brings 
to our colleges and universities an increasing number of students 
to whom a classical course does not in any sense appeal, but who 
are equally earnest in their intentions and equally worthy of our 
best regard. To them science in its practical form, and from its 
theoretical side as well, is full of intense meaning, and it can be 
made not only of commercial value, but also a means of liberal 
culture. To offer to these students that mixture of glittering gen
eralities which so often constitutes the content of the one and two 
year courses scheduled, feebly supported by a little history and lit
erature, and less mathematics and modern languages, is, to my 
mind, nothing short of criminal. Considered from any point of 
view, wc must conclude that, in admitting the importance of these 
studies we have accepted the responsibility of placing them on a par 
with every other subject in the character of the instruction given. 

To argue in any detail the deductions which this position logically 
forces us to is quite beyond the limitations of this paper, but cer
tain manifest conclusions may well call for a passing notice. As 
in the case of the classics, to which I so constantly refer because of 
our acquaintance with the pedagogical principles which they fol
low, as in the classics so here the benefit to be obtained depends 
largely upon our conformity to the law of continuity. As 
have before said. the end and aim of every college course is the 
increase of power, and power in any field of science can only be 
secured by long continued application, until not only the simpler 
facts and phenomena of every-day experience are understood, but 

I 
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until the student is permeated with the scientific spirit and the 
ideals and methods of scientific thought and practical procedure 
have become familar attributes of his thought and action. To 
accomplish this will require courses of at least three years, and 
better four in length, systematically supported by training in such 
other branches as are necessary accessories t9 the chosen line. Fur
thermore, the term science, as I have used it, does not mean all 
science. The field is too vast to be covered in the four years of 
a college course, even if the student were to devote his entire time 
to it alone. Moreover, any one of the important branches, of which 
physics, chemistry and biology are examples, when taken consecu
tively and logically for several years, affords a better discipline, 
and is far more conducive to the cultivation of the scientific spirit 
which is so much to be desired than any mixture of topics neces· 
sarily considered in an elementary manner. I do not mean, of 
course, to imply that one branch may not wisely be supplemented 
by others, for that is a different question, involving other consid
erations, but I hold that, whatever particular line be chosen for 
the major subject, it should be pursued relentlessly from the begin
ning to the end. 

During the first year the course may properly be a general one, 
covering the elements of the subject in a concise yet thorough man
ner, the work of the class-room being supplemented by laboratory 
practice which, while necessarily of a simple character, should be 
as exact and rigorous as possible. Such a course is not only advan
tageous for the students who desire to pursue the subject further, 
but may well meet the needs of the larger number in whose schemes 
of studies it forms a subordinate topic. Following this, during 
each succeeding year one or more divisions of the subjects should 
be taken up in a more exhaustive manner, each more difficult than 
the preceding, and requiring a wider range of knowledge of other 
subjects, such as modern languages, mathematics or other sciences. 
Moreover, in each succeeding course laboratory practice should have 
a prominent part, the various experiments being so arranged as to 
require not only progressively greater skill in manipulation and 
closer attention to details, but more actual study of text-books, 
treatises and original sources. It is to be regretted that much of 
what is called laboratory practice is utterly unworthy of the name 
of science. That experimental work is necessary to a full under
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standing of the subject is obvious, but its value is in proportion 
as it requires a decided mental effort and leads at the same time 
to a deeper insight into the questions involved and the methods to 
be employed in attacking scientific problems. No adequate return 
is to be gotten from hours spent in the qualitative proof of facts 
which are either quit;e obvious or which might have been we11 dem
onstrat:ed by a simple lecture experiment. The character of such 
exercises is neither disciplinary or instructive, and laboratory 
courses constructed on such a basis are practically useless. If the 
institution is not able to secure sufficient high grade apparatus 
for full and adequate laboratory instruction throughout the four 
years, it were better to so confine its efforts in this direction that 
what is undertaken may be well done, even if for the time being 
advanced work by the students is thereby prevent:ed. Such a pro
cedure is not always pleasant for the instructor, but it is far bett:er 
for the student and safer in the end. 

Such an arrangement of courses as this may be called special
ism, but only in the sense in which all true education is special. 
As in architecture, to which it is so often compared, every true 
type of education has a controlling motive, which from the base 
to the summit permeat:es the whole. To find it, to develop it; to 
secure a harmonious co-ordination of all else to it, should be the 
purpose of every arrangement of studies. It is just this form of 
specialism which not only demands earnest and continuous effort, 
but which eneourages that advanced study and thought which is 
alone productive of true leadership. 

After all has been said concerning the principles which should 
govern all education and their application to the particular groups 
of studies in which the natural sciences predominate, the reform 
of methods that are far too common is by no means easy. Unfort
unat:ely, the remedy is not often in the hands of the teacher, neither 
is it wholly in the power of the faculties of our various institu
tions, though I am forced to believe that they have been seriously 
at fault in allowing these educational fallacies to so long continue. 
The chief difficulty is the financial one. Science at best is expen
sive, and the sooner the fact is fully realized, the better for all. 
To reach any one branch properly requires as many instructors as 
any other subject, and, in addition, a large amount of very expen
sive apparatus and general laboratory equipment, to which con
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stant additions must be made, as required by the rapid progress 
of the subject. Nor is this all. It used to be said that the scientist 
required a laboratory and instruments, while the student of litera
ture, history or classics needed books. This, however, is only a 
half truth, for books and periodicals are as necessary to the one 
as the other. Without them the scientist is utterly helpless, for 
he can neither ascertain the facts already known or keep pace with 
the discoveries which follow from day to day in rapid succession. 
One might ·as well attempt to study law without access to a law 
library as productive work in science without a collection of scien
tific periodicals. It is supposed to be the business of education to 
study the actual requirements of every subject which is included 
in the particular curriculum; nevertheless, it is the failure to 
appreciate the financial side of the question which is preventing 
rational work in the natural sciences. Moreover, even when the 
needs are fully appreciated the amount of money available is gen
erally far too small to allow of covering the whole range of science 
in anything like a satisfactory manner. Nevertheless, either led 
astray by ambition or through a misconception of the meaning of 
education, "school" after "school" is founded only to reach a half
starved condition, weak in itself and a hindrance to all other 
schools as well. President Dabney has wisely remarked, "The 
great difficulty in our colleges is the want of means. If a college 
has only the means wherewith to carry out well the work of a 
classical course, let it stick to that. And when it gets more money 
let it attempt, at best, only one or two of the sciences, like physics 
or chemistry, which it can properly equip. What we undertake to 
do, let us do well." There is a world of truth in these words. 
Emulation of greater and more fortunate institutions is well in 
a sense, but it must be coupled with a wise conservatism. In social 
life the man who seeks to imitate his wealthier neighbors must, 
perforce, substitute for the substantial things of life an outward 
showing of magnificence which is unreal, and often wholly spu
rious, leading to false conceptions of life and serious consequences 
to the body politic. So, here, the desire on the part of many insti
tutions to figure more prominently before the public has led to a 
scattering of energies and the setting up of false standards. We 
need to go slower. We need more of the wisdom of the Roman 
Catholics, who, while following the most extensive plans, are con
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tent to build slowly and carefully for generations yet to come. For 
we, too, are engaged in a work which is not for a day, or a week, or 
a year, but for all time, and so must lay deep and strong the foun
dations for a structure that shall some time gladden the eyes of 
man, though we who have served as architects and builders may 
have passed beyond the bourne. 

In conclusion, therefore, I plead for a broader understanding of 
the meaning of education:, for a wider recognition of the value of 
various subjects, and for an appreciation of the equipment neces
sary for their presentation, but most of all, for that wisdom in our 
faculties and governing bodies which shall build for the future as 
well as today, and, avoiding the mistakes of our predecessors, erect 
here colleges and universities of the :first rank, worthy of the splen
did young manhood whose masters and servants they are. 

COLLEGE FRATERNITIES.* 

W. J. BATTLE, PROFESSOR OF GREEK. 

Fraternities constitute now one of the most prominent features 
of college life in America. I,ocal causes have here and there oper
ated to retard the growth or destroy the existence of single chap
ters, but fraternities in general have as a whole had a steady 
growth, until now it is no longer profitable to discuss them in 
theory, but necessary to deal with them as most undoubted fact. 
Moreover, the new woman, with all her other imitations of men, 
was bound to copy also his secret brotherhood. From the difference 
of sex sororities are free from some of the evils of fraternities, but 
they have others to take their place, and it is by no means certain 
that the balance of good is to be found with the girls. Fraternities 
and sororities present essentially the same problem, and I shall 
make no attempt to treat them differently. This will I say, how
ever, that the arguments for girls' societies do not seem to me so 
strong as for fraternities, and by us of the South, at all events, 
with our old-fashioned views about women, their absence might 
have been borne with Christian fortitude. 

•Read before tbe College Section of tbe State Teachers' Association, December 31, 
1902. 
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I take it that fraternities have their origin in the desire of man 
for society, for close association with his fellows, for the protec
tion that comes from union with others. This desire is as old as 
the race. T!':rom the family, through the clan, the tribe, the city, 
State, the federation-its history is the history of government. 
Trade-unions and trusts are manifestations of the same desire. 
The Masonic fraternity and all the host of secret societies are a 
still closer analogy to the college fraternity. So natural an instinct 
of the human heart it is almost impossible to .suppress. If you 
c,rush it in one place it will appear in another. College men will 
form societies. Whether they be secret or not matters little. The 
fruits of their existence are but little affected by secrecy. 

Passing by the literary societies, secret or open, college social 
organizations may be either local or inter-collegiate. Of local soci
eties, those that are temporary in their character are inferior to 
those that are permanent, in the absence of a reputation to live up 
to, and of a body of alumni more numerous than the active society, 
and more or less influential in its management. On the other 
hand, even the best of the local societies are inferior to the inter
collegiate societies in being without the broadening influence of 
contact with other institutions that the intercollegiate fraternity 
affords, and in the lack of a great body of brothers in the mystic 
circle from whom, despite a good deal of humbug, and a vast 
amount of indifference, there come to the individual undeniable 
profit and satisfaction. However that may be, the local society 
does not flourish, the inter-collegiate does. Scarcely a college or 
university of repute in the country has n!ot now its quota-some
times more than its quota-of fraternity chapters, and more or 
less costly houses, providing homes for a large proportion of fra
ternity membership. To back these chapters, there is an alumni 
list of nearly 150,000, including many of the most distinguished 
men in America. 

The aims of such flourishing bodies must be something more 
than mere pleasure. They have in fact been serious from the first. 
They are professedly the ·promotion of refined good-fellowship, 
the cultivation of high moral standards, the development of intel
lectual power. The idea is surely praiseworthy. ·That m~n of 
kindred tastes should unite in societies for mutual improvement 
is so natural, so inevitable.. that in theory we shall find it hard to 
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argue against them. Moral, social, intellectual improvement has 
a fine sound. It is an ambitious programme. How is it promoted.? 

In the first place, the initiation itself is often of a highly edu
cative character. The ritual of some, at least, of the fraternities 
is of great beauty and dignity, and when well carried out, of great 
impressiveness. The solemn obligations it enforces even the most 
flippant do not easily forget. If there is horse-play, it comes from 
exuberance of boyish spirits, and as long as their elders make much 
ado over the initiation of new Masons, or Shriners, or Elks, college 
students may with some justice claim a good deal of indulgence. 

The initiation over, the candidate finds himself no more the 
important personage he was when he was being sought as a new 
member. He is now one of a brotherhood. His individuality is, 
to a degree, repressed. He is sure of receiving help himself, 
indeed, but he is equally bound to render it. The obligation of 
self-denial for others' sake rested on him before, but he did not 
recognize it. Now it is expressly formulated, and he is not 
suffered to forget it. The various mottoes, signs, and symbols, 
even the pass-words of the order, the usages of the meetings, the 
initiation of new men, all serve to keep alive and strengthen the 
lessons of the initiation night. Where each man is his brother's 
keeper, association means something more than when there is no 
such tie. Here more than elsewhere strength helps weakness, wis
dom counsels folly, courage sustains despair in the march of col
lege life. 

This is the attractive side of the picture; this the aspect of a 
fraternity guided by men of character and purpose. Are such 
chapters often to be found? It is of course impossible to make 
absolute statements. Conditions are such in one college as to 
render fraternities a success, a means of uplifting the whole atmos
phere of the institution. In another they are not, and one presi
dent had been led to say that fraternities are evil, and only evil 
continually. Certain it is that if fraternities may be sources of 
much good, their possibilities of evil are also great. When Presi
dent McFarland, of Iowa State University, in 1890, gathered evi
dence on the fraternity problem, he found a majority of his presi
dential correspondents of the opinion that the evil overmatched the 
good. I doubt if this would be the case now, but there are many 
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who believe that the tendency of fraternities is highly injurious to 
right standards and correct living. 

It is important to examine in some detail the charges brought 
against fraternities. 

One charge which in former days used to be urged with much 
vehemence was that secrecy protected fraternities in the commission 
of many a nameless wrong, some said crime. The truth is that 
people have now come to recognize the fact that the secrecy of these 
organizations, so imposing to freshmen and young ladies, is, after 
all, more apparent than real. It is not difficult to get hold of a 
fraternity constitution, and as for mottoes and the like, did I not 
once know what the badge letters of several fraternities besides 
my own stood for? And do not several young ladies of my 
acquaintance give me my fraternity grip whenever we shake hands? 
An attempt at secrecy in this sort of thing adds zest, and is prac
tically harmless. Did the obligation to secrecy hide genuine wrong
doing there would be ground for opposition. My belief is that it 
very rarely does. The countervailing influences are too strong. 

A more serious charge is that fraternities are undemocratic, that 
they promote cliques, that they are the mother of insufferable snob
bery. Unfortunately, there is truth in this. I have observed with 
pain the growth in my old college and fraternity of a feeling of 
superiority bad in itself, and sometimes ludicrously out of harmony 
with facts. Yet fraternities should not bear the blame for · all this. 
With wealth and leisure our whole country is falling away from 
Jacksonian simplicity. Many people who are not in fraternities 
at all think themselves better than their neighbors. Even the 
patriotic societies so prominent of late years have just possibly 
along with patriotism fostered some pride of birth. The remedy 
is to be found in public opinion. If genuine worth is admired and 
pretension laughed at, snobs will disappear from public gaze, at 
all events. 

A third charge is that fraternities foster extravagance. It is 
said that they set up as their ideal, not scholarship or real power 
in any line, but social prestige; that the criterion of fraternity 
membership is social availability, which, being interpreted, means 
looks, dress, and money, with little regard paid to brains or charac
ter; that in the pursuit of this social prestige great expense is 
incurred and ruinous habits of extravagance acquired. In all this 
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there is an element of truth. Some fraternities do set an absurd 
value on making a brilliant show in society, and appear to regard 
no pains or expense wasted that conduces to this end. This is 
certainly wrong, but it is not to be laid solely to the charge of the 
fraternities. The spirit of display and extravagance is in the air. 
The prosperity of the last few years has set the American people 
into a habit of spending money without precedent in modern times. 
Fraternities but reflect the practice of society the country over. 
Fraternity expenses proper (I mean initiation fees and dues) are 
not, as a rule, large, certainly not in the South. They are abso
lutely necessary to the maintenance of the fraternity, and I believe 
them to bring full value. Even when chapters operate lodging 
houses, expenses are not necessarily excessive. On the contrary, 
I believe that the cost of living in them is often less than the same 
accommodation costs elsewhere. Indeed, it should be so. The 
house is paid for largely by alumni subscriptions, and the under
graduate enjoys the fruits of his older brothers' enthusiasm and 
prosperity. Of course it will be said that chapter-house life is more 
luxurious than college life used to be, and therefore more costly. 
True, but so is all college life more luxurious and costly than it 
used to be. The increased cost of a college course is not confined 
to fraternity men. The standard of living, the cost of living, has 
risen enormously among all classes of late years, and the colleges 
have only shown the same tendency. As for chapter-houses, so far 
from magnifying the evil, I think their influence is in the oppo
site direction. Their very conditions of existence subject them 
constantly to the restraints of older and wiser heads almost wholly 
absent from the rooms of non-fraternity men. No one can depre
cate more than I the extravagant habits of today. The luxury and 
wastefulness of the rich, the desire on the part of others to keep 
pace with them, and the consequent prevalence of living beyond 
one's means, seem to me among the worst and most dangerous char
acteristics of American life. But I do not believe that fraterni
ties or chapter-houses intensify the evil. In fact, alumni and col
lege authorities can act more effectively on an organization with a 
past to be inspired by, with a present reputation to keep, with a 
future to provide for. than they can on an individual who has only 
himself for his concern. If fraternities have been guilty of sense
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less extravagance, it is because older heads have not done their 
duty, alumni have been neglectful, and college authorities remiss. 

Another charge of truth and weight is that fraternities set over 
much store by college offices. Certainly nobody cani defend the 
development by which fraternity bosses make combinations and. 
vote their chapters with a skill that reminds one of Platt or Quay. 
Still, it is only just to point out that fraternity men are not the 
only seekers after office. As long as men in or out of college have 
offices to struggle for, there will be politics, whether fraternities 
participate in the elections or not. Senator Marion Butler, of 
North Carolina, was not a fraternity man, yet there was not in 
all the university a better or more notorious worker of "quills" 
(our name for tricks) than he. A remedy is to be found in edu
cating public opinion, not in suppressing fraternities. Suppress 
fraternities, even prevent local societies, and personal cliques will 
spring up, with none of the restraints that act upon fraternities
no past to emulate, no future to care for, but only present success 
to achieve by fair means or foul. I do not mean that fraternities 
do not ever employ foul means. I do mean that it is easier 
to get at, easier to guide a continuous body with traditions and 
standards than it is an intangible clique or a temporary loeal 
society. 

Much the same thing may be said about the charge of encourag
ing dissipation. That fraternity men gamble, get drunk, do much 
worse things, no one can deny, but so do non-fraternity men. 
Promising boys have been ruined by fraternity associations, but so 
have boys that never belonged to fraternities at all. From being 
an ardent fraternity man in days of extreme simplicity, I came for 
a while to the opinion that fraternities were the cause of so much 
evil, in particular of so much dissipation, that it would have been 
better if they had never been born, but being born, they could to 
great profit be destroyed forthwith. But in all soberness, I must 
now maintain that they more often save than destroy, and if they 
at times seem wholly evil, it is because alumni and college authori
ties have not done their duty. An individual personally reckless 
may be brought to pause before he involves in disgrace an institu
tion he has sworn most solemnly to love and cherish. An individ
ual who would be abandoned under other circumstances may be 
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held back and lifted up by fraternity mates bound to him by ties 
almost sacred in their character. 

On this point, hear ex-President White, of Cornell: "College 
fraternities," he says, "can be made a very useful adjunct in college 
discipline. * * * More than once, when some member of a 
fraternity has been careless in conduct or study, I have summoned 
senior members of his chapter, discussed the matter confidentially 
with them, dwelt upon the injury the man was doing to his frater
nity, and insisted that it must reform him or remove him. 'l'his 
expedient has often succeeded where all others have failed." 

All this is not to say that the fraternity system is ideal, cer
tainly not that we should rest content with it as it exists at pres
ent. I see grievous faults, and dangerous tendencies. But the 
remedy is not to be found in destruction. The first thing to do 
is to diagnose the case_. the second to find the remedy, the third 
to apply it fearlessly. The evils of cliquishness and snobbery, 
extravagance, politics, dissipation, I have already noted, and found 
a cure in an educated public opinion, and in the greater inter€St and 
effort of alumni and college authorities. Besides these, however, in 
some places is an evil of fundamental importance and of far-reach
ing effect. I mean haste in. the initiation of new men. So keen 
is the rivalry among the different chapters, so intense the eagerness 
to fill depleted ranks, that new men are rushed into membership 
in the first two or three weeks of the session without opportunity 
for the new man to know the okl man or for the old to know the 
new. The habit is destructive of the very basis of all fraternities. 
Fraternities are formed to unite in the closest of bonds men of 
kindred character and tastes. In the hurly-burly of a hot rushing 
season, how can that subtle sympathy on which friendship rests 
be discovered? It is utterly impossible; miserable mistakes are 
made constantly. If good results follow, they are mainly fortuit
ous. A system of assignment by the president of the college would 
answer equally well. The practice is absurd, indecent, insane, 
from the fraternity standpoint; to the college at large it is demor
alizing to a high degree. In the University of Texas the fraterni
ties themselves recognize the evil, and have lately agreed to post
pone the issuance of invitations to membership for about four 
months after the opening of the session. I do not believe this will 
be found sufficient; safety demands at least a year here as in other 
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places, but the step is an undoubted advance, the more welcome as 
it is taken by the fraternities themselves, and is to be enforced by 
them. 

I come now to a consideration of what should be the attitude of 
the college authorities to fraternities. '!'here are three possibilities, 
all of which have been tried. Prohibition, to my mind, is not 
desirable in the first instance, and it is now so difficult as to be 
almost out of the question. Equally undesirable is the doctrine of 
laissez faire. There are some who believe that this policy develops 
self-reliance, self-control, self-government. Some people even rear 
their children on this principle. None the less, it seems to me fun
damentally wrong. Young people are thoughtless, impulsive, 
regardless of consequences. Thank heaven they are. Enthusiasm, 
generous impulse, exuberant life are delightful to see, but that is 
no reason why the young should not have also the benefit of the 
experience of the old. We do not permit a man in the delirium of 
fever to do himself hurt ; why does not external control make for 
the ultimate good of those also who have not yet reached the full 
measure of their wisdom or power? 

The third policy remains of regulation. This need not be by 
printed rule. The most efficient regulation is often exercised by 
the president individually, by personal counsel, pointing out faults 
and leading to reform. But regulation of another sort is quite 
possible, and has been found in practice helpful. It has taken two 
forms, one of fixing the terms under which fraternities are admit
ted to or allowed in an institution, the other of passing laws regu
lating their conduct. The first answers to the charter granted 
corporations by the Secretary of State in accordance with princi
ples laid down by the Legislature, the other to laws passed by the 
Legislature after the charter is granted. Constant interference by 
the college authorities is likely to be more productive of irritation 
and hard-feeling than of benefits. Charter regulation, however, 
seems to me well nigh essential. To begin with, it relieves the 
student's mind of any idea that his fraternity is independent of, 
or beyond the jurisdiction of, the college authorities. In the next 
place it enables the college to control to a certain extent the char
acter of men who become members of fraternities. Again, it estab
lishes a relation between fraternities and authorities that makes 
easy and natural the frank discussion of matters of mutual con
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cern. Most important of all, it enables the authorities to get rid 
of a fraternity that is objectionable. Exactly what conditions 
should be incorporated in the fraternity charter would be a matter 
requiring the most careful consideration. They should be precise, 
but certainly not petty. Among them I should put first perhaps 
the prohibition of too early initiations. I am attracted, too, by 
the suggestion of applying to fraternities the principle that gov
erns in many of our colleges the choice of student representatives 
in athletics, music, and oratory. By this no man is allowed to 
stand for his institution on public occasions who is deficient in 
scholarship. Why not make scholarship a criterion of fraternity 
membership? President McFarland, of Iowa State University, 
some years ago reported that the plan had had good results there. 
It certainly seems worthy of consideration. 

Whatever rules are adopted, they should be rigidly enforced 
without fear or favor. Speaking generally, few things are more 
demoralizing than failure to enforce law. In a matter of this kind, 
there can be no dallying. Real restriction may be helpful, pretense 
at it will only serve to bring the college authorities into contempt. 

I have spoken thus far of fraternities chiefly as regards their 
effect on their own members. Despite their possibility of evil, I 
have registered my conviction that on the whole they are beneficial. 
How is it from the point of view of the institution? Do they do 
any good? Decidedly, yes. Aside from the attainment of their 
professed objects in the improvement of their members, and the 
influence of these members on the student body at large, aside from 
the help in discipline which they may be made to render, fraterni
ties seem to me to do much to make college life attractive, and thus 
to retain students who would abandon academic training too early; 
they seem to me to help in the creation of college spirit, they seem 
to me to do more than any one agency to keep alive the affection 
of alumnus for his alma mater. If this be true, from the stand
point of the college as well as their own, fraternities deserve 
encouragement rather than reprobation. 

Once more, and this is the conclusion of the whole matter, fra
ternities are the expression of a natural instinct. They exist. 
They are powerful. If they do harm, they also do good. To 
repress them will put an end to the good they do without certainly 
preventing the evil. It is, moreover, a herculean task, and if 

-5
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accomplished will alienate from the college the affections of many 
of the most loyal and influential alumni, to say nothing of the 
active members of the suppressed chapters. On the other hand, 
wise regulation promises good on many accounts. Which policy 
is it the part of wisdom to take? 

THE TRUE SPIRIT FOR INDEPENDENCE DAY. 

YANCEY LEWIS.. PROFESSOR OF LAW. 

We honor ourselves by celebrating this day. We prove that we 
are not insensible to a heroic chapter in human history, nor lack
ing in gratitude to those by whose calm wisdom and supreme forti
tude we have been blessed. But we do not, we cannot, add aught 
of honor to those who made this day memorable. High above our 
feeble tribute, their works do honor them; and their works endure. 
They endure in the thrilling story which shall not only inspire us 
and our successors after us, but shall strengthen the hearts of men 
who, in distant times and under other skies, shall strike for free
dom. They endure in the wise policies by which the administra
tion of justice is simplified, the rights of womanhood enlarged, the 
rights of the family and the home safegnarded. They endure in 
this University, reared by courage joined with wisdom, broad-based 
upon a people's will, consecrated to the education, without price, 
of all those, whether low-born or powerful, who aspire to be free 
of the shackles of ignorance and to walk in the glorious light of 
knowledge. They endure in this great commonwealth, marked out 
by area, by climatic condition, by physical environment and by 
the indwelling spirit of its people, for empire-in this huge levia
than among the states, not yet articulate, not yet having the unity 
of its highest purpose, nor wrought to its best hope, but destined 
ultimately, in my view, to speak with the strongest and most indi
vidual voice of all our States and to be the most potent and con
trolling factor in our civilization. 

If, then.. we cannot honor the dead., how shall we make the 
ohsernnce of this day acceptable to them and serviceable to our
selves? The loud acclaim, the patriotic song, the studied oration, 
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the deep-throated cannon's roar-these may be an empty pagean
try, an idle hour's diversion. How shall we make them vital and 
significant? Shall I tell you? By laying hold of the virtues of 
those who, on this day, declared their independence, by imbuing 
ourselves with their thoughts, by moving ourselves with their 
motives, by consecrating ourselves to their firm purposes and their 
high resolves,-by declaring this day our independence of all low 
motive or sordid desire or narrow view or ancient prejudice or 
hoary error; by avowing this day that the ends we aim at shall be· 
"our country's, our God's and truth's." 

Is there needed incentive to this obligation? Let me ask you: 
of those millions who during the ages have lived .• labored and died 
upon the earth, who have helped its progress or added to its free
dom? I answer: those few, the immortals, whose names the world 
will not let die, who in some supreme juncture did, in the face of 
God and men, proclaim their independence. In geography, Colum
bus; in theology, Luther; in astronomy, Galileo; in government, 
Hampden and \Vashington; in religion, that strange divine Man 
or Galilee, gentlest and tenderest, most heroic and most independ
ent of those who have walked upon earth. Is there need of this 
quality of independence now? Always, everywhere there is need of 
it. The earth's prayer well might be: "God, giYe us independent 
men." Never was there greater need of it than now. In our cities
corruption enters into league with vice, takes with equal facility 
the name of either of the great parties, and boldly essays to rule. 
A race problem of appalling magnitude hangs over one section of 
our country, and beclouds the judgment of the other sections. Stu
pendous combinations of capital, vast armies of laborers, moved, 
marshalled and directed like troops in the field, reverse old eco
nomic laws, present new and strange problems in our polity and 
seem equally to threaten the rights and independence of the indi
vidual man. In our social life, still goes on the world-old struggle 
between the material and the spiritual elements of our existence. 
Still is felt the invitation and the strong temptation, still is seen 
the fierce endeaYor, to put matter above mind, money above man
hood, social position above social virtues, gain above knowledge, 
gold aboYc God. 

Let us, then, my friends, students of the University, on each 
recurring anniYersary of this day, here in this University of Texas, 
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whose site, as has been told you, was dedicated by the founders of 
the republic, and whose muniments of title are such act of dedica
tion, the declaration of independence this day read and the result 
at San Jacinto-let us in this University strike hands with the 
:ancient and goodly fellowship of University men of all time, with 
Stephen Langton, graduate of the University of Paris and leader 
in the movement which wrung from John the Great Charter whose 
guaranties still are vital in all our institutions, and whose phrases 
.still ring in the ears of freemen like the marching of armed men 
to battle, with Hampden, son of Oxford, who gave his life to save 
the liberties which the Great Charter granted, with John Hancock 
and his majority of University men who signed our American dec
laration of independence, with Rusk and his majority of college 
men who put their names to the declaration read today-let us 
strike hands with them and pledge ourselves, as University men 
and Texans, to love the truth and seek it, to learn the right and do 
it, and, in all emergencies, however wealth may tempt or popular 
applause allure, to be sole rulers of our own free speech, masters 
of our own untrammeled thoughts, captains of our own unfettered 
:Souls. 

In this spirit, to these ends, may we worthily celebrate this day. 
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THE UNIVERSITY. 

"The Tenth Biennial Report of the Board of Regents, October, 1902," is. 
the bulkiest Regents' Report yet issued. It is addressed not as usual to· 
the Governor, but to the Governor and the Honorable Members of the 
Senate and the House of Representatives of the 28th Legislature of the· 
State of Texas. 

The Report opens with elaborate tables of statistics of attendance of 
students. One of these showing the comparative registration of men and· 

women in the University since its opening, is of 
The Begen.ta' especial interest in view of the discussion now going· 

Beport. 
on relative to co-education. It appears that so far, 

aespite the absence of dormitories for women, the proportion of women 
has been large, over one-third in the Academic and Engineering Depart
ments, and fairly constant. With the impetus given by the erection of the 
Women's Building the percentage of women will probably increase. One· 
is inclined to wonder if the Academic Department, apart from the Engin
eers, may not presently see a preponderance of women. Already this is the
case in a number of classes. Here is food for thought. The table follows ~ 

Academic and 'Engineering Law Medical 
Departments. Department. Department. 

Year. 

1883-l&l4...................... . 
1884-1885 .. .. ............... . 
1885-1886 .... .................. . 
1886-1887 .... ... .• ....•. .•.•.... 
1887-1888 ..... .. ... ...... ..... . 
1888-1889 .... ..... .. . ... . ..... . 
1889-1800...................... . 
1890-1891.. ....... .. ...... .. . 
1891-189'l .......... .. ......... . . 
189'2-1893...................... . 
1893-189-1. ... .... .. •.... .. . .... 
1894·1~95...................... . 
1895-1896 ........... .... ... . .. .. 
1896-1897 .............. . ...... . . 
1897-1898................ ...... . 
1896-1899 ... ... .. . ..... .. ...... . 
1899-1000..................... .. 
1000-1901... ............ ..... .. . 
1901-1902.... .. ..... ...... ..... . 

Totals..... .. ..... .. . . 

ti ti ti 
..;<> ..;<> .,ti ~8 .,ti ca .,ti ca ui 

a ::~ a ;:Q; 0 
~ a ::~ 

Men. "'c Men. Men. "'c -;;.,,
0 .,_ 0 ., ... 0 ., ..... 0!::: p..C fS: 0. 0 fS: ii..c E-< 

111 58 3~ 52 ..... .. .... . ... .. .. .... ......... .... ..... 221 
101 52 33 56 .......... .. ............ ......... ... ..... . 209· 
100 39 29 60 ...... .... .. ............ ... ...... .... .... 199 
118 54 31 73 ... .. .... .. . ... .. .... ... ......... ......... 245 
132 45 25 73 .... . .... . ....... ... .. ..... ... .•.... .. 250 
143 44 24 91 .... . . ..... . ..... .... .. ......... ......... 278 
179 51 23 79 ...... ..... . ...... .. .... ... ... .. .. ... .... aog
153 54 26 76 .......... . ...... .... .. ......... ......... 283
193 103 35 92 ..... ······ ... .... .... . .. ....... ...... ... 388 
173 78 a1 77 .... ... ... .. 25 ·· ······· ......... 353 
171 76 31 108 ...... .. .. .. 127 ... ...... .. ....... 482 
213 116 35 118 . .......... . 180 3 l~ 630· 
214 124 33 144 ....... ... . . 242 6 2 730· 
250 12a 33 143 ....... ... . . 208 27 13 751 
252 141 36 145 ........ .... ' 234 25 l 0 !'00 
264 173 a9 157 .. .... .... .. 178 28 13 800 
2119 180 38 169 .. 181 41 18 870
383 2?A 37 206 ... ....... .. 167 25 13 1,005 
436 262 a7 166 ... ...... .. . 217 28 13 1,109 

3,8S5 2,000 ..... . 1,759 ~ 9,912.2,085=1= = 1 
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Matriculates in the Summer Schools. 

l711899........ ..... ..... .. .......... 1 82 
1900 ....... . ......... .... .. .... . 48 ~ ~1 ::: : ::::::::::: .. ::::::·11 1:::::::·:::: ::::::::: ::::::::: 116 

1911901 ... .... ............... .... ... 111 80 42 ......... ........ .... . .. ......... ......... . .... .. .. . 
140 52 ......... .......... .. .. 1... .. .. ....... ... .... .. .... .. . 2691902 .... .... ....... .... .. ....... . 129 

Grand to t al. ......... .... . ..... .... ...... ... .. ....... ... .... .. ........ ........ .... .... .. .. ... ..... ..... ....... 10,6511 

Nearly four pages are next taken up with a list of positions of distinction 
held by University of Texas men in our own and other universities and in 
the ser·dce of the United States. It is not a bad showing. 

The next topic is The University and the Public Schools. It appears 
that the University is more and more furnishing teachers for the schools, 
though really this part of its work is hardly more than begun. 

"Many of the graduates, as well as the under-graduates of the University 
enter the profession of teaching, and are to be found in the faculties of 
the schools in every portion of Texas. In order that the University may, 
in a syst.ematic and discriminating way, assist students in securing posi
tions as teachers, and school boards in obtaining desirablP. teachers, a 
Faculty Committee on the Recommendation of Teachers was appointed 
two years ago. This committee has since that time been actively dis
charging its duties. During the spring and summer of 1902, alone, this 
committee located about fifty students in various positions, including 
those of City Superintendents, High School Principals, Ward Principals, 
High School teachers, and t eachers in the lower grades. The services of 
the committee are rendered without charge to students or to school boards. 
In no other way can the UniYersity more effectively and speedily minister 
to the needs of the common schools than in increasing the number of 
teachers possessed of sound scholarship and professional training. In 
this way th e influence of both the common schools and the University is 
greatly widened and deepened." 

l.'nder the heading Affiliated Schools a statement is made of the work 
of the Affiliated School Committee. There is steady progress here, the 
best omen for the future being the existence of a cordial feeling between 
the l.'ni1·ersity and the schools. 

_.\.ppropria tely put next to the Affiliated Schools is the section Summer 
Schools. As a means of improving the scholarship and teaching power 
of our high school teachers the importa nce of the Summer Schools is not 
fully understood. '!'he number of students in a ttendance is, however, grow
ing rapidly and the courses offered are yearly more attractive. 

The Report next set>ks to emphasize the importance of the work here in 
Texas history. 

"The history of Texas throws peculiar light on ma ny a pressing social 
and indu~trial problem of the present dny, and the prospective, as well as 
the a c>tual , citiz.en of the State ought to have the true record of its expe· 
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riences available for his use. In it he will find at once inspiration and 
instruction. It will be the best guide for the makers and administrators 
·Of our laws; and in helping to complete such a record, the University 
is discharging one of its highest obligations to the State." 

The Schools of Botany and Zoology are evidently close to the heart of 
the authorities. Recent reports both of President to Regents and Regents 
to Governor have laid special stress on the work of these schools for the 
economic interests of the State and their vast possibilities of development. 
·The present Report is no exception. Concerning the economic aspect of 
Botany the Report says: 

* * * This school has met with encouraging results in its efforts 
to organize a corps of advanced workers for prosecuting the study of the 
vegetation of the vast State of Texas. It is believed that an intimate 
knowledge of the plant life in the various and varied parts of the State 
will furnish an indication of the natural zones or areas in which climatic 
and soil conditions favor the cultivation of some one or other of the crops 
·Or plants of commercial value. This is, in effect, an effort to discover and 
map out the various areas of the State with respect to their capacities as 
.culture areas. 

"The school has accomplished something in the line of investigating 
specific questions of large economic importance. Students . are being 
trained to investigate the nature and cause and prevention of destructive 
plant diseases, especially where plants or soil conditions are the cause 
of such diseases. The most substantial progress has been made in the 
investigation of matters pertaining to forestry in Texas, and in promot
ing a general knowledge and appreciation of the State's forest conditions 
·and resources. Instruction in forestry is now a ·part of the botany cur
riculum in the University. Illustrated lectures have been given under 
various auspices which have aided in awakening a lively concern in for
estry matters. Extensive investigations ha,·e been made in the forests 
·themselves. Excursions have been made to many quarters of the State 
where various types of timber occur, and an extended and fully illus
trated report prepared which is now in process of publication." 

The importance of Zoology in education is strongly presented and its 
practical application discussed. 

"From the modern point of view the science of Zoology is of basic im
portance in all education leading up to the historical, ethical, physical, 
pedagogical, anthropological, and sociological sciences, sciences but im
perfectly developed as yet, but already replete with magnificent promise. 
All of these subjects make use of the methods and facts of Zoology. 

"Zoology find" immediate practical application in a multitude of other 
subjects of great importance to the human race, from specialties like 
oyster, bee, and silk culture. to important subjects like medicine, veteri
nary science, agriculture, forestry and fi~h culture. To all of these sub
jects Zoology forms an indispensable foundation. The significance of 
enabling the youth of Texas to devote themselves to a thorough study 
:and mastery of all these subjects must be apparent to anyone who con
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siders the vast unexplored resources of the State and is alive to the 
urgent need of increasing the commercial efficiency of the commonwealth. 
The great forces of nature can only be controlled and utili1.ed as the 
result of obedient study. Natura non vincitur nisi parendo. The con
dition of our forest, crops, fisheries and cattle interests are such as to 
demand immediate and exhaustive studies in Economic Zoology. The 
young people of Texas should be given an opportunity to make careful 
study of the habits of the many noxious insects that annually destroy a 
large portion of the wealth of the State. Until this is done the devel
opment of commercial prosperity and attendant culture must be greatly 
retarded if not altogether inhibited. 

"The applications of the physiological aspect of Zoology are, if any
thing, even more important than those above indicated. Allusion is 
made to all those subjects which have to do with public and individual 
sanitation, matters of great moment in any State, but especially in 
Texas, where the stamping out of diseases, which, like malaria, owe their 
origin in men and animals to parasitic infection, has not yet been seri
ously considered. Whole regions of the State of Texas must ultimately 
depend for their prosperity and development on these applications of 
zoological science. Both the more advanced nations of the Old World 
and the more enterprising comonwealths of our own country have long 
since found that merely as a business proposition the investing of money 
in furnishing opportunities for obtaining a knowledge of nature is vastly 
more lucrative than all other investment~ which it is within the power of 
men to make." 

A full reYiew is next made of the Mineral Survey. After explaining its 
establishment and organization and the removal of the collections of the 
former geological survey from the capitol to the University the Report 
describes the work of the survey in detail. In eighteen months as the 
product of extensive field work no less than four elaborate Bulletins have 
been issued, the first on Texas Petroleum (July, 1901), the second entitled 
Sulphur, Oil and Quicksilver in Trans-Pecos Texas (February, 1902), the 
third on Coal, Lignite and Asphalt Rocks (May, 1902) , the fourth on the 
Quicksilwr Deposits of Brewster County (October, 1902) . In conjunction 
with the United States Geological Survey the University Mineral Survey is 
making a topographical map of the southwest part of Brewster County and 
the southeast part of Presidio County. 

"Due attention has been paid also to the erection of astronomical points 
for the assistance of engineers and surveyors. There have been erected at 
Terlingua permanent monuments of the true and the magnetic meri
dian, so that the variations of compass bearings may be accurately ascer
tnin!"d." 

The Chemical Work is stated to have been.of the most varied character. 
"The total number of analyses completed from May 1, 1901, to August 31, 
1902, was 8-18. Many of these analyses required a considerable number 
of separate e$timations, so that the total number of such estimations would 
run about five thousand." 
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The office work has been extensive. In all H~,084 pieces of mail matter 
have been sent out. Moreover much pains have been spent on relabeline 
and reclassifying the collections of the old Survey and in completing 
valuable files. 

A discussion follows of the part the Mineral Survey should play in 
the State's exhibit at St. Louis. The University and Survey collections 
should, it is held, be drawn on for St. Louis, of course under proper pre
cautions to secure safe return of the specimens sent. 

As for the future of the Survey itself the Regents maintain that it 
has justified its existence. 

"The plans that have been made for future work embrace reports on 
the following subjects, viz. : 

Cement and cement rocks. 
Clays and the Clay industry. 
Salt. 
Sulphur. 
Ores of gold, silver, lead and copper. 
Building and ornamental stones. 
Coal measures of the carboniferous. 
"As at present outlined, this work will require four additional years 

for completion. Allowing four thousand copies for each bulletin the 
total number to be distributed would be 28,000 and adding to this the 
23,000 that will be distributed by April 1, 1903, the total number of 
copies distributed by 1907 would be 51,000. To accomplish this work 
would call for an expenditure of $60,000, or $15,000 for each of the four 
years. By the expiration of this time the series of economic bulletins 
would have embraced the most important of the subjects now demandinll 
attention, and work could then be prosecuted along other and cognate lines. 
By that time also there would have been collected and permanently 
installed a magnificent display of the minerals and the mineral products 
of the State, a great object lesson in natural wealth. 

"Is all of this worth doing? If the results of experience elsewhere can be 
relied upon, it is certainly worth doing. In no other way can the capital 
needed to develop what we have be secured except by plain, straightforward 
reliable reports prepared by men who have no other object in view than 
to ascertain the truth." 

The Library is the next subject taken up. Record is made of the receipt 
of the Ashbel Smith library, of the new steel cases purchased, and of the 
installation of the collections of the Texas State Historical Society and of 
the Texas Academy of Science. The section concludes with an argument 
for a new building and for adequate funds to buy books. 

A brief treatment follows of these subjects: Training in the Gymnasium, 
Athletics, Band and Glee Club, Literary Societies, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. 
C. A., Student Associations, University Hall, Fellowship. All these have 
received notice in recent numbers of the Record. 

Under the heading University Funds mention is made of a sum of eleven 
or twelve thousand dollars now in the State Treasury and bearing no 
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interest. "It is respectfully a;;ked that some steps be taken by the Legis
lature to make this fund productive." 

The next section describes the improvements in the buildings and 
equipment of the :Medical Department, here called the Medical College. 
The Department is in better condition than ever before. 

The section on Water System deserves to be quoted in full: 
"During the past year a system of waterpipes 4, 6, 10 and 12 inches in 

diameter has been laid upon the campus, which, if an adequate supply of 
water can be had, as was ·promised by the city authorities of Austin before 
the pipe was laid, would solve not only the problem of fire protection for 
the buildings of the University and their contents, but would also make 
it possible to grow trees, shrubbery and grass successfully upon the 
University grounds. This would add greatly to the comfort and beauty 
of the surroundings. After, however, the pipe was laid a test was made 
of the pressure and it was found to range from 0 to 30 pounds. This 
rendered it useless to erect a standpipe, as was contemplated, since the 
pressure would not fill it. The University, which is located on the highest 
point in the city, and is 53 feet above Capitol Hill, has for several years 
been subjected to great inconvenience and danger from the lack of an ade
quate supply of water and a reliable pressure. The laboratories of Chem
istry and of Botany and Zoology (the two last named being on the third 
floor of the Main University building) have frequently been without water, 
and at times there has been no water in any part of the building. This 
is dangerous to health and property, to say nothing of the great incon
venience. Many processes and experiments in chemistry require not only 
water, but also that there shall be a regular and sustained pressure. 
These cannot be conducted as we are now situated, and must of necessity 
be omitted. In addition to a standpipe on the campus, there should be 
erected in the Main University building three water pipes, four inches in 
diameter, running from the basement to the third story, two to be located 
at the ends of the east and west corridor;; respectively, and one at the 
north end of the central corridor, with plugs and fire hose attached for 
immediate use in case of fire. This provision inside, with the fire hydrants 
outside, would, it is believed, afford reasonable protection from fire, in 
case adequate pressure could be secured. Some provision must be made 
to get reliable and adequate supply of water, or we may suffer a calamity 
that will require years to retrieve." 

After thi s comes a discussion of the condition of the University buildings. 
This is ;;aid to be lwtter than ever before. Since January, 1899, $5,964.42 
haYe been expendrd on the betterment of the :Medical Department, and 
$61,!J-10.53 on the :\lain lJniversity, in all $6i ,!)04.05. If we add to this 
the unexpended balance for the ,l\.oman's Building, now on hand, $32,
i30.!Ji. we haYe a total of $100,635.02 spent in building or improvement 
during (;oyernor Sayers' ;; administrntion. 

The n!'xt sPction iH !waded Buildings Needed. The development of the 
UniYersity has greatly crowded the prei;ent buildings. To relieve the pres
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ent congestion and to provide for certain growth the most pressing needs 
are for a building for Civil, Mininl! and Electrical Engineering, and one 
for Law. 

"We have reached that point in the development of the University 
whrre it behooves us to plan broadly and wisely for the future. We 
should now mature our plans and select the locations for future buildings 
if we would avoid the costly mistakes others have made. It is therefore 
necessary that the Regents should have a large part of the available funds 
of the University for the next two years for the erection of nece'lsary 
buildings and their equipment; for furnishing, heating and lighting the 
new Women's Building; for grading and improving the Campus of the 
University; for planting trees and shrubbery, and constructing roadways 
and walks thereon, and for acquiring additional adjacent ground while it 
can be purchased at a reasonable price. 

"It is the opinion of the Board of Regents that there wilI be required 
for the above named and other permanent improvements the use of the 
interest upon the bonds and the income from the land leases for the 
next two years. This would leave, of the available University fund, the 
interest on land notes and matriculation fees to be supplemented by an 
appropriation from the general revenue sufficient to pay the running 
expenses of the University. The Regents recognize that the Constitution 
of the State forbids appropriations from the general revenue for the 
erection of University buildings. It was evidently the intention of the 
framers of the Corn;titution, and a plain necessity, that the available 
University fund should be used for the erection of necessary buildings 
and the permanent upbuilding of the institution. Otlwrwise the Uni
ver8ity might fore\·er remain in an undeveloped condition, and fail to 
keep pace with the growth of the State and the constantly increasing 
demand of our people for higher education. The mandate of the Constitu
tion that 'The Legi~lature shall, as soon ag practicable, establish, organize 
and provide for the maintenance, support and direction of a University of 
the first class,' would be of no avail unless thrre was some way of obtain
ing buildings. Since appropriations out of the genrral revenue for 'the 
establishment and erection of the buildings of the University of Texas' 
is prohibited by the Constitution, it is plain that these can only be pro
vied out of the arnilabh· Cniversity fund, since thi:-re is no other. The 
command of the Cou"titution that the Legislature shall 'provide for the 
maintmancr, support and <lirP('tion of a University of the first class' can 
be obeyed and carried out by adequate appropriations from the general 
re\·enue to pay all current expensPs." 

Thus the way is prepared for a statement of the Appropriation Needed 
for the University. 

"The amounts which will be required from the general revenue to pay 
salaries and current expense;; for each of the following two years will be, 
at the 
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Main University .............. ..... ... ...... .... ... ..... . $155,148 34 
_..edica.I Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48,00~ M 

Total .. ... .... ........ . . ....... ..... . . .. ... . . . ... . . .. $203, 155 00 
"As per the following statement: 

MAIN UNIVERSlTY, AUSTIN. 

Estimated expenses for the yeors 1003-1904. 1904-1905. 

l'resent Salaries (see Exhibit DJ .. . . ... .. ................... .. .1122,528 34 
Additional salaries......... .. ..... ........................................ 7,500 00 
Ourrent expenses................ .... .. ....... ... ..... .... ........ ..... .. ... 25,420 00 
Schools and laboratories.. .......... ...... ..... .... .. .. .......... ..... 8,500 00 
Workshop (see Exhibit FJ...... . .. ... .... ... ... ..... .. .. ..... .. .. 1,200 00 

e130,028 34 e130,028 34 

35,100 00 35,120 00 

e165,U8 84 I 165,148 34 
I 

EsUmated Income for the years 1903-1904. 1004-1905. 

Intere;,t on State bonds.... ................. ......... .... ..... ......... 131,895 00 
Estimated Income from land lease5.... ... ... ................. . 60,000 00 

Interest on bonds and Income from land leases will l>e 
nei;ded for buildings and other permanent Improvements.
Matriculation fees, estimated... ... .. ... .......... .. ... ............. .. ....... ... . 
Interest on land sales, estimated... .... ....... .. ... ...... ..... .. ..... ...... .... . 
Appropriation needed from general revenue.... .. ..... ......... ... .. .. 

! 8,000 00 I 8,000 00 
2,000 ()() 2,000 00 

155,148 34 1&.;,148 34 

g 165,148 34 '165,148 34 

MEDICAL BRANOH, GALVESTON. 

Estimated expenses for the years-

Salaries...... ... .. .. .. .. .......... ......... ...... ........... ... .... .. ... ........... ......... .... 
Current expenses......... .............. .... ...... ................. .. .. ......et:,780 00 
Laboratories (see Exhibit J) ..... ... . .................. ........... 5,250 00 

1903-1904. 1004-1005. 

I 42,466 66 

12,030 00 

I 42,466 66 

12,030 00 

' 54,~ 66 ' 54,496 66 

Estimated income for the years-

Fees from students........ .... ............................ .. ...... ....... ..... .. .... ... 
Appropriation needed from general revenue.. ....... ........ ...... ...... 

1903-1904. 1904-1905. 

I ft,400 00 
48,00ll 66 

I 6,490 00 
48,006 66 

ii 64,4e6 66 e 54,496 66 

With an appeal for a real University such as the Constitution pre
scribes the Report proper ends. Numerous appendices, however, are added 
under the name of exhibits. 

The first four exhibits arc (A) Enrollment of Students in The University 
of Texas, 1900-1, 1901-2; (B) Requirements for Admission and for Gradua
tion and Courses of Instruction; (C) List of Affiliated Schools; (D) List 
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of Present Faculty and Employes of the Main University and Their 
Salaries. 

Exhibit E deals with the University Lands, and is written by special 
Land Agent R. E. L. Saner. Of the fifty leagues of land granted the 
University by the Republic most has been sold. Of accounts in good 
standing for these sales there are 124, embracing 16,877 acres, on which 
$46,165.58 are still due, bearing interest of $2,411.04. The accounts in 
bad standing embrace 2,2089- acres. Patents have been granted for 3,325 
acres in the past two years. 

The great body of University land-a million acres given by the Con
stitution of 1876 and another million granted by the Legislature of 1883
lies in the western part of the State and is therefore designated as 
Western Lands. It "is subject only to lease as grazing land." Leases 
have been made for 1,688,442 acres at from two to eight cents an acre, 
bringing in $59,453.66. 

Of the Unleased Lands Mr. Saner says: 
"In Exhibit '3' you will notice that of the 40~,453 2-10 acres unleased 

of the western land, practically the whole of it is located in El Paso county, 
all of which is barren of surface water, and to dig and equip wells 
is an exceedingly expensive undertaking. 

"The board having adopted the recommendation made in my last report 
o.: leasing the land at three cents per acre, and rebating the lessees $20.00 
per section for placing wells and tanks upon the same, will say that 
161,640 acres have been leased under this agreement, and I hope to report 
other leases on the same basis within the next few months." 

A paragraph is next devoted to the San Elizario Suit. This is a suit 
brought for the recovery of 20,837 2-10 acres of land in El Paso county 
on the banks of the Rio Grande river about twenty-five miles from the city 
of El Paso. Since the writing of the Report the case has been decided 
adversely to the l'niversity. 

The next paragraph shows the increase in revenue from the lands. 
"* * * In 189:) when the Board of Regents were given control of the Uni
versity lands the receipts from this source for 1895 were $8,663.40. The 
leases in good standing September 1, 1902, show that if all are paid, the 
University can expect fbr the coming year $59,453.M, or an increase in 
seven years under the board's management of about $50,000 per year. In 
the report of Hon. R. L. Batts to the Board of Regents in 1895, before the 
board had been given charge of the University lan\ls, I find the statement 
made that the total receipts from January, 1884, the date of the first lease, 
up to and including the year 1894, amounted to $84,365.28. Comparing 
the receipts for the past two years with the figures presented by Mr. Batts, 
we find that the receipts for the past two years exceed by nearly thirty 
thousand dollars the total amount received for the eleven years prior to 
1895, when the Legislature wisely vested the management of the University 
lands in the Board of Regents." The expenses have been little more than 
two thousand dollars annually. 

For the next two years Mr. Saner thinks the income from western lands 
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not likely to be over sixty thousand dollars a year. Seasons in West 
Texas are so precarious as to make income from grazing lands very un
certain. 

In thirteen pages of exhibits Mr. Saner gives detailed lists of account 
sales and leases for the past two years. 

Following the Spec-ial Land Agent's Report come more Exhibits as 
appendires to the l\Iain Report of the Regents. Exhibit F consists of an 
itemized Statement of Appropriations Needed for the Main University for 
the years 1903-4 and 1904-5. Exhibits G and H form the Annual Reports 
of James B. Clark, Proctor, showing receipts and disbursements for the 
last two fiscal years, September 1, 1900, to August 31, 1902. Here are set 
down with a minuteness scarcely credible the sources of University income 
and the direction of every cent of money expended by the University. 
Clearly the Uniwrsity has no fear of publicity in its accounts. If such 
openness were demand<'d of corporations we should perhaps find the trusts 
easier to deal with. 

Exhibits I, J , K, L are concerned with the finances of the Medical 
Department. In the matter of receipts Provost Johnson surpasses even 
Proctor Clark. In addition to giving the fees from students under a 
single item. he list!; ea<'h fee separately. 

Last of all the Exhibits is M, the official opinion of Attorney-General 
Bell that it is unronstitutional for the GoYernor to issue bonds for the 
purpose of innsting the permanent Unh-ersity fund. 

W.•J.B. 

During the Christmas holidays, on December 2!.lth, 30th and 31st, the 
Texas State Teachers' Association and the Superintendents' and Princi· 

The State pals' Assoriation held their annual session in Austin, 
Teachers' Aaao- with a r<>presentatirn attendance of about 600 teachers, 

elation. the session being a notable on<' in many respects. The 
meetings of the Superintend<'nts' and Principals' ..\ssociation took place in 
the C'ity High School building on December 29th, President J. L. Hender
son. of Tyl<>r. presiding; all other meetings. general as well as section, 
were held in the :!\lain Building of the Unh·ersity. 

. U the nl<>eting of the Superint<'ndents and Prinripals on Monday morn
ing, Dercmhrr 2!lth, after cordial and well-rhosen words of welcome from 
Superint<'nd<>nt T. G. Harris, of Austin, and n witty and entertaining 
r<>sponse from Superintend<>nt John W. Hopkins, of Galveston, Mrs. Annie 
E. Hilton, on behalf of th<' \\"omens' Clubs of San Antonio, made an 
earnest plea for manual training in general. and in particular for the 
manual training of girl" in S<'\Ying and other acth·ities, in a paper which 
was well receiwd, and which contained suggestions for the economical 
<'xtension of such work in the public srhools. After some discussion on 
the "uh,iect, the t<'a<'hrrs adjourned. visiting the quarters of the Allen 
:'.\Ianual Training School in the High 8('hool building. 
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At the afternoon session, on the same day, the following papers were 
read: 

A Principal's Responsibilities and Duties-W. A. Palmer, of Dallas. 
Discussion by Mrs. Jessie Renfro, of Tyler. 

The Teacher and the Text Book-M. M. Dupre, of Troupe. 
In the absence of J. S. Kendall, of Denton, who was to read a paper on 

"The Selection of the Teacher; How and by Whom?" this subject was 
discussed by Prof. Sutton, of the University, and Superintendent Fulton, 
of Cleburne. After the papers and discussions, the Association went into 
election of officers, electing : W. A. Palmer, of Dallas, president; A. N. 
McCall um, of Seguin, vice-president; 0. E. Arbuckle, of Waco, secretary 
and treasurer. 

At a night session held in the Auditorium at the University, the exer
cises included a short address on the "Life and Works of Francis W. 
Parker" by W. S. Sutton, of the University; papers on "The Public 
Schools from the Standpoint of a Trustee," by Trustee Boynton, of Waco, 
and on "School Laws and Needed Legislation," by State Superintendent 
Arthur Lefevre; an interesting lecture given by Dr. Bray, of the University, 
under the auspices of the Academy of Science, on "The Evolution of the 
Flower in Its Relation to Insects and Other Pollinating Agencies," and 
the installation c·f the newly elected offiC"ers of the Superintendents' and 
Principals' Association. 

On Tuesday, December the 30th, the general association was called to 
order at IO a. m. in the University Auditorium by President J. F. Estill, 
of Huntsville, and, after invocation by the Rev. Dr. Wright, of Austin, 
and a vocal solo by Miss Jackson, of Austin, President Prather, of the 
University, and Governor Sayers both delivered addresses, heartily greet
ing the teachers and bidding them welcome to the University and to the 
capital of the State. Superintendent J. W. Clark, of Rockdale, responded 
on behalf of the teachers, and dwelt on the spirit which should pervade 
the great body there assembled, after which a paper was read by Superin
tendent Peyton Irving, Jr., of Sulphur Springs, on "Character Training in 
the School." This paper contained many points calculated to aro'Use 
interest, and the original, strong and entertaining remarks of Dr. S. J. 
Jones, of Salado, on the same subject, were keenly enjoyed. The program 
for the morning closed with a paper on "The Movement Toward Free Text 
Books," by Superintendent Barnett, of Houston. Owing to the lateness 
of the hour, this paper was not discussed. 

The afternoon of this, the second day, was given over to the section 
meetings, the chief features of which are outlined below. 

In the Rural School Section, County Superintendent J. S. Magee, of 
Tyler, chairman, the following was the program: 

"Consolidation of Rural Schools"-W. J. Hanna, Greenville; E. P. Guen
ther, of Hallettsville. 

"Should Elementary Branches in Agriculture and Horticulture Be 
Taught in the Public Schools ?"-M. L. Moody, Beaumont. 

"Institute Work"-,J. S. Carlisle, Denton; J. H. Hill, McKinney. 
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"What Changes in Our School Laws Are Needed to Improve the Rural 
Schools ?"-J. R. Stubblefield, Eastland; H . R. Orgain, Belton. 

In the Primary Section, :Miss I. Barclay, of El Paso, presiding, pap~rs 
were read as follows: 

"Manual Training in Primary Work"-Miss E. Felder, San Antonio. 
"Importance of Little Things"-Miss E. Blanchard, Temple. 
The exercises of the Intermediate School Section included papers by Mrs. 

Henderson, of Dallas, on "Language Teaching Below the High School," and 
by P . H. Underwood, of Galveston, on "Fundamental Processes in Arith
metic." The chairman was Principal J. M. Fendley, of Galveston. 

The High School Section was presided over by Principal Joseph Morgan, 
of Dallas. 

Owing to the absence of E. D. Criddle, of Waxahachie, whose paper was 
the first on the program, the meeting opened with the paper by R. G. Hall, 
of Cleburne, on "University Bulletin No. 1, From the Standpoint of a 
High School Teacher." The bulletin discussed by Mr. Hall outlines the 
work expected by The University of Texas of its affiliated High Schools, and 
this circumstance, together with a deep conviction concerning the import
a.nce to the University of the ideals and practice of the High Schools, 
caused a considerable number of the instructors of the University to attend 
the meeting and become interested listeners to this and the subsequent 
papers. Mr. Hall discussed the main points of the Bulletin in an able and 
lucid paper, manifesting an intelligent appreciation and a most generous 
reception of the plan offered to the High Schools, as well as a most gratify
ing spirit of willingness to co-operate with the University. 

J. E. Pearce, of Austin, then read a paper on the same subject. This 
likewise proved interesting. Besides discussing certain points of the 
Bulletin, and its general influence on the High School work in the State, 
Mr. Pearce indicated some practical difficulties which High School teachers 
have to confront, and dwelt on the growing necessity to bear in mind the 
duty of the High School towards those who do not, as well as to those who 
do, proceed to the University or a college. 

The next papers, on "Electives and Elective Courses in the High School," 
by T. B. Kendrick, of Dallas, and W. A. James, of Galveston, were likewise 
excellent and suggestive, Mr. Kendrick showing, by a clear and careful 
account of what has actually been done, the possibilities of a judicious 
application of the elective system in the High School, while Mr. James, 
though rather more conservative, likewise indicated that a partial elective 
system might, under wise direction, help to overcome certain difficulties. 

The last paper on the program, "Educational Waste in the High School," 
by W. D. Williams, of Fort Worth, touched a timely subject in an interest
ing manner, and aptly closed a profitable afternoon. It being late there 
was no discussion. 

In the College Section, Chairman S. L. Hornbeak, of Trinity University, 
being_absent, President L. C. Kirkes, of Trinity University, presided. 

The first subject presented was "The Bible in the College Course," 
treated by President L. C. Kirkes, of Trinity University, and President 
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Fisher, of Fort Worth University; this was followed by "The Function of 
College Fraternities," by Dr. W. J. Battle, of The University of Texas, all 
three papers being full of interesting and suggestive points. The rest of 
the program included "Some Weaknesses in the Preparation for College," 
by F. Eby, of Baylor University, "Some Fundamental Causes of Defects i.n 
Preparation for College," by Dr. H. E. Bolton, of The University of Texas, 
and "The Encouragement and Control of College Athletics," by J. A. Mc
Laughlin, of Austin College, and B. E. Looney, of Trinity University. All 
the papers were notable; the last two, which were both quite conservative, 
were lengthily discussed, from a different and enthusiastic standpoint, by 
Dr. A. C. Ellis, of The University of Texas, and the discussion developed 
was very interesting. The afternoon's proceedings likewise included resolu
tions on the study of the Bible in Colleges, and others recommending to 
the Regents of The University of Texas the introduction, whenever practi
cable, of the study of the Hebrew language into the curriculum of the 
University. 

Tuesday night, the session was a special event. On the program proper 
were the following: 

"The Duty of Texas Teachers Toward Civic Betterment," a pointed and 
entertaining address by Mrs. Pennybacker, of Austin; an impressive and 
practical address on "Demands of Our Modern Civilization upon State 
Education," by Dr. T. W. Page, of The University of Texas, and an 
address by Dr. Dabney, of the University of Tennessee, concerning' the 
work of the Southern Educational Association. Mr. A. P. Wooldridge, 
of Austin, likewise spoke, introducing a resolution, which was unanimously 
adopted, asking the State administration to improve the facilities of the 
State Library, and Mr. Louis J. Wortham spoke of the Texas educational 
exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, to be held at St. Louis. 
During the evening, music was furnished by the orchestra of the State 
Institution for the Blind, and, after the program, the teachers were 
tendered a brilliant reception, under the auspices of the University. The 
library and corridor were resplendent with lights and were tastefully deco
rated, refreshments were served in the festively adorned Regents' room, 
and, altogether, the scene was a beautiful one, the occasion proving enjoy
able for all parties concerned. 

Wednesday morning the convention held its last session. 
Addresses were delivered as follows: 
"School Finances; Relation of Expenditures to Needs"-Superintendent 

R. B. Cousins, of Mexia. 
"Future of Manual Training in Texas"-Dr. A. C. Ellis, of The University 

of Texas. 
"Co-operation of Home and School"-Miss Lula Elliott, of Corsicana. 
Miss Dillworth, of Austin, read a paper by Mrs. J. C. Terrell, of Fort 

\Vorth, concerning "Progress and Future of the Library Movement in 
Texes;" another paper by Miss Lawrence, of the Sam Houston Normal 
Institute, on "Use of the Library in the School," was likewise read; a 
declaration of principles was adopted, and, after various resolutions, the 

-6
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Association proceeded to select Marlin for next place of meeting, and 
to elect officers for the ensuing year, Superintendent J. W. Hopkins, of 
Galveston, being elected President. 

The Association then adjourned, having held a session admirably 
adapted, by the conjunction of happy circumstances, to promote good fellow
ship among the various elements most deeply concerned in the cause of 
education in Texas. L. M. C. 

An interesting and stimulating document is the recent Bulletin of the 
University of Missouri, by President R. H . Jesse, entitled "What the 

University Jfas Done for Missouri." With his record 
A Btimul•tiDir of the past President Jesse couples certain remarks 

hr.mple. concerning some of the lines along which the University 
should work in the future--remarks as applicable to Texas as to Missouri. 
Indeed conditions in Missouri and Texas are so similar and the course 
traveled by the University of Missouri so nearly that which The Uni· 
versity of Texas must travel that we are moved to reprint certain passages 
from the Bulletin. What the University of Missouri has done and aims to 
do The University of Texas can certainly do also, seeing that Texas bas 
about the same population as Missouri, nearly four times the area, about the 
same .aggregate wealth, and far greater resources. 

HIGH SCHOOLS. 

"Eleven years ngo there were not in all the State more than ~ high schools 
that were preparing students to meet the present requirements of this 
University. Now there are 113. This is astounding growth in eleven 
years. While there have been other causes for this progress, by far the 
greatest single cause has been the strenuous induence of the University. 

"But there haB been an increase not only in the number of good high 
schools but also in the enrollment of pupils in them. In 1891 there were not 
more than 5,000 pupils in good high schools in all Missouri; there are more 
than 30,000 now. While there have been many causes for this increase, 
by far the greatest single C'ause has been the untiring labors of the Uni
versity in behalf of the public schools. 

"\Ve have maintained summer schools for the better training of teachers. 
We have kept in the field constantly an Examiner who has spent his time 
visiting high schools and teachers' institutes. Guided by his reports, the 
officers of the University advise and encourage the schools to equip their 
laboratories, to furnish their libraries, to increase the staff of teachers, 
to lengthen the course of study, and to make the work in every respect 
first class. Nearly a fourth of the President's time is given to correspond
ence with the officers of high schools. Largely as a result of the labors 
of the University the number of good high schools has increased in 11 
years from 6 to 113 and the enrollment of pupils in them from about 5,000 
to more than 30,000. 
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"But the improvement of the high schools means the improvement of the 
district schools below them. The attempt to build up good district schools 
without good high schools above them has been tried far and wide and 
always disastrously. New York City tried it for a number of years but 
finally established high schools because dry-rot was striking the seventh 
and eighth grades of the district schools. St. Louis has just established 
two more high schools that there may be a stronger pull upward upon her 
ward schools. When, therefore, in 11 years the number of really good high 
schools in Missouri has increased from 6 to 113, who can estimate the result
ing improvement in the district schools? If the University has been the
most potent factor in the improvement of the high schools should she not be 
credited, in large measure, with such improvement of the district schools as 
has come from that of the high schools ? 

"I wish heartily that the State would give her aid to the establishment 
of rural high schools in which should be taught agriculture, horticulture, 
entomology, botany, manual training, and domestic economy, as well as 
languages, mathematics, sciences, history, and English. In my opinion the
greatest educational problem before Missouri today is how to develop, 
through State aid and local aid and county aid, a great system of rural 
high schools-literary, scientific and industrial. 

RAISING STANDARDS. 

"Not the least contribution of the University to the State has been in the
raising of standards in education. We have held aloft the idea that no col
lege or university ought to maintain on its campus a preparatory depart
ment. The mixture of a college and an academy in one institution is most 
unwholesome. By abolishing its preparatory department and by raising
the standards of admission so that a student must have a good high school 
education to enter any department at Columbia or at Rolla, the University 
has set in higher education an example that, sooner or later, will be· 
substantially followed by every real college in the State. 

"The University requires a high school education as a preparation for 
Law or Medicine. All sound thinkers on education are agreed that it is. 
unfortunate for these professions to admit to them men who have not had 
proper academic training. After the student has entered the University, 
we require three years of study for a Law diploma, and four years of 
nine months each for a Medical diploma. The University has introduced 
into the State the idea that medical laboratories of Anatomy, Histology, 
Physiology, Physiological Chemistry, Pharmacology, Hygiene, Bacteriol
ogy and Pathology should be filled by men, supported by salaries, who give· 
their whole time to reading, writing, teaching and research, and who do 
not practice at all. This idea is being adopted gradually by the other 
medical schools of the State. The greatest contribution of the University 
to education in Law and in Medicine has been through the raising of the 
standards of education in these professions. * * * 
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WATER POWER. 

"In the summer of 1900, the University at its own expense made a com
plete survey of all the water power in South Missouri, publishing the 
results in a bulletin which was circulated widely among manufacturers. 
We showed where there was water power and how it could be carried over 
.electric wires to the nearest railroad station. 

MISSOURI COAL. 

"In 1901, the University sent an officer to every important coal mine in 
Missouri, to take samples-neither the best nor the worst-for analysis 
in our laboratories. The geological surveys had shown where the coal 
beds were and the thickness of the veins, but nobody had yet tested the 
steam producing power of Missouri coals in comparison with those of 
other States. This work, done thoroughly by the University, was published 
in a bulletin which was scattered widely among manufacturers. 

CEMENT ROCK. 

"In the last two years the departments of Geology and Agricultural 
Chemistry have been trying to determine whether certain deposits in Mis· 
souri can be converted into cement. * * * Our experiments have proved 
that Missouri contains at various places immense deposits of rock that can 
be converted into Portland cement. 

GOOD ROADS. 

"The departments of Engineering and Agriculture at Columbia have 
made the most careful and elaborate tests that have ever been made on 
the effect of wide tires upon roads and upon teams. To test the matter 
thoroughly the experiment had to be conducted on roads of differ
ent compositions, and in every sort of weather. Everybody knows that in 
some kinds of weather wide tires decrease the draft. We found that in 
some unusual conditions of the roads they increase the draft, but in nine 
.cases out of ten, they represent a decided saving to the team and a benefit 
to the roadbed. The pamphlet embodying the result of this experiment has 
been called for by engineers all over the country. It has become a standard 
authority on the subject. 

CHEMISTRY. 

"In the laboratory of Agricultural Chemistry at Columbia all the mineral 
waters of Missouri have been carefully analyzed. The book which the 
Agricultural Chemist of the University published on this subject has 
become the authority for the State. 

"The same laboratory for years has tested the purity of all fertilizers 8old 
in this State to farmers, fruit growers, and gardeners. 

"Missouri should have a Pure Food and Drug law, the tests under which 
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should be conducted in this same laboratory, which has rendered in the past 
so great public service. 

SOCIOLOGY. 

"The Department of Sociology sent last fall a printed list of questions. 
to every Alms House in the State. Replies from 40 were received. Upon 
the basis of these replies we have issued a bulletin describing the evils that 
now exist in these institutions in Missouri, and pointing out some methods 
of rational reform. This bulletin shows conclusively that some legislation 
on Alms Houses is necessary. We find, for instance, that some of them 
contain children who are being bred to pauperism; some, lunatics who
ought to be in asylums ; and some, epileptics and feeble minded people whc> 
ought to be at Marshall. Very few Alms Houses have religious exercises 
at any time. In many counties the keeping of the indigent poor is let to
the lowest bidder who in turn makes a profit: Few Alms Houses provide 
even such work as the inmates can do. 

"A similar inquiry will be made promptly into the condition of the jails. 
of Missouri and a bulletin on these institutions will be published. Is it 
not a part of liberal education to teach our students to sympathize with 
the unfortunates of society and to think intelligently upon the best way of 
caring for them ? 

HISTORY. 

"The history of Missouri is of great importance and is full of interest and 
romance. The teachers of history in the University and the advanced 
students should, and undoubtedly will, investigate the history of the State, 
publishing the results in monographs. 

LAW. 

"Our Department of Law should make its contribution to the jurispru
dence of Missouri, not only through training men, but also through wise 
publications. Is the jurisprudence of Missouri so developed that learned 
skill can not improve it? To point out its deficiencies would be good work. 
David Dudley Field alone did much in this respect for New York. 

ECONOMICS. 

"The Department of Economics and Political Science will investigate with 
the greatest care the problems of taxation, municipal government, and 
administration in this commonwealth. These problems are yet only par
tially solved. Why should not the professors of these subjects in the Uni
versity help toward the solution of such problems f The history of Bank
ing in Missouri is full of interest and illumination and other inviting :fields 
are waiting for investigation. 

:MEDICINE. 

"The Medica.l Department should, and undoubtedly will, in the course 
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of years make valuable contributions to sanitation and public health in Mis
souri. 

SCIEN'I'IFIC COLLECTIONS. 

"Our museum at Columbia should abound in fossils and in Indian 
remains which are plentiful in this commonwealth. The museums of some 
-other Universities contain case after case filled with such specimens from 
Missouri. We ought to have skeletons and mounted specimens of all the 
wild animals, fishes, insects, and birds that now live in Missouri, or that 
have lived here in the past. The College of Agriculture is eager to make 
a Soil Survey of the State and also a Botanical Survey. Our Herba.rium 
should contain well mounted specimens of every plant that grows in Mis· 
souri. The department of History should be adorned with fac-similes of 
important documents illustrating the history of Missouri, and with por
traits, busts, or photographs of all her greatest men and women. 

"The University is eager to make these collections if only the means 
were supplied by the Legislature or by private beneficence. This, too, is 
:a form of Public Service. 

SCHOOL OF MINES. 

"In one biennial period our School of Mines at Rolla, examined for miners, 
·prospectors and capitalists, 8,000 specimens of Missouri rock and soil sup
posed to contain mineral. This is not the only contribution which the 
School of Mines has made to the material welfare of the State. 

PUBLIC SERVICE. 

"Every chair in a State University should endeavor, so far as possible, 
to maintain four lines of work: 1. Teaching; 2. Influence for good on 
students and institution; 3. Research and Publication; 4. Public 
Service. The Public Service should aid interests of the State outside of 
the University and such interests only as can be reached by scientific skill. 
Such service should not be divorced from the purposes for which a Univer
.sity is maintained. 

CARING FOR MISSOURI. 

"The State is spending annually a small sum of money for her University. 
What we are asking out of the General Revenue Fund for maintenance in 
the next biennial period amounts to one cent on every $100 of property in 
the State. A man whose assessment is $1 ,000 would pay 10 cents a year for 
maintaining the University. Ten times what our maintenance costs is 
saved every year to citizens of Missouri through the applications and the 
results of our scientific work in feeding live stock, in destroying insect 
pests, in increasing the yield of fruits, vegetables, and crops, and in dis
eovering deposits of cement-rock and other minerals. But the greatest 
return that the State receives from the University is in the vast improve
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ment of the public schools and in the raising of standards in professional 
education. In addition to these achievements abroad, more than l,!100 
young men and young women are receiving instruction-intellectual, moral, 
social and civic-at Columbia and at Rolla. Does not the University take 
care of Missouri? It is at least aiming to do so, and the aim is laudable." 

Independence Day, March 2, was celebrated with unusual enthusiasm. 
The exercises had been turned over to the student body and the arrange· 

ments were all made by them acting through the 
Inde;pendenoe Da.7 Students' Association. 

Celebration. .
Of the proceedmgs out of doors Mr. M. 0. Flowers 

was Grand Marshal, assisted by a number of Class Lieutenants as follows: 
Freshman Academic, G. D. Ramsey; Sophomore Academic, A. Singleton; 
Junior Academic, E. Crane; Senior Academic, P. C. Burney; Junior Law, 
R. S. Watson; Senior Law, G. N. Lytle; Freshman Engineer, C. T. Harris; 
Upper Engineer, T. J. Palm. 

Soon after breakfast a body of students assembled at the Capitol and 
from there, with the Band playing, marched to the University pulling the 
cannon they had borrowed from the Adjutant General. In front of the 
Main Building a salute of twenty-one guns was fired in honor of the Texas 
flag. The cannoniers were Capt. L. P. Sieker, D. A. Frank, J. P. Haven, 
A. P. Stramler and J. V. Duncan. 

Meanwhile people were gathering in the gaily decorated Auditorium. 
Something had stirred Austin for the great room was well filled. At 
11 : 20 the speakers and distinguished guests proceeded to the rostrum to 
the stirring music of Dixie. W. T. Bartholomew, President of the Students' 
Association, presided. 

Dr. Bradfield offered an invocation. Then with a short address Mr. 
Bartholomew presented President Prather, who spoke in his usual impressive 
manner on the part played and to be played by the University in the 
up-building of the State and by the students in the up-building of the 
University. Mr. A. F. Weisberg then read the Declaration of Independence 
clearly and forcefully, followed by "Come into the Bower" played by the 
Band. This was the song sung by the Texans as they advanced to the 
attack of San Jacinto. Miss Grace Prather now came forward to read 
with winning simplicity the patriotic song which won the prize offered by 
President Prather, through the Woman's Clubs, for the song best fitted to 
serve as the State song of Texas. 

An earnest address was now delivered by the Hon. W. A. Hanger, of 
Fort Worth, Senator from the Fourteenth District, in which he found the 
key to the future of Texas in the development of its resources. 

Music by the Glee Clnb came next. The audience was so pleased that 
the Club had to sing an encore, and even then the people were not satis
fied. The song first ·sung, written by one of the members of the Club, Mr. 
J. L. Sinclair, is good enough to preserve. 
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VARSITY'S GREETING TO THE TEXAS VETERANS. 

Round the campfire, tired and dusty, 
Texan soldiers, true and trusty, 
·when your guns were cold and rusty 

In the morning dew, 
Did you, in your dreaming, 
See the future gleaming, 

War drums beating, foes retreating, 
Silken banners streaming-
Since the days of strife are ended 
And the broken years are mended, 
In that future large and splendid 

Has your dream come true ? 

Rest in peace, your names are famous, 
As her own shall Texas claim us; 
All her hills and plains would shame us 

If we could forget. 
While the drums are beating 
With their loud entreating, 

In such manner to her banner 
Varsity gives greeting, 
On these heights, to peace forsaken, 
Let the cannon's voice awaken 
Until these white walls are shaken

. J,oud, and louder yet. 

The next name on the program was that of the Hon. L. S. Schulter, but 
he was unable to be present, and his place was taken by the Hon. R. C. 
Duff, Representative from Beaumont. Mr. Duff found inspiration for the 
present in the great deeds of our fathers, and drew therefrom splendid 
auguries for the future. 

Mr. Bartholomew now presented Mrs. H. L. Hilgartner, who sang 'Texas;'· 
a Patriotic Song, by C. Appleyard, M. A., of Cambridge University, Eng
land, Dedicated to my First Friend in Texas, Judge Wm. Von Rosenberg, 
Jr." The accompaniment was played by Mr. Edmund Ludwig, the com· 
poser of the music. 

It is a little odd that a song of such warm Texas feeling should have 
been ·written by an Englishman and set to music by a German, but after 
all perhaps immigrants are better Texans than natives-the native couldn't 
help being n Texan. 

At the announcement of Judge Yancey Lewis as the next speaker the 
building rang with applause, testifying at once to. the popularity of Judge 
Lewis and the lively anticipation of the audience. And this anticipation 
was not cheated. Judge Lewis possesses every qual?fication for a public 
speaker-a fine presence, a rich, resonant voice, a magnetic personality, 
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something to say. On this occasion his speech deserved the acclamation 
which it received. Rarely does one find so perfect a combination of form 
and thought. The idea that our heritage is great but our duty is greater 
was elaborated in language graceful and musical, yet terse and strong. 
We print the speech elsewhere. 

It was a hard task for Mr. George S. Wright, representative for the 
students, to follow so admirable a speaker as Judge Lewis, but he acquitted 
himself well. He developed from the language of the Declaration the 
State's need of education and the place of the University in supplying it. 

The audience· now rose and America was sung, the Band leading. Why 
is it that our audiences never sing America---or anything else for that 
matter-with any spirit? We seem to have but little love of singing in 
general, and to sing a patriotic song appears to be thought bad form or 
silly, or both. 

Dr J. A. French now pronounced the benediction and the exercises were 
over. W. J. B. 

Ben B. Cain was born at Wetumpka, Alabama, June 22, 1859. His father, 
W. G. Cain, moved from Alabama to Texas in December, 1869, and engaged 

in the mercantile business at Tyler, where the family 
Beireu.t Oaiu.. has since continued to reside. 

His early education was only such as was afforded 
by the private schools of that section of the country in the early seventies. 
In 1876-77 Mr. Cain was a student of the University of Kansas, but owing 
to financial reverses could not complete his education and was compelled 
to leave the University at the end of the freshman year. He came home, 
secured employmE>nt in the law office of the Hon. W. S. Herndon, and at 
the age of nineteen years had read the course prescribed by the Supreme 
Court and was ready for admission to the bar. He discussed witb his 
employer the advisibility of getting his disabilities removed by special act 
of the Legislature so as to begin at once the practice of law, but Col. 
Herndon advised him to wait until he was of age and retained him until 
that time to assist in clerical work and the briefing and preparation of 
cases in his office. On the day he was twenty-one years he was examined; 
the committee, without retiring, reported favorably and his license was 
granted and issued. He began the practice of law at Tyler and in less than 
a year formed a partnership with Col. Herndon, under the :firm name of 
Herndon & Cain, and at once entered into an extensive and lucrative prac
tice. This partnership continued until 1890, when the private business of 
Col. Herndon had grown to such an extent as to require all of his time 
and he then retired from active practice, but continued to be associated 
with Mr. Cain in the conduct of important litigation. In 1894 Mr. Cain 
formed a partnership with W. Frank Knox, under the firm name of Cain & 
Knox, and this firm is now enjoying a large practice throughout the State. 
Mr. Cain has the reputation of being one of our leading lawyers. 
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He is licensed to practice in the Supreme Court of the U. S., the Supreme 
Courts of Texas and California and the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals and 
the U. S. Circuit and District Courts of Texas. 

He has declined to engage in politics. He insists that a man cannot be 
a profound lawyer without giving the law his constant attention. He has 
accumulated property; has occupied many positions of trust and is con· 
sidered a man of good business ability. He is at present director and attor
ney for the Jester National Bank of Tyler, President of the Tyler Water 
Co., President of the Tyler Sewer Co. and interested in other important 
business enterprises. He has been an official member of the M. E. Church 
South almost constantly since he was twenty years old. 

Mx. Cain should be classed amongst the self-made men of the State. 
[Sketches of the other two new Regents, Messrs. Browning and Chapman, 

will, it is hoped, appear in the next issue of the REco&n.] 
J.A.L. 

The Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, by T. U. Taylor, 
C. E ., M. C. E ., Professor of Applied Mathematics in The University of 
.A. Book b;r Protea- Texas, and Charles Puryear, M. A. C. E., Professor of 

•ors Ta;rlor and Mathematics in the Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
Pur;rear. lege of Texas. 

To the already large number of Trigonometries, Professors Taylor 
and Puryear have added another from the press of Ginn and Com
pany. Although Trigonometry is, after elementary arithmetic, perhaps 
the most useful portion of the mathematics, still the subject is a little too 
technical for review in detail in the REcoRD. Suffice it to say that this 
new text abundantly justifies its existence by the directness of its arrange· 
ment, the newness of its examples and its general freshness of tone. 
The book is to be commended also on its omission of a number of topics that 
concern the student very much later in his mathematical career if at all, 
yet which have crept into many trigonometries otherwise elementary. The 
character of the examples is espcially to be commended, and after all an 
elementary text is to judged mainly by these. One is disposed to wish 
there were more of them. It is here that applied mathematicians can 
confer the greatest favor upon mathematics in the supplying of new and 
interesting material and in the lopping off of relatively useless accretions 
derived from pure mathematics alone. The writer of this review is one of 
those who welcome applied mathematicians into the field of elementary 
pure mathematics, being convinced that elementary mathemathical instruc
tion is of too theoretical a nature and too much given to formal logic when 
it ought to be concrete and numerical. Books like the one under review 
are good correctives of mathematical purisms, unless they go too far and 
commit mathematical blunders. In this Trigonometry of Professors Tay
lor and Puryear no blunders of reasoning appear, though many will regret 
that a projective proof of the additional formulas was not given. 

The book has met with a very favorable reception, and has been adopted 
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at the University of Ohio, at the North Texas Normal, and at several other 
places, and will be used in the University of Texas this spring. 

H.Y.B. 

THE MINERALS AND l\fINERAL LocALITIES OF TEXAS.-By Frederic w. 
Simonds, Ph. D., Professor of Geology, The University of Texas. Bulle· 
tin No. 5, The University of Texas Mineral Survey. December, 1902. 
Page 104. 
In the "Letter of Transmittal" Dr. Wm. B. Phillips, Director of the 

Survey, says: "In view of the deep interest now being shown in the min· 
era! resources of the State we thought it advisable to 

A Worlcb;r issue a special public!ttion dealing with the minerals
Dr. Slmond•. 

and mineral localities. Dr. Simonds has been engaged 
upon this work for some time, and it is believed that the list he now 
presents covers the entire field as well as it can be done at present." 

The task Dr. Simonds set for himself was a very arduous one, and it is 
to his credit that the list "covers the entire field as well as can be done at 
present." It is by far the most comprehensive and at the same time 
authentic list of the minerals and mineral localities of Texas that has been 
published; and Dr. Simonds has done the State a real service in putting 
in accessible form so much valuable information concerning these particu
lar resources of the State. 

The minerals are listed alphabetically, with numerous cross-references, 
and this list covers eighty-four pages of the bulletin. Next follows "A 
Summary of the Minerals of Texas by Counties;" then notes on the scale 
of hardness, specific gravity, streak, lustre, fracture; and the bulletin 
closes with a discussion of "The Commercial Aspects of Certain Ores in 
Trans-Pecos, Texas," by Dr. Wm. B. Phillips, Director of the Survey. 

The work is well done, and is worthy of better treatment than it re
ceived at the hands of the printer. The poor quality of the paper used 
and the numerous typographical errors--errors solely attributable to gross 
negligence on the part of the printer-must be a disappointment to the 
author. The neglect of the printer to follow "copy" with regard to proper 
spacing in a large number of the chemical formulre is very reprehensible. 
On page 72 the omission of the letter "y" in the word pyroxene is inex
cusably bad in a list alphabetically arranged, but the insertion on page 94, 
of the word "pounds" instead of the word "points," under the scale of 
hardness, is infinitely worse. 

H.W.H. 

GEORGE ALBERT ENDRESS. 

George Albert Endress was born August 31, 1872, at Sheffield, Connecti
cut. While still a child his parents moved to Texas. 

He was prepared for college in the public schools'rhe•ew 
Jn•tructor ill at Austin, entered the University of Texas in 1888, and 

Drawill&". was graduated in 1893, with the degree of B. S. in 
Civil Engineering, the University not conferring the degree of Civil Engi
neer at that time. 
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After graduation he spent two years in the office of Bert MacDonald, 
architect, in Austin, and then went to Monterey, Mexico, where he spent 
two years in the employ of the Monterey water works, making surveys, 
maps and estimates for a new system of water supply for that city. 

In 1897 he accepted a position as draughtsman with the K. C., P. & G. 
R. R., resigning in 1899 to accept a position as assistant engineer for the 
Southern Pacific Railroad, in the maintenance of way department, hav
ing charge of maintenance of track and permanent structures and surveys 
for changes of alignment and new work. 

In 1901 he left the S. P. R. R. to return to Monterey as architect and 
engineer for the Monterey Steel Company. This company is spending 
about $10,000,000 in the erection of a complete steel plant, with its own 
blast furnaces, foundries, machine shops, rolling mills, railroads, etc., with 
all of which Mr. Endress was closely identified. 

On account of the failing health of his mother he found it desirable to 
return to Austin, accepting his election as Instructor in Drawing in the 
engineering department of this University, entering upon the work in 
September last. 

Mr. Endress was married to Miss Margaret Louise Ledbetter, of Austin, 
on the 2~th of February, 1901. 

T. U. 'f. 

A good deal of interest is being taken in the steps for the appointment 
of Cecil Rhodes scholars in the United States. At a recent meeting of 

the State Universities' representatives at Wash 
'!rheBhodea ington, D. C., President Prather was asked to 

Bohola.rmhipa. 
undertake the organization of the Southwestern 

States with reference to these scholarships. At a meeting held in Kansas 
City in January, the Universities of the States of Missouri, Kansas, Arkan
sas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas were 
represented. It was agreed that the president of the State University in 
each State should appoint a committee of three, himself to be chairma1>., 
the other members, as far as advisable, to be chosen from other leading 
institutions in the State. This committee should hold the examinations 
and take the necessary steps to appoint the candidates. The first appoint
ment will be made in time for the student to take up his residence in Ox
ford in the fall of 1904. Competitive examinations, based upon the en
trance requirements at Oxford, will be held in the University at Austin at 
some future date. The whole plan is still in a very unsettled state and 
full details cannot yet be given. A note from a report of the Washington 
meeting will show this: "George R. Parkin of Toronto, Canada, the agent of 
the Cecil Rhodes scholarship fund in America, who was present, spoke. 
He said the trustees would like to carry out the provisions of the will 
with as much sympathy for local conditions as possible. It was useless, 
however, to do anything regarding the will unless he first ascertained Ox
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ford's ideas on the will. Oxford is very peculiar, he said, hide-bound by 
traditions, each one of its twenty-one colleges carefully clinging to its own 
peculiarities. Dr. Parkin found Oxford nervous in regard to a possible 
accession of 200 cowboys. He had received an answer to one of his letters 
addressed to the different Oxford colleges. This college said it could 
accommodate about four students each year. The colleges in their replies 
requested that if possible ea.ch student should have some one in England 
vouch for him. For the right young men he recommended an honor under· 
graduate course. He said he had prepared a circular regarding the will 
and its conditions for general distribution. One of the conditions in the 
minds of the trustees is that politics should not enter into the appoint
ments of candidates." Further announcements regarding these scholar
ships and the methods of appointment will be made as plans mature. 

J. A. L. 

The sixth annual session of the Summer Schools of the University of 
Texas will begin June 11 and will continue until July 24. The Regents 

annually give the use of the buildings, labora· 
The Bummer tories, libraries, museums and lecture rooms of 

Bohool• of 1903. 
the University during this period to the teachers of 

Texas, who desire to improve their scholarship and professional attain
ments. Two hundred and sixty students were enrolled during the past 
summer, representing the best schools of the State. 

The faculty of officers and instructors for the present session numbers 
twenty-two. College courses will be offered in botany, education, geology, 
German, physics, Latin, mathematics, psychology, chemistry, English, his
tory, Greek and Spanish. In addition the University Summer Normal 
will give instruction in all branches required for the first grade and per
manent, and permanent primary certificates above those of the second 
grade. At the close of the school, examinations will be held covering all 
branches for such persons as desire to secure the higher grade certificates. 

A manual training department has been instituted for the session of 
1903 in charge of Mr. Hunsdon, who at present is director of manual train
ing in the High School at Austin. Mr. Hunsdon is a graduate of the 
St. Louis Manual Training School, was a student in Washington Univer
sity, St. Louis, for three years, and has also studied in Columbia. Univer
sity, New York City. In view of the present wide-spread interest in man
ual training in Texas, it is expected that the attendance on this course will 
be large. 

Dr. Frederic Eby, Professor of Pedagogy and Philosophy in Baylor Uni
versity, and President H. C. Pritchett of the Sam Houston Norma.I Insti
tute, will be connected with the faculty this year. The other instructors 
have been chosen from the regular University faculty, and the schools 
are under the deanship of Professor W. S. Sutton. Board may be secured 
in Austin at reasonable rates, and the railroads will put on the usual 
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low rates. Throughout the session weekly lectures will be given on sub· 
jects of general interest by prominent professors, and a weekly round-table 
will be held, at which educational problems will be freely discussed. 

It is the desire of the authorities of the University to make the institu
tion of the greatest use to all the educational forces of the State. ln the 
furtherance of this purpose, the summer schools have been instituted for 
the teachers of Texas, and year by year the number in attendance is in
creasing. 

J. A. L. 

The tenth Cactus will appear some time in May. It has grown in ten 
years to a weighty volume of some three hundred and fifty pages. The 

Cactus purports to represent life at the University of 
The Comin8' Texas in all its phases. Faculty, classes, fraternities,

Caotus. clubs, societies are given space for pictures and statis
tics. In this way the publication forms an invaluable record, preserves 
traditions, and is a unifying force in college life. 

First the Cactus is a record. But it has other interests and depart
ments. It publishes the best literary output of the University,-stories, 
poems and humor. Another department has had a marked growth in the 
last few years, not only in the Cactus, but in other college annuals. The 
college annual in many colleges has assumed the rOle played of old by the 
fool at court. License is recognized for joking individuals upon their fol
lies and foibles, often reaching the most venerable and respected characters 
about the institution, and satirizing organizations and customs which lend 
themselves readily to that sort of treatment. This deparment serves to 
give the publication pungency and tang, and affords one day, so to speak, 
for the open expression of student sentiment on various matters, which 
for one reason or another is suppressed during the other three hundred 
and sixty-four days of the year. 

The present annual board has been hard at work for the past three 
months, and hope to get out a book that will measure up to the high stand· 
ards set by previous issues. The forthcoming issue will be bound in unfin
ished leather, will contain over three hundred pages, and will represent, 
as fully and completely as a book can, life at the University of Texas 
during the 1902-03 session. It will be an epitome of this year's work; it 
will be a souvenir in years to come mayhap of happier days. 

,JI ,JI ,JI 

We are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Rudolf Tombo, Jr., Registrar of 
Columbia University, for the following table (taken from an article in 

University Science, Dec. 26, 1902) of statistics of attendance at the 
Be8'i•tration various leading universities of the country. The figures 

Btatistios. given are approximately as of November 1, 1902. It 
is not an easy matter to make a correct comparison between institutions. 
so different are the methods of registration, but there is tendency to uni
formity in this matter: 
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The numbers for the University of Texas, arranged in the ea.me order, 
are as follows : 

Academic Department, Men ...... .. ........... . . . ................ 312 
Academic Department, Women . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234 
Engineering Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121 
Law Department . . . . .... . .. . . . .... .... . .... .. .. . . . ... . . .. ....... 179 
Medical School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179 
School of Pharmacy .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5!1 
School of Nursing.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Graduate Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Summer Courses .......... .. . , . . ............. .. .... . ..... . .. . ... 276 
Deduct double registration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 

Grand total . ...... . .... . .. .. .... . ..... .. . . ... .. ........ . . . . 1378 
'Teaching Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 

STUDENT INTERESTS. 

I. 

A few progressive spirits, at every stage of the University's growth, have 
felt the need of music. Some have had the courage to strive earnestly 

efforts were made in the '90's, but they were for spe-
Glee Club. toward supplying that need. Laudable and successful 

cial occasions only. Organizations were effected three 
years a.go this spring, which, we trust, will prove permanent. 

The Glee Club was organized for the special purpose of assisting in the 
effort of a. few la.dies to liquidate a. debt resting upon the piano now in 
the Auditorium. The organizer then conceived the plan of continuing the 
club. He began by trying to enlist the sympathy and encouragement of 
the faculty and the student body-a. difficult task. Little attention was 
pa.id the fa.ilthful men who stuck to their posts and practiced regularly 
twice a. week with plea.sure and profit to themselves. They had neither 
music nor money, so the copying and duplicating process was adopted as 
a la.st resort. And yet those were "good old days," when every man was 
present because he liked to sing. There were no eta.rs, but there was 
interest and united effort. 

Work was resumed at the opening of the next session with the same 
determined persistence. An incentive was added, a. hope presented, by the 
director, that the faculty might consent to the club's taking a. trip at some 
"time during the year, if sufficient proficiency wa.s attained. In the face 
of the refusal of a.11 stars to take part, and in spite of many wagging heads, 
"the hope was realized. The club sang acceptably in Brenham, Temple, 
Waxahachie, Waco, Corsicana., Tyler, Pa.Jestine, sometimes to few, generally 
to a. good house, always to enthusiastic listeners. A deficit faced the 
members when they returned home, but they cheerfully paid it. Be it said 
to the credit of the club that it has never called upon a. single outsider for 
a. cent of money, and further that no voluntary contributions have ever 
been received. 
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The second year opened and closed auspiciously. The club was popu
lar at home and abroad. Denton, Bonham, Sherman, Denison, Dallas, 
Taylor, Laredo, San Antonio, greeted the members enthusiastically, and 
there was a greater demand for their services at home than could be 
supplied. The Sunday commencement music was turned over to the club 
and many among the audience expressed their appreciation. 

Though the majority of last year's club did not return, prospects at the 
opening of the present session were brighter than ever before and the 
two glimpses of the club accorded the public have been satisfactory. 

The club is now in good condition and will make its annual trip in April 
well equipped both as to the selection and the rendition of music. A 
Mandolin and Guitar Club will be an additional feature of this year's con
certs. ·The sextette of last year, though very satisfactory, was not what 
the public expects in connection with a glee club. 

Another feature of the work accomplished in connection with other musi
cal organizations of the University is the opportunity which has been 
afforded the University and general public of hearing first-class musical 
artists from abroad. If one is to judge from results meager recognition 
of the opportunity has been manifested by either students or citizens. But 
the day will come when artists of first rank can draw good houses. The 
only way to accomplish such a result is by persevering in education along 
musical lines, and the writer hopes that the musically inclined will not 
give up the fight. 

Another mission of the Glee Club, the principal one, has but begun, 
that of introducing college songs. No tradition clings to the college man 
so tenaciously as the songs. The good work is at last under way: words 
have been written, but no music. So far songs from other sources have 
been adapted to our local words. If the whole student body could be per
suaded to join in singing even these adapted airs, some musical spirit 
would be presently moved to compose a stirring air befitting our history 
and our hopes. 

D. A. P. 

The opening of this session-the third year of the Band's existence
found that organization with what appeared to be more than its share 

of loss in membership. L. C. Audrain, leader during 
Band. the first two sessions; Clifton Sheppard, the inimita

ble and enthusiastic baritone player; K. C. Miller, R. 
D. Gist, S. J . Wilson, R. E Thomas, A. L. Kramer-all had left the Uni
versity permanently, and thus the band was reduced to a mere handful. 
That this institution is destined to live and thrive is proven by the fact 
that on March 2 last the Band not only played as well as ever before, but 
also showed the proportionate amount of improvement that it sheula 
show on the third year gf its existence. The vacancies had been filled by 
new men who are able to hold their own. The Band continues to enjoy 
the benefit of Dr. Baxter's direction. Too much praise cannot be given 

-7
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this gentleman for the valuable services which he untiringly donates to the 
band in his usual kind manner. The success of this year's organization 
also springs, as heretofore, from the steadiness and quiet enthusiasm of 
its members. The prospects of a trip do not urge them to rehearsals: 
they work because they enjoy it-they enjoy giving pleasure to the Univer
sity people. While all members equally deserve individual mention, spe
cial reference is due to Mr. Stephens, the talented cornet player and this 
year's leader. He has added very largely to this year's success. 

The Band owns a valuable set of instruments, which have been partly 
paid for by money earned by the Band. These instruments are to be left 
here as permanent property belonging to the University. The money still 
due for these instruments should be paid for by the end of this session. 
How that may be possible is hard to say, because nobody in the University 
has ever been asked to contribute a cent to anything connected with the 
musical organizations and they do not wish to depart from this precedent. 
There have been two voluntary contributions of $25 each: one by Presi· 
dent Prather, and another by another party. However, the Band is confi
dent that in time it will be able to meet the debt. 

Besides paying this debt other needs are not insignificant. There should 
be a permanent place for rehearsals, so that property may be properly 
taken care of; music, too, will be needed, and perhaps an inexpensive band· 
stand on the campus. Uniforms also have been suggested. But the Band, 
in common with other musical organizations, has a need that should be met 
as promptly as possible; one or two men should be appointed whose busi
ness it should be to train the organization, give individual members special 
attention, and attend to the innumerable details that may arise. This takes 
time, and work, and should be paid for. Usually a prominent student with 
special ability in this work is selected, but he can scarce be expected to give 
his time free of charge. Without such an arrangement the present organi
zations are doomed to a short period of life, and there can be no systematic 
development. But where may the musical organizations raise the money 
for such extra expense? The money they have needed so far, they have 
raised in various ways other than by touching the much drawn upon pockets 
of the students and faculty, and it is not intended that they shall ever have 
recourse to such means. Is it possible that the University authorities 
could defray this expense, as they do at other institutions? 

Surely, the advisability of spending money on this phase of student life 
cannot be questioned. At present the musical organizations have altogether 
eighty-five active members; their membership is mainly made up from 
advanced classes, and last year two instructors and six fellows took part. 
How would the public exercises of the University impress outsiders and 
students if not a song or a musical sound were heard except perhaps from 
a hired band 1 

In view of all this, is it advisable that the University authorities 
materially aid the musical organizations! Or are they willing to see the 
present growth stunted or even terminated? E. P . S. 
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At the beginning of the present session, it became apparent that the 
string sextette of last year could not be reorganized for this year by reason 

of the loss of certain members, and the lack of new 
KandoliD Club. talent to take their place. This important situation 

was discussed by a number of students, and the opinion 
was that some string organization was necessary to make the list 
of musical organizations complete. On looking into the practice at other 
universities it was found that a very large per cent had, for their string 
music, a mandolin club. The present Club is an outgrowth of these dis
cussions and desires. 

Those undertaking the organization were confident of the success of the 
Club because its primary purpose was to please the mass of the students. 
The promoters realized that the great majority of students did not 
appreciate nor enjoy that sort of music frequently called "real music," 
and those who do enjoy that have ample opportunity to hear it as inter
preted by professional artists. The attempt by the Musical Organizations, 
(whose members have talent, but are amateurs), to render this class of 
music would be, to say the least, assuming. It was decided in the outset 
that the Mandolin Club should give its attention only to popular music, 
"the music with a tune." 

In other words, the Mandolin Club is to be one of those jolly college 
clubs whose rollieking music is typical of college life. 

The Club has been practicing hard under the enthusiastic leadership of 
Director W. R. Gillette, and is progressing well, notwithstanding the fact 
that it has lost a number of members who had to be replaced by new 
material. 

The Club desires to express its thanks for and appreciation of the many 
kindnesses of Doctor Penick and Mr. Lewis Johnson of the Glee Club. 
Without their generous encouragement the club would have died a slow 
but torturing death in its infancy. 

The following is the membership: 

R. A. Ritchey, Business Manager. 
W. R. Gillette, Director. 

First Mandolins. 
H. H. Ford, R. P. Blanding, 

W. R. Gillette. 

Second Mandolins. 
C. F . Bolin, J. D. Grant, 
M. R. Ferguson, Mr. Kivilen, 

R. E. McCormick. 

Guitars. 
R. A. Ritchey, G. W. Burkitt, Jr. 

J. G. Logue. 

Bass Violin. 
R. C. Pantermuehl. 

Piano. 
L. W. Walker, F. R. Lumpkin. 
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The fraternities of the University have entered recently into what is 
undoubtedly a very wise agreement-they have decided hereafter to pledge 

no new men before January 15 in each session. This 
Praternities. agreement has been warmly endorsed and encouraged 

by the Faculty. The wisdom of this course will readily 
be seen by any one familiar with the conditions existing here as in every 
college where the fraternities have not made such an agreement. The 
freshman arrives in town more or less bewildered, and, like a lost dog in 
the crowd, is anxious to make friends with everybody who will speak to him. 
A "rush committee" meets him at the depot and takes him in charge in the 
good old way. About midnight they ask him how he likes the frat, and the 
freshman, who has perhaps never heard of a frat before, states that "the 
XXX frat's the best d-n frat there is." Hereafter, however, the fresh
man will have to spend a few months in showing the people what he is 
really worth, if he is worth anything at all, and the frats will have to show 
him what they are worth, if they are worth anything at all. The con
sequence will be that we shall have fewer freshmen dissatisfied with their 
frat, and fewer frats dissatisfied with their freshmen. 

A. F. W. 

A short time ago about twenty-five students banded themselves together 
and launched into existence what is now known as The University of 

Texas Press Club. The plan of the Club, in brief, is to 
Presa Club. limit its membership to such students as will agree to 

write a. sort of news letter, relating the happenings 
of university life, to some Texas newspaper, at least once a month. Stu
dents belonging to the staff of any of the University publications are also 
eligible to membership. It is expected that space in the county papers will 
be easily secured-just where it is desired to send this information
especially when the correspondent comes from that community. The Club 
has not yet settled down to work, but, it is hoped, will do so at once. Such 
clubs are doing good work at other institutions, and there is every reason 
to believe that the same may be true here. Fifty students actively engaged 
in this work can do more to broaden and liberalize the attitude of the rural 
districts toward the University than the most extravagant expenditures for 
ordinary advertising. It is hoped that this movement, so wisely conceived, 
will not be allowed to wither and die away. lt can bring incalculable benefit 
upon the University, and if properly managed, should be a source of valu· 
able journalistic training and much real pleasure to its members. 

A.F. W. 

The two literary societies for women, The Ashbel and the Sidney Lanier, 
are both highly instrumental in furthering the literary standards of the 

University girls.
Gh'l•' Litera.17 

Societies. Their roll is open only to those who stand well in 
their classes and have a certain amount of literary 

taste. That of the Ashbel is limited to twenty-five active members, but 
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meetings are open to all honorary members, among whom are numbered 
Mrs. Prather, Mrs. Clark, Mrs. Sayers and a great number of the Faculty 
ladies. The membership in the Sidney Lanier is not restricted. 

The .Ashbel is "subject to" two open meetings annually, the one present
ing a formal literary programme, consisting of a debate and papers, the 
other usually an original play or some performance of a humorous nature. 
The .Ashbel reception given during commencement week has for a long time 
been an established feature in the season's festivities and is looked for
ward to by the entire student body who are for that evening .Ashbel's guests. 

The Society has its own neatly furnished room in the west wing of the 
Main Building. This the alumnre have helped make pleasant by welcome 
gifts of pictures. 

The Sidney Lanier devotes its attention this year to "Southern Prose." 
.As usual there will be one open meeting. The Society is strengthened by 
numbering among its members several of the younger lady members of the 
Faculty. .Among its activities is the building up of a Loan Fund by 
means of which one girl will be sent to the University each year. 

The members of the University Ladies' Club have continued their unceas
ing efforts to come into intimate relation with the young women of the 

institution. They have entertained each class in turn 
1J'n1ver•1t;v Ladies' d h h · 1 · th u · "tClub. an ave ca11ed on a11 t e gir s m e mvers1 v. 

They cannot, nor can the girls themselves, estimate 
the wonderful amount of good that has been done by this work. There has 
been a notable change in the Varsity atmosphere. The attitude of the girl 
students towards the Faculty ladies and towards each other is decidedly 
more friendly. 

Grace Hall, presided over by Mrs. J. M. Leisewitz, has had a most suc
cessful year. Not one of the fifteen rooms of the Hall has been vacant a 

sirigle day and for a time it has even been necessary to 
Gra.oe Ba.11. put three girls in a room. 

Most of this year's Freshmen are scholarship students 
from some of the best high schools in the State and have been doing good 
work in the University. There will be five graduates from the Hall this 
year. 

The rules of the House are few and sensible and are, therefore, the more 
readily and cheerfully obeyed. As the place is equipped for the very pur
pose of accommodating college girls, it is one of the most popular boarding 
places in .Austin. 

Early in February Mrs. Leisewitz gave the girls a most enjoyable recep·· 
tion to which a number of the gentlemen of the Faculty and students were 
invited. Grace Hall, for the first time in her history, is this year to be 
represented by ·a group picture in the O<tctus. 
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The Y. W. C. A. is this year, as it has always been, one of the most 
influential organizations in the institution. With Miss E. Z. Rather as 

President and Mrs. Rice as Secretary and Treasurer the 
Y. w. o . .a.. Y. W. C. A. has had a most successful year. The 

Bible class contains forty members, and is led by Miss 
Roberta Lavender, whose long and deep study on the subject and keen 
appreciation of Bible literature have made the course an intellectual treat 
and an inspiration to all who are fortunate enough to attend. 

The funds raised by the organization are spent for charity. 

The two sororities, Pi Beta Phi and Kapppa Kappa Gamma, established 
here last year, have done their rushing this year under conditions unpre

cedented in the University of Texas. At the end of last 
Sororities. session they made an agreement with each other not 

to rush, pledge or initiate first-year students before the 
middle of January. Thus they had opportunity for investigating class 
standing and a sufficiently long time to know all the girls well and to judge 
whether they were congenial and good sorority material or not. 

The Girls' Gymnasium has only been a regular department in the Uni
versity for the last four years. In spite of this, it is well stocked with all 

the necessary appliances. Gymnasium hours come in
The Girls' 

the afternoon after classes are over, a time that uivesG7J1llla11ium. 
plenty of vigor for the study hours and yet ensures 

a healthful sleep for the night. 
Miss Norvell directs in all over a hundred and fifty girls. Of these only 

twenty are upper-classmen, the remainder being the Freshmen for whom the 
course is prescribed. Some of the Freshmen, however, .are not enthusiastic 
workers and shirk whenever they can. About the middle of her second year 
the college girl sees the great benefit to be derived from gymnasium work, 
but at that time is so weighted down by her studies that she has no time 
to spare for it. Moreover, she would rather employ her time in taking 
something that counted toward her degree. If credit (be it ever so little) 
were given for the work, the enthusiasm would increase seventy-five per 
cent. There would be more vim in the work and the good derived would 
be proportionate. 

Last Valentine's day the Gym girls entertained all the girl students 
and can boast of having brought more girls together on that occasion than 
have ever been gathered at any other time or place. The gymnasium was 
elaborately and appropriately decorated, delicious refreshments were 
served, and dancing and other amusements appropriate to the day were 
indulged in. 

The classes this year have been very lucky in having among their numbers 
several excellent basket-ball players. Two teams, a Freshman and an upper
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class team have met on the field, resulting in the victory of the Freshmen. 
From these two teams the first team has been formed. Miss Fannie Aden 
was chosen captain. The other members of the team are: Misses Bolton, 
Alma Proctor, Edith Claggett, Claudia Bralm, Lucy Johnson, May Hop
kins, Winifred Kingsley, Midy Maverick and Minnie Cade. G. R. 

ATHLETICS. 

In many respects the work in the gymnasium this year is in advance of 
that accomplished heretofore. In addition to the Freshman class the 

Junior Laws were alse> required to take the work. 
G7mn••ium B'otH. This materially increased the attendance and brought 

the benefits of the work home to practically all first-year 
men. A helpful feature was added by requiring all the students to wear 
the regulation costume consisting of an orange and white sleeveless jersey, 
black tights and trunks and tennis slippers. This made the class present 
a trim, neat appearance and enabled them to work to better advantage. 
The feature which proved to be of the greatest advantage, however, was 
requiring the Freshmen to take their class work at a particular hour instead 
of at any of the regular class periods. This hour was from 3 to 4 p. m. and 
each man was required to select two days per week as his regular days 
and report on those days. This made the 3 to 4 p. m. class consist 
entirely of Freshmen and the attendance showed a great improvement over 
last year. The upper-class-men came later in the afternoon and the Junior 
Laws from 11 to 12 a . m. The first half hour was spent in hygienic pulley
weight work or dumb-bell drill and then, as usual, the class was divided 
into squads of ten or twelve, each under a leader, for work on the apparatus. 
After the apparatus work came a run of half a mile and the lesson closed 
with a series of deep breathing exercises. 

When a man was absent on his regular lesson day he was required to 
"make it up" by coming at some other period so that he did not lose any 
lessons nor get behind his squad in the apparatus work. 

The apparatus work was carefully graded and the class was required to 
compete and pass on the lowest grade, consisting of five series of about 
eight exercises each, on the horizontal bar, parallel bars, vaulting bar, 
side horse, tumbling and wrestling. This varied and all-round training 
was designed to develop to a considerable degree the power of co-ordination 
and control and to give each man a knowledge of how to work in o. 
gymnasium without a teacher. 

The amount of work covered and the form in which it was executed 
showed a great advance over last year. More men did advance work and 
the work was of a higher grade than ever before. This was especially true 
in tumbling. The tumbling squad was invited to take part in a minstrel 
show given by the High School at the opera house and also at the high 
school when the entertainment was repeated later. 
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At the beginning of the year a new cement wall was placed in the hand
)all court and as a result that game received far more attention than ever 
before. A tournament, in which twenty-four men took part, was organized 
to determine the Varsity championship and suitable medals were awarded 
to the winners in both the single and double games. The final game for 
the championship in the singles was very close and exciting. J. R. Beas
ley won from Ed. Crane by only two points, one in each game, the score 
being 21-20, 21-20. Burford and Lewis won the double championship from 
R. J. Beasley and Kirkpatrick by a score of 15-21, 21-13, 21-19. A tourna
ment was also arranged between the Varsity champions and the Y. M. C. A. 
champions for the championship of the city. We had no trouble in win
ning both games, Beasley winning from Caswell 20-21, 21-18 and 21-16. 
Burford and Lewis defeated Caswell and Clarkson 21-11, 21-7. 

Next year another wall will be put in at the other end of the handball 
court to provide two courts for this interesting game. 

All the men have not yet had their second physical examination, but 
those who have, showed an improvement consistent with the more regular 
attendance and higher grade of work accomplished this year. 

A new game called "Medicine Ball" was invented by the class of upper
classmen which met from 5 to 6 p. m. under Assistant Howser. The game 
is played with a "medicine ball" weighing twelve pounds. The ball is 
thrown or passed from one man to another of his own side until it finally 
touches the ground between the opponents' goal-posts. It is a strenous 
game and affords an opportunity for all-round development and will produce 
a good sweat quicker than almost any other exercise in the gymnasium. 
It also accommodates any number of players who may wish to join in the 
game. 

No record of attendance was kept except for the Freshmen and Junior 
Law students but on the basis of the number of lockers in use and the size 
of the afternoon classes it is thought that more men used the gymnasium 
than last year. On the whole the season has been a most satisfactory 
~ ~KC 

THE LAW DEPARTMENT. 

Since the last issue of THE RECORD no material changes have taken place 
in the department as regards this year's work. A few new students, includ
ing one member of the Legislature, have matriculated, bringing the number 
of Juniors up to 106, and the total in the Department to 175. The committee 
appointed to arrange the three years curriculum made its report to the Board 
of Regents some time ago, and it was approved by them. The classes are to 
be designated as Junior, Middle and Senior. The work of the Junior year 
will cover twelve hours of class work per week in law and three hours 
class work in an academic topic to be selected by the student with the 
approval of the deans of the two Departments. The work of the Middle 
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Year embraces the same number of hours in law and in academic studies, 
but the latter is to be given in the prescribed course in political economy. 
The work of the Senior Year will embrace 14 hours of class work per week 
in law topics and one hour in argumentation besides practice court work. 
The additional time for law work will be divided about equally between an 
extension of the topics heretofore embraced in the two years course and 
new topics. Among the latter are American Elementary Law, Damages, 
Bailments, includings Carriers, Wills and Administration and Municipal 
Corporations. The principal extensions of time were made in Equity, 
Constitutional Law, Evidence and Insurance, some slight addition being 
made in almost all of the old topics. The curriculum was decided upon 
after careful study of the catalogues of other institutions and considera
tion of our special needs and environment. We believe that it will afford 
to the young men of Texas desiring to follow law as a profession an oppor
tunity for first-class preparation. The incorporation of the academic work 
in the course wa~ thought necessary because of the very limited training 
of a number of the students upon entering the Department. In such casea 
the academic topic for the first year will be selected by the student under 
the advice of the two deans, and he will thus be enabled to remove his most 
hurtful deficiency. Students whose academic training is entirely satis
factory will be permitted to attempt the three years course in two years. 
Students applying for advanced standing in the Department who have not 
attended some other approved law school will not be credited upon examina
tion with more than one year's work, and will be required to spend two 
years in the Department as condition precedent to obtaining a diploma. 
Students who have attended as much as one year in some approved law 
school will, if they have sufficient credit or will supplement the credits they 
do have by a satisfactory examination covering the Junior and Middle 
Years' work, be permitted to matriculate as Seniors. These regulatiom~ 
will make it impossible for one to obtain his degree of LL. B. until he shall 
have had at least two years training in a law school. Students not candi
dates for degrees will be allowed reasonable latitude in the selection of their 
course. 

The readjustment of the curriculum made necessary by the extension of 
the course furnished opportunity for considering the interchange of topics 
between the Academic and Law Departments. A committee appointed for 
this purpose reported to the two faculties, and it was determined that 
candidates for academic degrees could be credited with as many as four 
courses for work done in the Law Department, reasonable restrictions being 
placed upon the selection of the courses and the time in the academic 
work in which they may be taken. The attitude of the academic faculty 
on this matter is appreciated by the Law Department, and we desire to 
express our thanks for the good will and courtesy shown. It seems now 
that the extension of the course will necessitate the employment of another 
full professor in law. If this is done, and time can be found, it is probable 
that a course in Elementary Law, specially arranged as a general culture 
course, will be offered in the Academic Department, open to Junior and 
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Senior students. This will, of course, depend upon the time at the disposal 
of the law faculty. We hope very much that this may be found practic· 
able, as we feel sure that the course would be valuable in itself, and also 
that the fact of the interchange of work between the two Departments would 
be to draw them more closely together and to unify university spirit. 

Much interest has been taken in the Department in the bill pending 
before the Legislature regulating the granting of license to attorneys-at
law. We are very much gratified at the advance that will be made in the 
passage of this blil, and believe that it will be a very great benefit to the 
State and indirectly to the Department. It will be in the power of a few 
responsible men, S'elected on account of fitness, to make examinations for 
entrance to the bar thorough and uniform throughout the State. With 
increased difficulty in obtaining license law students will naturally turn 
to the University as a means of acquiring the necessary information. 
Under the existing law graduates from the Department have been granted 
license without further examination. The new law changes this, and after 
this year our graduates will be required to be examined just as other 
applicants. This will work some hardship on the students, in additional 
expense and consumption of time, but we hope may result in raising the 
grade of examination papers necessary to pass, and we feel confident that 
our ·students can make really good grades on any reasonable examina· 
tion that may be submitted, and will thus set standards by which to judge 
of the efforts of other applicants. As the bill has no emergency clause, 
the present Senior clas1:1 will not be affected by it, and our Juniors will 
have a year within which to become used to the situation. 

J.C. T. 

THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

There has been a very gratifying increase in the Engineering Depart· 
ment this session, the enrollment in the Freshman class being ~l against 
an enrollment of 4 7 for the previous session. This is an increase of 23 per 
cent and is a most favorable showing for the Department, when it is 
remembered that there is a falling off in the number of first-year students 
in the Academic Department. 

The total number of students in the Department taking Engineering 
courses is 103, and in addition to these there are 20 special students taking 
partial courses, making a total of 123. Almost all of these are taking 
drawing, both drawing-rooms being over-crowded in consequence, and Mr. 
Endress, the ne,i-Jy appointed instructor in drawing, has all that he can 
manage. If the class which will enter next session is as large as is antici
pated, it will probably be necessary to appoint two student assistants in 
drawing in order that the work may be kept up to the present standard, 
and additional drawing space will be needed. The effect of the presence 
of an instructor who gives his entire time and attention to drawing is 
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shown by the excellence of the work being done by the Freshman class this 
year, an excellence which has never before been realized in the University. 

Heretofore field practice has been held only on three days a week, but 
the increase in numbers this session has made it necessary to have field 
practice four days each week and next session this will be increased to five. 

A number of stone monuments have been established at different points 
on the Campus and, with these as a basis, an accurate contour map of the 
Campus and athletic field, showing the location of all buildings, water 
pipe lines, sewers, walks, roads and the neighboring streets will be made. 
The need of such a map has been already keenly felt and this work will 
fill a long needed want, and give the students a practical lesson at the 
same time. The exact elevation of each of these monuments above mean 
sea level has been accurately determined. 

It has been the practice of the Department to test free of charge cement, 
steel and wood for members of the profession or State and county officials 
throughout the State, who have no means at their command for making 
teats of such materials themselves. Recently several requests have been 
made by the city engineers of large cities in the State, for tests of street 
paving bricks. A machine for this purpose has been added to the apparatus 
in the testing laboratory and the University is now ready to make tests 
of this kind upon request. 

The Department has obtained from railroads and manufacturers in the 
United States photographs of a number of engineering structures and 
machines. These are hung in the rooms and corridors of the Department 
with the hope that they will give an engineering atmosphere and prove 
also interesting and instructive. 

With a view of extending the knowledge of the resources of the State, 
several of the seniors have chosen subjects for graduation theses that are 
of more or less practical importance. Among these may be mentioned: 
Tests of Tex11,s Building Stones, Tests of Texas Building Bricks and An 
Investigation of a Proposed System of Water Supply for the State Institu
tions in and about Austin. 

MATTERS OF PUBLIC INTEREST FROM THE MINUTES OF THE 
FACULTY. 

MEETING OF DECEMBER 2, 1902. 

Dr. Phillips gave an account of his visit to Princeton, as representative 
of the University, at the inauguration of Dr. Woodrow Wilson as president 
of Princeton University, on the 25th day of October, 1902. 

Prof. Sutton made a statement concerning his attendance as representa
tive of the University at the meeting of the Southern College Association 
held in Oxford, Miss., November l, 1902. 

An elaborate report on delayed registration was made to the Faculty 
by Professors Mezes and Sutton, with a petition to the Board of Regents. 
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It was voted to refer petitions for extra final examinations to the 
Advisory Committee with final jurisdiction. 

On motion of Dean Mezes, it was voted to establish a period for the 
selection of courses during the week preceding Commencement in June; 
and to allow students to make provisional selection of courses by mail. 

The following catalogue provisions, presented by Dr. Mezes, were 
adopted : 

(1) Every course and every fraction of a course that is a unit of a credit, 
shall have a separate designation which it shall retain as long as it is 
given, and which shall not be transferred to any other course. 

(2) Courses that may be taken to satisfy entrance requirements shall 
be designated by the name of the subject and capital letters; other courses 
by the name of the subject and numbers. The value in thirds of courses 
shall be indicated by sub-numbers. The sub-numbers are to be omitted in 
the case of a full course. 

MEETING OF DECEMBER 4, 1902. 

A report giving the condition of Athletics in the University was made 
by Dr. Ellis. 

Dr. Battle, Chairman of Committee on Students' Organization, presented 
a communication from the Greek Letter Fraternities of the University in 
which they agree not to invite first-year students to become members of the 
fraternities until ·after January 16th of each session. This report was 
approved by the Faculty and referred to the Board of Regents for their 
approval. 

MEETING OF DECEMBER 9, 1902. 

The Committee on Forensics and Oratory reported the work in that 
line as now on a satisfactory basis. 

The following was adopted for the Catalogue: Every candidate for !l. 

Master's degree must communicate to the Chairman of the Committee on 
Graduate Courses the title of his proposed thesis on or before the second 
Monday in January of the year in which he intends to present himself for 
final examination and must hand to the Chairman of the Committee on 
Graduate Courses a fair copy of his thesis on or before the first Monday 
in May. The thesis with a certificate of approval will be deposited in the 
library for public inspection. 

MEETING OF JANUARY 7, 1903. 

Dr. Battle, Acting Chairman of a Special Committee on the subject 
made a report on the advisability of stiffening the Academic degrees. The 
following recommendations were adopted: 

( l) In the Catalogue, 1902, page 48, in the requirements for the New 
Degree of Bachelor of Arts, change (b) so as to read One full course in 
Natrual Science requiring laboratory work. 
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(2) In the Catalogue, 1902, page 47, first paragraph, line 2 and line 6 
in the third para,,,araph, before the word September, insert the words next 
March or. 

(3) Adopt in grading a system of numerical equivalents as a common 
standard of private interpretation for professors. 

(4) Vote all degrees as far as conditions will permit at the May meet
ing of the Faculty. 

It was voted to send examination papers in April to the affiliated schools 
only in case they apply for them. 

MEETING OF JANUARY 13, 1903. 

It was voted to consider no application for the Degree of Bachelor of 
Arts after the May meeting of the Faculty. · 

The following recommendations presented by Dean Mezes for the Com
mittee on Stiffening Degrees was adopted 

Change (d) on page 48 of the Catalogue of 1902 to read: Five full 
courses, elected after the completion of at least two full numbered courses 
in the same subject in schools which admit Freshmen, and of at least one 
full course in the same subject in schools which do not admit Freshmen. 
But note that these courses in addition to being open (a) to students who 
have completed courses in the same subject, as just provided, may also be 
offered (b) to students who have completed at least ten full degree courses; 
but no other students will be admitted to them. 

MEETING OF MARCH 3, 1902. 

Professol" Page announced that Bishop Garrett, of Dallas, would deliver 
the Commencement sermon. 

The following recommendation of the Dean was adopted: 
Academic and Engineering students who pass in only four hours a week 

or less of the fall or of the winter terms work will thereby drop themselves 
from the University for the remainder of the session. But t_he operation 
of this regulation may be suspended by the President or the Dean in the 
case of special Btudents admitted on individual approval, of those who 
enter late, of those contributing to their support by work, and of those 
absent from recitation for a considerable period of time because of sickness 
or of other good reasons. 

A committee was appointed to draft resolutions in honor of J . L. M. 
Curry, agent for the Peabody Fund. 

FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF BOARD OF REGENTS. 

MEETING OF DECEMBER 6, 1902. 

The agreement between the Fraternities and Faculty in regard to the 
Fraternities soliciting first-year students, which had been referred to the 
Board of Regents, was ratified. 
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The following offer from Mr. H. P. Hilliard, a former citizen of Austin, 
but now a resident of St. Louis, was accepted by the Board with the 
request that the President express to Mr. Hilliard their thanks: 
To the Board of Regents of the University of Texas: 

GENTLEMEN.-For over twenty years I have been a citizen of Texas and 
for most of the time a resident of Austin; I have watched the development 
of the University with that interest and pride which all true Texans feel; 
I am now leaving the State to accept a business position in a. distant city, 
but I shall always entertain the warmest love for the State and esteem for 
its people, and it is my desire to leave behind me some token of my senti
ment. * · * * Being by birth, education and association a Southern 
man, I feel a deep interest in seeing what is best in the University, and 
I have therefore concluded to double the sum of $100 a year to be expended 
under the direction of the Faculty of the Department of English in the 
purchase of the best works of Southern Literature. * * * I prefer 
books written before or during the war to those written thereafter, as I 
earnestly desire that the students of the University should know as much 
as possible of the ante-bellum life of our people and of the principles and 
sentiments of their fathers. * * * * * * * 

Sincerely yours, 
H. P. HnnARD. 

MEETING OF JANUARY 21, 1903. 

Ordered that students entering the University after the opening of the 
session shall stand such examination as shall be prescribed by the Faculty. 

The report of special committee recommedning curriculum for a three 
years law course was adopted. 

MEETING OF FEBRUARY 12, 1903. 

The Board approved the withdrawal from the Legislature of a bill allow· 
ing graduates of the Medical Department to practice medicine in Texas 
without examination by the State Medical Board. 

The Board also approved the withdrawal from the Legislature of a bill 
providing that Permanent State Teachers' certificates be issued to all 
academic graduates of the University. 

It was ordered that the Board of Education be notified that about $12,· 
000 belonging to the Permanent University Fund lie uninveated and unpro
ductive in the State Treasury, and requested to invest said sum in State 
bonds or in United States bonds payable not later than 1907. 

It was ordered that the present Legislature be requested to submit a con
stitutional amendment authorizing the Board of Education to invest the 
Permanent University Fund in the same securities in which they are 
authorized to invest the funds of public schools. 

The report of a Faculty Committee on the matter of teaching Hebrew in 
the University, as requested by the Austin Presbyterian Theological Semin· 
ary, was read and adopted as an expression of the views of the Board. 
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Said report recommends first that requests to exempt regular students of 
the Theological Seminary from the payment of fees be not granted, on the 
ground that the l'niversity is a State institution and that the policy evi
denced in our State Constitution is against discriminations of the character 
here asked. Second, said committee declined to express an opinion as to 
the expediency of providing at the present time for teaching the language, 
literature and history of the Jews in the University. Third, they advise 
against the suggestion that one of the Faculty of said Seminary be per
mitted to give instruction in the University in the work last mentioned; 
and say that said work should be done only by those regularly connected 
with the University. 

It was ordered that the faculty be requested to consider and report to 
the Board a course in Semitic languages. 

Milton B. Porter, assistant professor of Mathematics in Yale University, 
was elected full professor in charge of the School of Mathematics in the 
University of Texas, his term beginning September 1, 1903. 

On nomination of Regent T. S. Henderson, Regent George W. Bracken
ridge was unanimously elected Chairman of the Board of Regents. Regent 
T. S. Henderson was then unanimously elected Vice Chairman of the 
Board. 

Regent Henderson first met with the Board March 26, 1895; was elected 
Vice Chairman ,Tuly 28, 1899; was elected Chairman February 26, 1900; 
was reelected Chairman June 12, 1901. In a few apt and earnest words 
Regent Spencer complimented the manner in which Regent Henderson had 
performed his duties as Chairman of the Board. 

Regents Cowart, of Dallas; Marsh, of Tyler, and Garwood, of Houston, 
having declined reappointment, were not present at this meeting of the 
Boa.rd. Regents H . M. Chapman, of Fort Worth; J . N. Browning, of 
Amarillo, and Ben B. Cain, of Tyler, having been appointed on the Board 
by Gov. Lanham in the places of the foregoing gentlemen, met with the 
Board for the first time at this meeting. 

THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE TEACHING STAFF OF THE MEDICAI, DEP.ARTMENT, FOR 

THE YEAR 1902. 
W. L. ALLISON: 

( 1) Comparative Study of Value of Methylene Blue and Quinine in 
the Treatment of Malarial Fever (with J. T. Moore), Trans. 
Tea:as State Med. Ass'n, 1902; Med. News, Dec. 6, 1902. 

(2) Removal of Lower Jaw for Tumor, Unii;ersity Medical, Novem
ber, 1902. 

W. S. CARTER: 

( 1) Viability of Bacillus Tuberculosis Outside the Animal Body 
(Address of Chairman of Section of State Medicine and Pub
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lie Health, of Texas State Medical Association), Trans. TeaJas 
State Med. Ass'n, 1902. 

(2) A Case of Post-Scarlatina! Nephritis in an Infant with Symptoms 
of Acute Ileo-Colitis, Univ. of Texas Medical Weekly, 1902. 

( 3) A Method of Determining the Percentage of Fats in Milk for 
Clinical Purposes (read before Univ. of Texas Medical Club
not published). 

( 4) A Convenient and Simple Method of Pasteurizing Milk (read 
before the Univ. of Texas Medical Club--not published). 

(5) The Influence of Weak Starch Solutions on the Digestibility of 
Milk (read before the Univ. of Texas Medical Club--not 
published). 

( 6) The Digestibility of Milk That Has Been Pasteurized as Con
trasted with That Which Has Been Sterilized (read before the 
Univ. of Texas Med. Club--not pub~ished) . 

(7) Some Observations on the Consumption and Excretion of Water 
by the Animal Organism in a Dry Climate at a High Altitude, 
as Compared with the Same in a Moist Atmosphere at Sea
level; and the Possible Relation of Atmospheric Conditions to 
the Occurrence of Bright's Disease (read before the Univ. of 
Texas Med. Club--not published). 

H. B. DECHERD: 

(1) Persistent Foramen Ovale in Human Hearts, Trans. Te1»as State 
Med. Ass'n, 1902. 

W. K.EILLER: 

( 1) Article on "The Heart," Buck's Reference Handbook of Medical 
Science, new edition. 

(2) Prevention of Surgical Tuberculosis, Trans. Twas State Med. 
Ass'n, 1902. 

(3) Skiagraphy of the Renal Vessels, 7'rans. Texas State Med. 
Ass'n, 1902. 

c. E. D. LoRD: 

( 1) Influence of Flies in Spreading Typhoid Fever, Trans. Te1»as 
State Med. Ass'n, 1902. 

J . W. MCLAUGHLIN: 

(1) Achylia Gastrica (with S. M. Morris), Trans. Te1»as State Med. 
Ass'n, 1902. 

(2) Prevention of Tuberculosis in Private Practice, Trans. Te1»as 
State Med. Ass'n, 1902. 

J. T. MOORE: 

( 1) Duration of the Latency of Malaria after Primary Infection a~ 
Proved by Tertian or Quartan Periodicity, or Demonstration of 
the Parasites in the Blood, Journal of Tropical Medicine, 
August 15, 1902. 

(2) Malaria: Cerebral and Spinal Symptoms, St. Louis Courier of 
Medicine, August, 1902. 
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(3) Observation Showing That the Flagella of the Malarial Parasite 
.Are Fertilizing Elements, JohM Hopkins Hospital Bulletin, 
October, 1902. 

(4) Comparative Study of the Value of Methylene Blue and Quinine 
in the Treatment of Malarial Fever (with W. L. Allison), 
Trans. Texas State Med. Ass'n, 1902; Medical News, December 
6, 1903. 

S. M. MOBRIS: 
(1) Achylia Gastrica (with J. W. McLaughlin), Trans. Texas State 

Med. Ass'n, 1902. 
(2) Hyperc'hlorhydria (read before the South Texas Med. Ass'n,

not published). 
(3) Relation of Indicanuria to the Acidity of the Gastric Juice 

(read before the Univ. of Texas Med. Club, December, 1902, pub
lished University Medical, January, 1903). 

ALLEN J. SMITH: 

( 1) Lessons and Laboratory Exercises in Bacteriology, Svo. pp. 
298, Philadelphia, P. Blakiston's Bon & Co., 1902. 

(2) Significance of the Terms Acute and Chronic (Chairman's Ad
dress, Section on Pathology, Texas State Med. Ass'n.), Trans. 
Texas State Med. Ass'n, 1902. 

(3) Review of Recent Literature on the Heredity of Tuberculosis. 
Trans. Texas State Med. Ass'n, 1902; Med. Newtl, November 22, 
1902. 

(4) Notes on Several Unusual Larval Insects Occurring as Parasites 
in Man, Medical News, Dec. 6, 1902. 

(5) Fetal Substitutions: Medico-Legal Note (submitted and accepted 
for publication in Medical News in November, 1902-published 
March, 1903). 

J. J. TEBRILL: 
(1) Autopsy and Findings in a Case of Oil of Tansy Poisoning 

University of Texas Med. Weekly, November 12, 1902. 
J. E. THOMPSON: 

(1) Interscapulothoracic Amputation (read before Texas State Med. 
Ass'n, 1902, published in University Medical, January, 1903) . 

MARRIAGES. 

Dr. Henry C. Haden, ex-M. '94, Lecturer on Diseases of Nose, Throat 
and Ear, to Miss Blanche Davenport Randall, of Galveston, Devember 31, 
1902. 

Dr. M. R. Sharp, M. '02, to Miss Edith Baugh, of Rogers, November 19, 
1902. 

Dr. Kenneth H. Aynesworth, M. '99, of Waco, to Miss Maud Brian, of 
Louisiana, on December 31, 1902. 

Dr. Hill Rowe, M. '01, of Los Esperanzas, Mexico, to Miss Marie Jordan, 
of Galveston, December 27, 1902. 

Dr. W. A. Shields, of Ad Hall, to Miss Harris, of Galveston, 1902. 
~ 
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ALUMNI ITEMS. 

Dr. Joe Gilbe1·t, M. '97, was reappointed by Gov. Lanham as Surgeon to 
the Confederate Home, Austin, Texas. 

Dr. 0. H. Radkey, M. '00, previously located at Manor, Texas, has 
changed his residence and place of practice of medicine to Edna, Jackson 
County. 

Dr. R. JI'. Currie, M. '01, after the completion of his term of service 
as interne in St. Mary's Hospital in Galveston in November, 1902, located 
in Conroes. 

Dr. W. L. Allison, M. '02, has withdrawn from the position of Demon
strator of Surgery to accept the position of Assistant Physician in the 
Southwestern Insane Asylum at San Antonio. 

ALUMNI NOTES. 

1888. 

The three Munson brothers, J. W., M. S., and W. B., each of whom 
received the degree of LL. B., have formed a law partnership at Angleton, 
Texas. 

W. H . Wilson, LL. B., has formed a partnership with A. L. Jackson, B. 
A., '87, LL. B., '88, for the purpose of practicing law at Houston under the 
firm name of Wilson & Jackson. 

1889. 

M. C. Granberry, LL. B., died at Phrenix, Ariz., on December 16, '02, 
where he had gone in search of health. His wife lives in Austin. 

Goodwin Sterne, LL. B., formerly in the banking business at Gonzales, 
has removed to El Paso, where he will be connected with one of the bank
ing houses. 

1890. 

J. H. Arnold, LL. B., of Gatesville, has recently been appointed by Gov. 
Lanham to be District Attorney of the Fifty-second District. For a num· 
ber of years he was County Attorney of Coryell County. 

1892. 

J . H. Kirkpatrick, LL. B., is now a member of the real estate firm of 
Adams & Kirkpatrick at San Antonio. He has won considerable reputa· 
tion as a lecturer on subjects of travel. 

1893. 

H. A. Cunningham, LL. B., has recently formed a partnership with ex· 
Senator Wheeler, of Bonham. 

Dr. Leonard E. Dickson, B. S., M. A., '94, was married to Miss Sudie 
Davis, at Waco, Dec. 30, 1902. 
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1895. 

Donald Cameron, B. A., M. A., '911, after taking both the Master's 
and the Doctor's Degree from Harvard University, is now studying classical 
philology in Germany and Italy. He holds the Parker Traveling Fellow
ship from Harvard, which is worth $700 annually. 

1896. 

A. D. Ellis, B. Lit., is Superintendent of Schools at Elgin. 
A. P. Raggio, A. B., A. M., Harvard, 1902, is now engaged in second year 

graduate studies in Romance Languages at Harvard. 
W. F. Schenck, LL. B., is now County Attorney of Bosque County, having 

been elected by a handsome majority in November. 
J. C. Wilson, LL. B., of Weatherford, was elected to the office of County 

Attorney of Parker County in November. 

1897. 

W. D. C. Jones, LL. B., of Gonzales, was married in that city on February 
12, 1903, to Miss India Bailey. 

1898. 

Miss Zoe L. Baldwin, B. Lit., M. A., 1900, was married October 1, 1902, 
to W. J. Sublette, of Kirksville, Mo., where she now makes her home. 

D. R. Couch, B. A., now a banker and ranchman at Aspermont, Texas, 
recently visited the University for the first time since his graduation. 

Yancey W. Holmes, B. Lit., LL. B., is now a member of the firm of 
Abernathy, JoneS' & Holmes, Gonzales. Mr. Jones is also a University 
graduate. 

Harry Tom King, LL. B., is practicing law at Abilene. Recently he 
was elected by the bar there to hold a special term of the District Court. 

J. W. Lewis, LL. B., of Conroe, has retired from the office of County 
Attorney and formed a partnership with Ball, Dean & Humphrey, of 
Huntsville, Texas. Mr. Lewis is in charge of the branch at Conroe. 

1899. 

Ira Polk Hildebrand, LL. B., LL. M., B. A., 1900, after taking the Law 
course in Harvard, is now practicing in San Antonio under the firm name of 
Cobbs & Hildebrand. Judge Cobbs is a member of the present Legislature 
and one of the leading lawyers of Texas. 

B. H. McFarland, B. Lit., LL. B., 1901, has been appointed Referee in 
Bankruptcy in the El Paso District by United States Judge Maxey. 

C. P. Norby, B. S., M. S., 1900, is in the Medical School of Northwestern 
University, Chicago, Illinois. 

J. E. Starley, LL. B., is practicing law and editing a paper at Barstow. 

1900. 

Will L. Barbee, LL. B., LL. M., 1901, was married to Miss Laura Wil
liamson, B. A., 1902, at St. Louis, Mo., on Feb. 9, 1903. They live in 
Houston. 
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C. C. Cole, B. A., of foot·ball fame, is in the wholesale coal business at 
Oklahoma City, 0. T. 

T. Spence Knox, B. A., is taking a theological course at Clarksville, 
Tennessee, preparatory to entering the Presbyterian ministry. 

F. G. Lanham, B. A., is stenographer to his father, Governor S. W. T. 
Lanham. He will enter the Methodist ministry. 

E. T. Miller, B. A., M. A., 1901, is doing graduate work in History and 
Political Science at Harvard. 

A. H. McKnight, LL. B., is a partner in the firm of Byarly & McKnight, 
and practices at Center. He was married to Miss Ada Chambers, in Hous
ton on October 29, 1902. 

0. H. Palm, B. S., is spending a year in the Chemical Laboratory of West. 
ern Reserve University, Cleveland, 0. 

R. E. Thomason, LL. B., now County Attorney of Cooke County, is also 
a member of the firm of Cofer & Thomason. 

1901. 

Henry Lamar Crosby, B. A., M. A., 1902, is doing graduate work in 
Classical Philology at Harvard. 

E. P. R. Duval, B. S., M. A., 1902, is pursuing graduate courses in 
Mathematics in Harvard University. 

R. W. Haynie, B. A., M. A., is teaching in the McGregor schools, after 
a year of successful work in the schools of San Saba. 

Charles E. Johnson, LL. B., has removed from Houston to Oklahoma 
City, 0. T., where he is practicing his profession. 

J. W. Rainbolt, LL. B., was married on October 22, 1902, to Miss Mae 
Hendrix, of Lockhart. He lives at Gonzales. 

John F. Thomas, LL. B., of Lawton, Okla., was married to Miss Rose 
Toomes at Wellington, Kansas, December 26, 1902. 

1902. 

Henry S. Bishop, LL. B., was elected District Attorney of the Forty
seventh District at the November elections, receiving 965 votes more than 
all three of his opponents. He carried fourteen of the sixteen counties of 
his district. His home is at Amarillo. 

W. N. Foster, LL. B., is engaged in the practice of his profession at 
Conroe, having formed a partnership with C. W. Nugent. 

J. F. Gibson, B. S., is a matriculate of the Medical Department. 
S. F. Leslie, LL. B., is practicing law at Okmulgee, I. T., and is asso

ciated with J. C. Stone, Esq. 
W. H. Matthews, A. B., of Gonzales, will return to the University next 

session to take a post-graduate course, after which he expects to study for 
the Presbyterian ministry. 

Dr. E. M. Steger, M. D., is doing a good practice at Bonham. 
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THE TEXAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 

At the regular meeting held in the Chemical Lecture Room of the 
University on Friday evening, November 28, 1902, the following papers 
were presented by title: 

"Contribution to a Knowledge of the Coleopterous Fauna of the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley in Texas and Tamaulipas, with Biological Notes and 
Special Reference to Geographical Distribution," by C. H. T. Townsend, of 
El Paso. 

"The Poisonous Snakes of Texas," by J. D. Mitchell, of Victoria. 
Mr. E. C. H. Bantel, Instructor in Civil Engineering, gave an illustrated 

lecture on "Iron Smelting." 
At the Formal Meeting, held in the Auditorium of the University, Mon

day evening, December 29, 1902, Dr. William L. Bray, Professor of Botany, 
delivered an illustrated lecture on "The Evolution of the Flower and its 
Relation to Insects and other Pollenizing Agents." The following papers 
appeared by title on the program of this meeting: 

"The Effeet of Weeds and Moss upon Coefficients of Discharge in Small 
Irrigating Canals," by Jas. C. Nagle, Professor of Civil Engineering in the 
A. and M. College of Texas. 

"The Decomposition of Potassium Chlorate at Fixed Temperatures," by 
Dr. E. P. Schoch and J. S. Brown, B. S. 

"The Kinetics of Oxidation Reactions. Example I. The Equilibrium 
between Potassium Ferrocyanide, Potassium Ferricyanide, Iodine, and 
Potassium Iodide," by Dr. Eugene P. Schoch, Instructor in Chemistry in the 
University. 

"Contribution to the Chemistry of Fatigue," by Dr. Henry Winston 
Harper, Professor of Chemistry in the University, and Margaret Holliday, 
M. S. 

At a regular meeting of the Academy held in the ZoOlogical Lecture 
Room, Saturday evening, March 14, 1903, the following papers, illustrated 
with the stereopticon, were presented: 

"Some Wholesome Educational Statistics," by W. S. Sutton, M. A., Pro
fessor of the Science and Art of Education in the University. 

''Steel Making," by E. C. H. Bantel, C. E., Instructor in Civil Engineer
ing in the University. F . W. S. 

$ $ $ 

THE TEXAS ST.ATE HISTORICAL .ASSOCIATION. 

The quarterly of the Texas State Historical Association for January, 
1903 (Vol. VI, No. 3), contains the following articles: The Tampico 
Expedition, by Eugene C. Barker; Tienda De Cuerva's Ynspeccion of Laredo, 
by Herbert Eugene Bolton; Reminiscences of C. C. Cox; and Reminis
cences of Early Texans, by J. H. Kuykendall . 

The first article, The Tampico Expedition, gives an account of an episode 
in the Texas Revolution. The aim of the expedition was to help the Texans 
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to thwart Santa Anna's attempt to reform the Constitution of 1824. Its 
leader, Jos~ Antonio Mexl'.a, an exile liberal who had taken refuge in New 
Orleans, hoped by stirring up trouble in the eastern States to keep Santa 
Anna too busy to send troops into Texas. The expedition, however, was a 
failure, and thus a chance for averting the revolution was lost. Had it 
succeeded Santa Anna might not have been successful in reforming the 
Constitution and the Texas Declaration of Independence might never have 
been made. The a.rticle views the episode from its effect on Texas History 
and shows that Mexl'.a's aim was to help the Texans and not to secure his 
own aggrandizement, as has been charged. 

Tienda De Ouerva's Ynspeccion of Laredo is a translation, with editorial 
notes of a document by this title. The document shows that the estab
lishment of Laredo was the outcome of the work of J<>s<l Escand6n, 
who effected the conquest of the coast country from the Panuco River 
to Texas, 1784-1755. It is composed of original memoranda of the 
lnspet:cion in the form of orders, affidavits, statistical reviews and 
Cuerva's report to the Viceroy. The document shows the circumstances 
under which Laredo was founded, its material conditions, its growth during 
the first twelve years of its existence, and the character of the people who 
settled there. They were rancheros who had occupied this country in 
advance of the government. 

The third article, Reminiscences of C. C. Cox, gives the story of his life 
in Texas from 1856 to 1886, including an account of his settlement on the 
Nueces River, his life as a ranchman, his experience during the Civil War 
and his taking up a.gain, under very different circumstances, his ranch life 
after this struggle. 

Reminiscences of Early Texans, by J. H. Kuykendall includes Recollec
tions of Ca.pt. Horatio Chriesman, Recollections of Joel W. Robinson, and 
Recollections of Judge Thomas M. Duke. An editorial note prefixed to this 
article says: "In 1857, J. H. Kuykendall wrote for Judge Bell, of Colum
bia, a series of papers consisting of his recollections of various persons and 
episodes in Texas History. He himself had played an active part in the 
life of Austin's Colony, both before and after the Revolution and was 
therefore well qualified for his task." 

The Quarterly likewise contains the usual Book Reviews and Notes. 
To Historians of the Southwest the review of Dos .Antiguas Relaoiones de 
la Florida, by Genaro Garcia, is of especial interest, as this work throws 
valuable light on the early Spanish explorations and occupation. 

M.A. 
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